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Ideally situated to save
you time and money.
When Eastern meets your distribution needs, you have an experienced group working
for you in two ideal locations: Greenville, South Carolina, and Jacksonville, Florida.
The recent addition of two brand new distribution centers in Imeson Park at Jacksonville
gives us total floor space of 1 ,167,000 sq. ft., with more projected. Our materials handling
and warehouse maintenance equipment is the finest. Our personnel hand picked. Our
responsiveness to your instructions quick enough to move goods on a same-day basis.
And our computer capability allows us to consolidate loads whenever we can save you
money by doing so.
Write or call Harold Segars now at 803/277-2475. And if you're interested in using our
Greenville facilities, ask about No Situs savings under the most favorable inventory tax
laws in the nation.
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PASS OUT CHECKS: Pass out checks will be available at Gates 1 - 5 - 9 - 1 3.
Any person leaving stadium other than with team pass must have pass out
checks, as well as admittance stub for other type tickets to be readmitted to
game. Ticket stubs will be secured in receptacles provided.
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are located under Section J on South side
of Stadium and under Section T on the North side. Trained nurses are on hand
all dunng the game. Should a doctor be needed, ask any usher. Each usher has
been informed the seat location of doctors. Ambulances are located at Gates
1, 5, 8 and 13.
TELEPHONES: Telephones are located at Stadium Ticket Offices at Gates 1 , 5,
9 and 13
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public address system is intended primanly
for the information of spectators concerning the game. Please do not request
the use of the public address system to make social contacts at the game.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's restrooms are located beneath the stands
and can be reached by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or found, please report same to Gate 1
Information Booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession stands are located beneath all stands
and can be reached by exit from any portal. A concession price list is published
on the back page
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls are received over the telephone lo-
cated in the press box, the number of which is listed with the operator as Press
Box, Clemson Memorial Stadium.
NOTICE: Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages are prohib-
ited by Act No. 550 of the General Assembly of South Carolina, 1967, and
rules of the alcoholic beverage Control Commission in this stadium and
the surrounding area. By order of: S. C, Alcoholic Beverage Control
Commission.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is prohibited at an athletic contest in
Clemson Memorial Stadium and Littlejohn Coliseum.
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This was the 1950 team which was undefeated, but tied once, and which brought Clemson its second bowl victory in three seasons. The Tigers
rolled up 344 points to 76 for the opponents, never scoring less than 1 4 points in any game while recording four shutouts. The scoreboard in the
background stood where the west end zone stands are now located and the paved parking lot today was then a forest of trees.
The 1950 team returns to the cam-
pus today for a reunion and to recall
some of the glory days which they
created over 25 years ago.
Clemson has had four undefeated
teams in its history and some of these
players had the distinction of playing on
two of these teams.
The 1900 team was 6-0-0, the 1906
squad compiled a 4-0-3 record,
another unblemished mark (11-0-0)
was attained by the 1948 unit and the
'50 group was 9-0-1
.
Some of the seniors had become
household names—Brunson, Calvert,
Carothers, Childress, Cone, Gillespie,
Grigsby, Hendley, Hudson, Mathews,
Rushton, Smith and Wyndham.
There were some sophomores and
juniors who would make a niche just as
deep before trading downs for diplo-
mas. How many remember Barton,
Cook, DiMucci, Gaskins, Hair, Her-
long, Knoebel, Manos, Patton, Radcliff,
Rodgers, Shirley, Smith, Wade, With-
ers and Wrightenberry? As Coach
Frank Howard has acknowledged on
many occasions—"These fellas made
me a pretty good coach."
The Tigers won their usual opener
from Presbyterian, but what really
turned Clemson on was a 34-0 triumph
Billy Hair (77) was a sophomore on the 1950
team and before he completed his career, he
was named to the All-Southern team twice
and ended up with more yards (3,464) than
any otherthree-year back in Clemson history.
In this picture "Sweet William" makes yard-
age against N. C. State, a game won by Clem-
son, 27-0, the third straight shutout to open
the season.
over Missouri, a pre-season
nationally-ranked team. Jackie Cal-
vert's 80-yard run on the first play from
scrimmage set the pattern for the day.
N. C. State fell, 27-0, the third
straight shutout, before working a
14-all tie with South Carolina.
Duquesne, Boston College and Fur-
man put 36 points on the scoreboard in
the next three encounters but Clemson
scored 145.
The story goes that the Orange Bowl
had indicated if Clemson beat Auburn
40 points, the Tigers would have a
post-season bid. The final tally was
41-0 and the invitation was extended.
Clemson built up a 13-0 lead with
touchdowns in the second quarter
(Fred Cone) and in the third period
(Glenn Smith on a pass from Billy Hair).
But home-standing Miami came off
the carpet to score twice in less than six
minutes for a 14-13 lead.
But in the fourth quarter came the
"play of the year" when Sterling Smith
tackled Frank Smith in the end zone for
a safety and a 15-14 Tiger victory.
As these players gather this week
end to recall 25 years ago, the runs will
probably get longer, the tackles a little
harder, the crowds a little larger and the
girls a little prettier.
But what the heck? These guys
basked in glory a quarter of a century
ago and the truth recalled now, maybe
stretched just a little, will make every-
body feel good again. So, who wants to
start?
The safety in the Orange Bowl which gave Clemson a 15-14 victory over Miami has often been
referred to as "the play of the year." As one sportswriter wrote the next day: "When Sterling
Smith of Clemson met Frank Smith of Miami in the end zone, they didn't start a cough drop
factory." Here Sterling holds on for dear life until help arrives, recording a safety and the
one-point victory.
Fred Cone (31) was rounding out a fabulous
career for the Tigers in 1950 and here he gives
one of his patented stiff arms to an opposing
player.
This picture has been labeled "single wing to
perfection" and shows Clemson against
Wake Forest at Winston-Salem in a game won
by the Tigers, 13-12, which was not decided
until after time ran out and Bob Patton
blocked a Deacon extra point attempt. Fred
Cone (31) fakes to Jackie Calvert (21) and
gives the ball to Ray Mathews coming around
from wingback. Blocking back Dick Hendley
(86) Is leading the way followed by pulling
linemen Dan DiMucci (47) and Bob Patton
(60). Matthews gained seven yards on this
play and suffered three broken ribs on the
tackle.
C-L-E-M
In Cade-en-ce
Count. .
.
The 1976-77 Clemson Tiger Cheerleaders are
pictured around the statue of the University's
founder, Thomas Green Clemson. The men
cheerleaders are, clockwise, from the lower left
corner, David Baird, Joey Erwin, Steve
Klengson, Allen Blackmon, Billy Jordan, Woody
Thompson, head cheerleader Tony Saad, and
Jim Mehserle. Sitting on the knee of Mr. Clem-
son's statue is the Tiger, George Langstaff
. The
lovely ladies are, clockwise, from the lower left,
Alice Gorena, Aline Crews, Sheri Costa, Amy
Johnson, Cathy Pool, and Pam Hutson.
Tiger Cheerleaders Bolster Clemson Spirit
That old traditional ring of "C-L-E-M
in Cade-en-ce Count . . ." marks the
beginning of another Clemson athletic
year.
And wherever the Tigers play, Clem-
son partisans can expect to see the
Orange and White-clad cheerleaders
barking out these familiar sounds.
Make no mistake about it; the cheer-
leaders put in endless hours of work for
their institution. There are the tryouts,
the practices, the pep rallies, more
practices, and then the game. This
cycle goes on and on.
Despite that demanding schedule,
which must be worked around the Uni-
versity's challenging academic re-
quirements, the 1976-77 cheerleaders
still found time to undertake a mam-
moth fund-raising project for the
purchase of a new "Fighting Tiger"
Flag.
Measuring 50 feet by 30 feet, this
nylon beauty which, with the help of the
cheerleaders, leads the Tigers down
the hill and into Death Valley, carried a
price tag of $1,300.
When Tony Saad, the head cheer-
leader, brought the flag purchase
proposition to Colonel Rick Bobbins,
who serves as advisor for both the
Block 'C Club and the cheerleaders,
the latter agreed that the Block 'C Club
would pay half the cost if the cheer-
leaders could raise a like amount.
"We definitely needed a new flag,"
Saad explained. "Our old one, made of
a cotton-canvas mixture, was com-
pletely worn out. So we decided to sell
decals, Tiger Rags, and bumper stick-
ers during the summer to raise the
money for the new flag.
"In addition to attending some of the
larger Clemson Club meetings around
the state, we came back for new stu-
dent orientations, and the large alumni
weekend that was held on campus this
past summer."
The result
—
$750—more than
enough to pay the cheerleaders' share
of the flag expense.
Mark Lee, President of the Block 'C
Club, and his organization paid their
share, as these two student organiza-
tions purchased a flag for the school
which, according to Saad, "will last a
lifetime."
Comprising the 1 976-77 Tiger cheer-
leading squad are: David Baird, a
senior poultry science major from Dar-
lington; Allen Blackmon, a junior recre-
ation and park administration major
from Greenwood ; Sheri Costa, a senior
education major from Charleston ; Aline
Crews, a junior education major from
Hampton; Joey Enwin, a sophomore
economics major from Greenville;
Alice Gorena, a junior horticulture
major from Oklahoma City, Okla.; Pam
Hutson, a junior administrative man-
agement major from Conyers, Ga.;
Amy Johnson, a senior education
major from Asheville, N. C; Billy Jor-
dan, a senior recreation and park ad-
ministration major from Greenville;
Steve Klengson, a sophomore
mechanical engineering major from
Taylors; George Langstaff, a senior
mechanical engineering major from
Kingsport, Tenn.; Jim Mehserle, a
sophomore architecture major from Ft.
Walton Beach, Fla.; Cathy Pool, a
junior education major from Gaines-
ville, Ga.; Tony Saad (Head Cheer-
leader) a senior textile science major
from Anderson; and Woody
Thompson, a junior accounting major
from Camden.
WE ARE PROUD TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
For more than 20 years, Ivester electricians have played a major
role (as circled above) in the growth of the Clemson campus,
helping to make it one of the finest in the South.
LET US BE A PART OF YOUR NEXT CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
Electrical Installations
and Services
IVESTER SERVICE COMPANY / P. O. DRAWER 8794 STA. A / MAULDIN ROAD / GREENVILLE, S. C. 29604 / PHONE (803) 277-7764
Today's Program
PRE-GAME
3:00 p.m. Clemson University TIGER BAND
Tiger Rouser: SOCK IT TO EM (Fllmore)
TIGER RAG (Arr. Yoder)
Presentation of Colors: SINFONIANS (Williams/Tatgenhorst)
Clemson University Army ROTC Honor Guard
Commanded by Cadet Captain Charles F. Smith
Prayer: Offered by the Fellowship of Christian Athletes' Representative
NATIONAL ANTHEM (Arr. Damrosch-Sousa)
ALMA MATER (McGarity-Hawkins)
Clemson University Chorus, William W. Campbell, Director
Retirement of Colors
Tiger Rouser Reprise
GAME
3:20 p.m. CLEMSON UNIVERSITY vs. THE UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
Game Announcer: Ken Allison
For the Clemson Band: Nick Peck
HALFTIME The University of Georgia Dixie Redcoat Band
Roger L. Dancz, Director
The Music of Glenn Miller
Clemson University TIGER BAND
The Music of Chicago
Entrance: 25 OR 6 TO 4 (Arr. Edmondson)
Patterns: SEARCHIN' SO LONG (Arr. Vinson)
Feature: MONGONUCLEOSIS (Arr. Edmondson)
Solo Tw^irlers Carolane Bagnal, Carolyn Helena, Katie Pickett and Debbie Rowell
Circles: DOES ANYBODY REALLY KNOW WHAT TIME IT IS? (Arr. Leach)
Exit: TIGER RAG (Arr. Edmunds)
Thehstcaitspiis.
themoreyouspend.
The purpose of that rotating
disk on your electric meter is
tomeasure the amount ofpower
being used.
The more you're using, the
faster it goes. And the higher
your monthly bill will be.
Keep that in mind. And use
electricity wisely.
Because whenever you waste
power, you waste money.
SCE&G
CERTIFIED CARPET SERVICES
''Carolina s leading carpet cleaner for 15 years''
Hydra jet
Mobile cleaning plant
Certified Carpet Cleaners Certified Industrial Cleaners
309 Butler Ave. 9 Duncan St.
GREENVILLE SPARTANBURG 235-2594
271-9502 585-7673
—Niaht V housekeeDina service
—Wall to wall carpet cleaning —Carpet maintenance
—Specializing in cleaning —Duct cleaning
upholstery and oriental rugs —Wall cleaning
—Rug washing facilities in plant —Floor cleaning and sealing
—Fire restoration —Fire restoration
Certified Carpet Sales Professional Sales
and Installation ana bquipment Lo.
236 McBEE AVE. 9 DUNCAN ST.
235-2594
—Comnnercial carpet installation
—Manufacturers of professional carpet
by trained technicians
—Custom carpet workroom
—Serging, binding, and fringing
cleaning equipment and chemicals
—Greatest development in truck
mounted equipment
—Pioneered and manufactured in
machines Greenville
—Cutting and repair work —Training program for new operators
Join the
PepsiPeople
feelin'
freei
GO
TIGERS
9
Pepsi Cola Bottling Company,
Anderson, South Carolina
Many Great Choices
of
Freshly Cooked Pizza
Poor Boy
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CARRY
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DINO'S
FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED
All Food Cooked Fresh
to Your Satisfaction
Bring The Whole Family!
PIZZA PALACE ^
STEAK HOUSE
654-1200
The IN Place
Ice Cold Draft Beer
CARRY
OUTS
COLLEGE AVE. CLEMSON
College:
It's Worth It
President Robert C. Edwards
It's good to have you as our guest
today on the Clemson University cam-
pus for an afternoon of Tiger football.
College football has become as much
of an American tradition as some of the
events we have celebrated during our
Bicentennial. Indeed, a strong intercol-
legiate athletic program is a valuable
asset to a university and to the students it
serves. Pride in victory and in school
spirit is also part of the fabric of our heri-
tage.
It seems appropriate in this year of
reflection to give thought to the educa-
tional taproot from which has grown this
great tradition of intercollegiate competi-
tion. We are here today because Clem-
son University is here, and Clemson, like
other colleges and universities, is about
education.
Higher education has come through
some rough times since the late 1960s
when campus unrest and protest were
widespread. It became the vogue to
make universities and their adminis-
trators the whipping posts for many of
society's ills.
Now it appears that in 1976, history is
repeating itself, although in a different
form. In recent months higher education
once again has become the target of se-
vere criticism, especially in a book,
Caroline Bird's The Case Against Col-
lege, which has received national atten-
tion. It attacks the very concept of a col-
lege education, using generalizations
and popular myths to create a distorted
picture.
Criticism per se is not the issue here. It
would be more than foolish to even
suggest that higher education never de-
serves criticism. What is the urgent con-
cern, and the thing which is disturbing, is
that this type of across-the-board indict-
ment of our colleges and universities will
be accepted as factual without a relent-
less, personal inquisitiveness from each
of us. If we don't do this, then we indeed
have a true American tragedy.
If there ever was a time for believers in
higher education to come forward and
speak up, it is now. The public deserves
— and has a responsibility, if you will —
to have the case for higher education
stated in a clear, undistorted way.
A favorite expression in football
strategy suggests that the best defense is
a good offense. I propose that our col-
leges and universities, especially those
member institutions of the national
land-grant system, have been on the of-
fense for more than 100 years, ever since
Congress gave us the ball in the form of
the Morrill Act which established the
land-grant system of higher education in
1862.
This system has given every American
so many reasons to be proud. State uni-
versities and land-grant institutions don't
need to make any apologies for their
performance in the public arena. It is a
fact the influence of land-grant institu-
tions extends into the homes and work-
ing lives of all Americans, and of many
peoples around the worid.
Clemson, as are other state and land-
grant universities, is concerned with the
real world and people's problems: im-
proving the quality of life for all our citi-
zens — better housing, adequate
supplies of food and fiber, energy, the
protection of our environment and
natural resources. Yes, these and many
other basic concerns.
Consider these remarkable land-grant
institution achievements: discovery of
streptomycin for treatment and control
of tuberculosis; development of the
anti-coagulant dicoumarol which pre-
vents blood clotting; development of the
TV tube, the transistor, the first cyclo-
tron, and production of pure uranium.
Clemson' s impressive contributions to
the quality of life include development of
new food products and nutrient-rich
food substitutes; major advances in food
production and harvesting; break-
throughs in biomedical research such as
artificial body implants and replace-
ments; special programs for the young,
the elderly, the sightless, the mentally
handicapped.
From these few examples, it is obvious
the cumulative benefits of state and
land-grant university research has more
than repaid the public for tax dollars
spent in support of these institutions.
I believe that some of the finest
spokesmen for the value of higher edu-
cation are the millions of men and
women who have been richly-served by
their college diplomas.
The real facts — the true story —
about modern higher education also
makes interesting reading. In most cases,
truth is indeed stranger and more excit-
ing than fiction.
College is worth it.
BILL McLELLAN — Athletic Director
Very few of his peers can boast of
the formal training or experience
which Bill McLellan has acquired over
the past 17 years.
Only the third man to own the title of
Director of Athletics at Clemson,
McLellan was elevated to his present
position Feb. 4, 1971, following more
than a decade of service to the univer-
sity's athletic department.
That service began as an appren-
ticeship in the spring of 1958, on the
eve of two consecutive post-season
bowl appearances by the football Ti-
gers.
Carrying the title of assistant busi-
ness manager, McLellan had been
credited with handling the majority of
the university's athletic business and
operation long before his appointment
as the school's athletic director.
His duties included such things as the overall operation of the ticket
office and mail room; the overseer of purchases and expenditures by the
department; and the supervision of all the department's athletic facilities.
After a majority of his staff had called it a day, McLellan wound up on the
football practice field where he assisted his former coach, Frank Howard,
with the latter's gridiron chores.
In 1 966 McLellan was named Clemson's assistant athletic director, and
two years later as associate AD.
During the past decade, Clemson's athletic physical plant experienced
a major face lifting under McLellan's direction.
The Tiger basketball team plays in Littlejohn Coliseum, now eight years
old and the newest cage facility in the Atlantic Coast Conference. Last
year the cagers won a school-record 18 games.
Six years ago the baseball team chhstened a new facility, and this past
spring, recorded its 19th consecutive winning season, made its second
straight trip to NCAA post-season playoffs and its third trip to the College
World Series.
In 1972 the A. Hoke Sloan Tennis Center, surrounded by 14 Laykold
courts, was completed ; and in the same year, the soccer team, winner of
four straight ACC titles, moved to a Bermuda-turfed field, complete with
bleachers and electric scoreboard.
A new all-weather, nine-lane track was used for the first time in 1973,
the same year the Jervey Athletic Center was occupied. This facility
houses all athletic personnel, has carpeted dressing rooms for each
athletic team, workout and training rooms and a two-court, tartan-
surfaced gym.
And last winter, the Tiger swimming teams opened their season in the
new Fike Natatorium with its electhcally-timed eight-lane pool and sepa-
rate diving tank.
McLellan's efforts have been directed in many areas since 1958, and
regardless of the matter at hand or the sport in season, he is continually
looking for ways to improve both the athletic program and the university's
overall goals.
A native of Hamer, McLellan, 44, played football for Clemson and was a
member of the Tigers' 1952 Gator Bowl team.
He marned the former Ann Rogers of Fork, June 5, 1 954, and they have
four children — Suzy, a junior at Winthrop; Bill, a freshman at Spartanburg
Methodist College; Cliff, a senior at Pendleton High School; and Arch
Anna, a freshman at Pendleton High.
THE WORLD'S
INNKEEPER
OF CLEMSON
p. O. BOX 512
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CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
SPECIAL BANQUET AND MEETING ROOM FACILITIES
TELEPHONE 654-4450, A. C. 803
DELUXE LUNCHEON BUFFET
Served Daily
181 BEAUTIFUL GUEST ROOMS
Meeting, Banquet and Convention
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The Most Accommodating People In The World
To Serve You Belter..
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.
the sole reason for the recent expansion and complete
modernization of our Charlotte District Office now providing
over 106,000 square feet for technical service laboratories,
warehousing, distribution, and administrative offices. But no
matter how efficient looking the buildings, it is the people that
make them so. And, it is the people at Sandoz, ready to serve
you, that assures you that you can rely on your
partners at Sandoz.
Why not see for yourself? Come and visit us and see what the
newest in textile customer service facilities can do for you.
Colors i
Charlotte, NC 28205
(704)372-0210
COMPLETE ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION & ENGINEERING
Industrial, Commercial & Institutional Facilities
Nationwide & International
HARRISON
Electrical
Constructors, Inc.
GREENVILLE, S. C. NASHVILLE, TENN.
RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA
RED PARKER
Head Football Coach
The Clemson Tiger Express, bound
for the nation s football elite and des-
tined to reach its goal, suffered a
temporary derailment one year ago,
but Red Parker sees no reason why
his Tigers cannot get back on track in
pursuit of their original goal.
Entenng his fourth season as chief
engineer of Clemson's football for-
tunes, Parker laid the track for the Ti-
gers' return thp to the top of the Atlan-
tic Coast Conference.
He came to Tigertown in December,
1972, following a season when Clem-
son had managed but four gridiron vic-
tories.
Yet the Hampton, Ark., native,
whose repertoire included head
coaching stints at Fordyce, Ark., High
School, Arkansas A&M and The
Citadel, brought an exciting tnple op-
tion offense and a heart full of dedication with him.
His first season, 1 973, was a success. Clemson recorded five wins and
scored 231 points, more than any other Tiger team had accumulated in
any one of the previous 13 campaigns.
One year later, Parker faced a season with a more confident group of
players, but against an even tougher schedule than the year before.
It was Excitement Galore, as the Tigers won seven and lost four, and
missed an eight-win season and a post-season bowl trip by two points and
90 seconds.
For his achievement, Parker was recognized as Coach-of-the-Year in
both the State of South Carolina and the ACC.
Then, despite some key losses, Clemson was picked as the team to
beat for the 75 ACC crown. But some unexpected and uncontrollable
bounces of the football, together with some cntical injuries to key person-
nel, led to a dismal season.
But Parker, who has never served as anything but a head coach, spent
the next nine months going over the things that might have been, the
things as they were and the things that were going to be in hopes of putting
the Tigers back on the track where they left off in '74 — as one of the
nation's most exciting football teams.
Parker's collegiate coaching began at his alma mater, Arkansas A&M
where his teams posted a 29-1 9-2 record from 1 961 through 1 965. In his
last three seasons there his teams were 24-5-1 and won a pair of confer-
ence championships. He then went to The Citadel where in seven sea-
sons the Bulldogs were 39-34, including an 8-3 finish in 1971.
But his climb in the coaching world started at Fordyce where he took a
team that had lost 22 straight, and in eight seasons, amassed a 75-12-4
record. At one stretch Fordyce won 37 straight games and bagged three
consecutive Arkansas prep titles.
Parker, the 1 9th man to hold the head football job at Clemson, now has
a 15-year collegiate record of 82-72-2.
The 44-year-old Parker (he'll be 45 Oct. 26th) earned a BA degree from
Arkansas A&M at College Heights, Ark,, in 1953. In his undergraduate
days he earned three letters as a running back-defensive back, three as a
second baseman-shortstop and three as a sprinter.
He married the former Betty Goggans of Risen, Ark., May 26, 1951.
They have three children — Mrs. Vicki Wallace; Cindy, a senior at Clem-
son; and Jim Mack, a sophomore at D. W. Daniel High School.
DISPLAY YOUR
CAMPUS KEEPSAKES
Get Your School Letters Out Of The Mothballs
And Enjoy Those Special Memories
And Moments Of Pride Again!
Customized designs from Campus Keepsakes offer you a handsome
and personal way to display your higfi school or college letters. These
beautiful hand-crafted needlework creations are one-of-a-kind — done In
your school colors and mounted in quality wooden frames.
Just send us your school letter with the coupon below indicating your
choice for names, initials, dates and symbols.
The cost for a basic design (shown above center) with any combination
of up to 20 letters or numerals, ready to hang in your office or den in a 1 4V2
X 1 6' 2 frame, is just $40. Each additional letter or numeral is $1 . Sports
symbols are $1 each. For example, the design shown above right is $81
($40 plus 11 additional letters m $1 and three symbols m $10). Larger
frame sizes and special insignia are also available, and phces will be
quoted upon request.
The uniqueness of each order requires that we quote you a total cost
immediately upon receiving your order coupon, school letter and $40
deposit. A $3 charge will be added to your order to cover postage and
handling. Work will begin only after receiving your go-ahead. Delivery
may be expected within four weeks after confirmation is received. All work
guaranteed.
See Campus Keepsakes designs at Robin Hood Wool Shop, 336
College Avenue in Clemson. On display Fridays prior to football
Saturdays from 5 to 9 p.m. and on football Saturdays from 1 a.m. to
Noon and from 3:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
CUMPLS
MAIL TO
Aliens' Creations, Inc.
Box 452, Clemson, South Carolina 29631 — Telephone 803/654-3594
Your Name
Mailing Address
Design Information: (Complete only for those items you want included in
design.)
School Name Team Nickname
Name or Initials Years 19
,
19
,
19
,
19
Symbol (Football, Band, etc.) Jersey Number
Background color desired^
Enclose school letter and $40 deposit and send CERTIFIED MAIL.
S. 0. residents add 4% sales tax.
Please send me information about designs for scholarship medals,
school rings and other memorabilia.
Have a keepsake or idea for design that's different from those men-
tioned here?
Send us a sketch or photo and we'll send you a proposal for a
customized design. Aliens' Creations offers custom framing
and original needlework. We specialize in sports and
academic designs for high school and college memorabilia.
AN IDEAL GIFT!
Clemson Assistant Coaches
DWIGHT ADAMS TOM BASS LARRY BECKISH JOE BURSON ED EMORY BUDDY KING
Defensive Ends Assistant Baclrfield Receivers Defensive Baclts Offensive Line Assistant Offensive
and Scout Team Line
TOM MOORE DON MURRY CHARLEY PELL HAROLD STEELMAN CLYDE WRENN
Assistant Defensive Offensive Coordinator Assistant Head Coach Defensive Interior Recruiting Coordinator
Backs & Scout Team and Backs & Defensive Coordinator
CLEMSON
FOOTBALL
WITH
RED PARKER
Filmed highlights of today's game with Coach Red Parker and the Voice of the Clemson Tigers, Jim Phillips,
can be seen each Sunday afternoon at 12:30 on WFBC-TV and the following stations:
WCIV-TV Charleston WRDW-TV North Augusta
WBTW-TV Florence WNOK-TV Columbia
Sponsored by: ^SSHk. ^^^^ PV ^'l^J'
'
mm First National Bank
WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE
.
SOUTH CAROLINA
iilr. Intcfeerbocfeer
BENGAL TIGER
Conceived and designed by Andrea Sadek. The original
renderings are the work of S. Nakamura, the most
talented member of a family of Japanese ceramic artists.
The original sculptures and molds were executed by S.
Kawahara, the foremost and outstanding ceramic artist
of Japan.
#7762, Bengal Tiger, I8V2" long. Beautifully executed
by Andrea of bisque finish porcelain, stressing natural
coloring and detail in an effort to produce an outstand-
ing product in a matte finish. This Bengal Tiger shows
the pride, strength, and beauty of the species. Price,
$99.95.
#8099, Bengal Tiger, 12" long. Same as above. Price,
$49.95.
Ml iJmcfeerfaocber
104 College Avenue Clemson, South Carolina 29631
Telephone 803-654-4203
Name
Address
Town _
Order
State Zip
(Check correct size if ordering blazer)
36 37 w 39 4(1 41 42 43 44 4(i 4H 5(1 52
R
XI.
S
All orders must include 47c S. C. Sales Tax. Plus $1.50
for shipping and handling. Send check, money order, or
BankAmericard or Master Charge number and expira-
tion date.
THE CLEMSON CLASSIC
A sure winner for the football and basketball season. The
favorite shade of Orange chosen by hundreds of Clem-
son fans. 100% polyester doubleknit, specially knitted to
our own exacting specifications. This is why our Clem-
son Classic Blazer has earned a solid reputation for
wearing longer and keeping its crisp shape better. Price,
$55.00.
REMOVABLE BREAST POCKET FLAP WITH TIGER
PAW, AVAILABLE. PRICE, $2.95.
The Classic Blazer can be exchanged for proper fit
within 10 days after purchase.
firsi
place
in
laslilon
meLiers/arnold
All-For-You Policy
Meyers Arnold started and grew on an all-for-you policy. Since 1903
Meyers Arnold has maintained its position of first in fashion by constantly
sending its buyers to markets throughout the country First in value, we con
tinually offer the finest merchandise at great savings You will find
Meyers Arnold is always first in service because we offer so many conveni
ences to our customers
Personalized Charge:
The key to many Meyers Arnold personalized services, designed especially
for the convenience of you, our charge customers. We'll keep you informed
about special events You will be first to know about the values offered in
our great Annual Soles events and have the opportunity to participate in
the Courtesy Days preceding our ma|or sales.
Personal Shopper:
Anna Dale, Meyers Arnold s personal shopper will be delighted to help you
shop from your home. Call her, or write her, she II be happy to purchase
the items you wish, charge them to your ac count and send thiem to you.
matever else may be said about
the Wishbone formation in college
football, there is no denying the suc-
cess that teams are having with it.
In 1975, for example, there were
134 major colleges playing football
and only 17 used the Wishbone. But
the "Bones" enjoyed a degree of suc-
cess that saw them lead the field by
more than 100 percentage points.
The Wishbone teams compiled a
winning percentage of .621 last year,
compared with .497 by the I squads,
.491 by the Veer, .477 by the Pro Set,
and .479 by teams lumped in a group
called "others."
Those 17 "Bones" connected to the
.621 percentage included nationa
champion Oklahoma and such powers
as Texas, Alabama, Texas A. & M., and
Kansas.
The list is rounded
out by Oklahoma State,
Georgia Tech, Florida,
Southern Methodist, Wyoming, West
Texas State, Colgate, East Carolina,
Virginia Tech, Southern Illinois, Texas
at Arlington, and Appalachian State.
This new kind of full house back-
field came on the scene in 1968 and
it has had far-reaching repercussions.
It is called the Wishbone formation be-
the fullback is a step or twocause
ahead of the two halfbacks and it gives
the appearance of a Y, or the bone you
break after your Thanksgiving dinner.
While some maintain that the Wish-
bone was invented by a high school
coach in Dallas, the formation was
popularized at the University of Texas
by Coach Darrell Royal and
assistant Emory Bellard, now
head coach at Texas A. & M.
"Royal was a split T quarterback at
Oklahoma and always liked it,"
explained Jones Ramsey,
Longhorn sports
information director. "8
the defense finally caught up
with that. We went to the
I formation for two or
three years because of
John McKay's success
with it at use.
"It was the summer
of 1968 that Royal
and Bellard were
toying with the idea
of returning to some
form of the split T
option. They considered
the Houston Veffer, but
that offense didn't
have a Ip(a4.. blocker
and DarreS
'
wanted
lead blocker. Houstwi*,/^
put two backs behind
the center and the
other one split wide ^
for a better passing
game.
"Darrell finaHy
came up wfth
^
the full house ||^
backfield with
the fullback a
step aj
in fr
the two
Darner, Chicago TRIBUNE
Cable Craft
fiom
Jantzen^
It takes a long time to make a good cable knit. We know
because we make more cables, in more styles than anyone else.
So, if you appreciate good craftsmanship, as well as a
great fashion look for football weather, you'll love these
cables from Jantzen. From $23 to $28.
antzeR
A source of pride
JANTZEN INC.. PORTLAND. OREGON 97208
POWER FOOTBALL continued from It
halfbacks," continued Ramsey. "In our
first games with the Wishbone, we
tied Houston, lost to Texas Tech, and
then started a 30-game winning streak
against Oklahoma State. In those three
games, the fullback was too close to
the line to do much good.
"Against Oklahoma, we moved full-
back Steve Worster back a step and
we came of age, driving 80 yards in
the last 2 minutes to gain a come-
from-behind victory. James Street took
over at quarterback after our loss to
Texas Tech and he never lost a game."
The Wishbone was an immediate
success.
"After beating Tennessee in the
1969 Cotton Bowl," related Ramsey,
"we had over 130 coaches at our
spring practice . . . they were stacked
three deep and it was hard for our
coaches to coach because of the inter-
est in it."
The Wishbone is a triple-option of-
fense with anybody in the backfield
likely to carry the ball.
"The quarterback calls the option in
the huddle and nobody knows who
will end up with the ball," explained
Ramsey. "The first option is to the full-
back depending on how the tackle
reacts. If the tackle goes for the full-
back, the quarterback keeps.
"If the tackle stays put or drops
back, the quarterback gives to the full-
back. If the quarterback keeps, his
next option depends on the defensive
end. If the end goes for the pitch man
(halfback), the quarterback keeps. If
the end goes after the quarterback, he
pitches to the halfback.
"What makes our Wishbone so suc-
cessful," continued Ramsey, "is that
Royal stays ahead of the defense . . .
he puts little wrinkles in all the time.
For instance, optional blocking is one
thing that has made it work so well.
"Ten years ago, if a coach said he
could run at the heart of the defense
and not block anybody, they would
have him committed. In our Wish-
bone, we run at the heart of the de-
fense and don't block either the tackle
or end."
There are many coaches who dis-
dain the Wishbone. "The idea of not
blocking somebody," says Iowa's Bob
Commings, "is repugnant to me."
Alabama switched to the Wishbone
just before the 1971 season.
"We had Johnny Musso returning
and he was truly a great college back,"
explained Charley Thornton, Alaba-
ma's assistant athletic director. "We
also had a QB named Terry Davis who
couldn't pass, but was quick and slick.
"Our first game was against South-
ern Cal in LA. They had whipped us
42-21 the year before and had most of
the crowd back. We beat them 17-10.
I'm sure they overlooked us some after
the year before when they came back
to fight the Civil War. Anyway, the
Wishbone was a big success right off
the bat for us.
"We went 11-0, but lost to Nebraska
38-6 in the Orange Bowl," continued
Thornton. "We were strictly vanilla
back then . . . meaning 90 per cent
full house .We couldn't throw. Then we
started using two wide receivers and
found it was the greatest thing in the
world because in order to defense the
Cj>.-.^
running game, pass defense became a
one-on-one thing. We used to work
for hours in practice when we were a
pro set team just trying to get single
coverage, and here with the Wishbone
it was handed to us.
"Ours now is a blend of the Wish-
bone and Veer. Coach (Bear) Bryant
probably has done more with the
Wishbone along the lines of pass for-
mations, etc., than anyone else. The
key to the Wishbone is that the half-
backs must be good blockers. You
need to be strong up the middle at
center and guard because a good nose
guard can take away the middle and
make it easier to defense. That is what
happened to us so badly with Rich
Glover (Nebraska)."
Thornton is sold on the Wishbone.
"As to whether or not it is a better
formation," he commented, "all I can
say is that we've won 53 of 55 regular
season games with it, have won five
consecutive Southeastern Conference
championships, and if you look at the
pros and believe that it means some-
thing, we don't have many guys up
there. So the formation and coaching
must have something to do with it."
Depending upon how you run it,
the Wishbone can be either a power
or finesse offense. Bud Moore went
from Alabama to Kansas and installed
the Wishbone because he had good
backs, but a questionmark line.
"He went to it because it was a fi-
nesse offense and you don't need a
lot of overpowering blocking," said
Don Baker, Kansas sports information
director. "We were predicted for
seventh or eighth in the Big Eight, fin-
ished fourth, and went to a bowl
game."
In his first two years at Kansas, No-
lan Cromwell was a defensive back.
Moore switched him to quarterback in
the Wishbone, and Cromwell re-
sponded by rushing for 1,124 yards,
third highest by a quarterback in
NCAA history. In his first start against
Oregon State, he set the NCAA single-
game record with 294 yards . . . and
not even Kansas great Gale Sayers did
that.
The Wishbone is a great running
formation, but sometimes defenses
gang up on it and adjustments have to
be made. "Missouri shut down Ala-
bama's Wishbone in a season opener,"
related Baker, "but Kansas made 556
yards against Missouri. We put Bill
Campfield in motion on every play,
and that took out their cornerback. We
double-teamed their nose guard and
tackle, and that left the gap wide open
because the linebacker moved to
guard the pitch man. We had nine
plays over 20 yards and fullback Den-
nis Wright said: 'Once I passed the
line of scrimmage, I had to look for
someone to tackle me.'
"
Baker pointed out that Kansas "runs
the pure Wishbone where everything
is based strictly on 'read.' Oklahoma
runs the pre-conceived Wishbone
where the play is called in the huddle.
Their Wishbone is more power than
ours, and they have the offensive line
they can do it with."
Why even hold a huddle if a team
is running the pure Wishbone and the
quarterback will run the triple option?
First, for snap count. Second, just in
case you decide to throw an occa-
sional pass.
"For the Wishbone to be effective/'
says John Keith, sports information di-
rector at Oklahoma, "you must first
have a quarterback with good running
continued on lOt
THETWHT
1In college football, Superman lives.
He wears no cape, and the familiar
"S" on his shirt has been replaced by
a number in the 80s.
But he lives. Who else but Super-
man could perform the feats of
strength and dexterity required of the
man who lines up on offense tightly
alongside the tackle?
For tight ends, college coaches seek
Paul Bunyans and Jolly Green Giants
— if they can run 40 yards in 4.8 sec-
onds or better, that is.
Most coaches want a tight end who
is no shorter than 6 feet 3 and no
lighter than 215 pounds.
It helps, too, if he's agile and smart.
He must catch the ball like a wide
receiver and block like a tackle.
Against today's increasingly sophisti-
cated defenses, he must be able to
make decisions quickly and accurately.
Tight end is at once one of the
most demanding and one of the most
unappreciated jobs on a college
football team. Only the coaches seem
to fully realize its importance, and
some of them consider it one of only
two positions for which players are
specifically recruited (the other being
quarterback).
In all of the basic college offenses,
tight ends share the same general
duties. They must block, catch passes
and run with the ball once they've
caught it.
Often the tight end will know in
advance whom he is to block, but
sometimes it's up to him to decide
which of two fast-approaching de-
A tight end can prove fi/s total worth to an offensive program by having good hands.
by George Rorrer, Louisville COURIER JOURNAL
fenders to hit. On pass plays, he
must quickly recognize the defensive
formation and remember which pass
routes are most effective against par-
ticular defenses.
Mostly, the tight end's pass patterns
are short ones, generally five to 10
yards from the line of scrimmage.
Most of his patterns are run quickly,
making him an important man on
third and fourth-down possession-
type plays.
He also has to be the master of
practically every type of block except
pass protection. If he has to take on
the defensive end straight up, he must
be able to block head-on with power.
If he has to block the defensive tackle,
usually in a double-team situation, he
and his offensive tackle must know
how to work effectively together. If
he must pull out of the line and loop
to his right or left, usually on option
plays, he must first select the proper
defensive back or linebacker to block,
then execute a crisp, effective open
field block.
In recent years, as the zone pass
defense has gained in popularity, the
tight end has found his receiving
duties expanded.
Zone defenses are designed to de-
crease the threat of the long pass,
putting defenders near all areas of the
secondary with special emphasis on
the deep zones. Therefore, a premium
is put on the ability of the tight end
to determine, or "read," what type of
zone the defense is playing as quickly
as possible.
That determined, he must go quick-
ly to the open spot, or "seam," he
knows will be there. He knows this
because he has been well-prepared by
his coaching staff, and because he has
usually studied films of his opponents'
defense.
Offenses have had to adapt to that
kind of decision-making process be-
cause zone defenses make it hard for
an offense to pit its best receiver
against the defense's weakest secon-
dary man.
Therefore, it's a must for the tight
end to know what to do when the
deep receivers aren't open.
Not only does he have to quickly
recognize the zone and gravitate to-
ward a seam, he must be on the same
continued on 9t
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Introducing
the dollar stretdiers
Your SAFECO agent is a good person to know.
Because he can show you more than 136 ways to stretch your insurance dollar.
Here are some examples.
1 . Cut costs on disability insur-
ance by Increasing the elimi-
nation period. The longer the elim-
ination period (time lag between the
beginning of a disability and the first
income payment), the lower the pre-
miums.
2. Keep your valuables in a safe
place. You may be able to lower
fine arts, stamp and coin collection
insurance rates if you store the items
in bank vaults, home vaults or fire-
proof safes.
3. Go for a bigger hunk of life.
Many insurance companies offer dis-
counts for larger policies. So avoid
buying a bundle of small policies
when one might do.
4. Don't make the wrong move
with moving insurance. Before
you buy a special, and often expen-
sive, policy sold by moving compa-
nies, check your homeowners. You
may already be covered.
5. Check your life policy be-
fore you fly. If you have adequate
life insurance coverage, you won't
have to buy expensive airline trip
transit policies.
6. Unless you own an oil well,
don't invest in endowment pol-
icies. For most people, endowment
policy premiums are too high for the
value received. Many would be bet-
ter off with a straight life policy.
7. Be a boating expert. Some
companies will give you up to a 10%
discount if you complete an approved
power-boat handling course.
8. Increase deductibles on
your business insurance. You
could save up to 1 8% on your build-
ing insurance premium by carrying
a $1,000 deductible.
9
. Keep an extra set of accounts
receivable, if you keep a duplicate
set at another location, you could
save up to 50% on the accounts re-
ceivable premium.
1 0. Check into I.R.A. retirement
plans. They provide a good way to
buy your life insurance through tax-
deductible dollars.
1 1 . Don't get stranded by your
auto insurance. Check to see if
your comprehensive provides trans-
portation expenses if your car is
stolen. You may be able to save
yourself some car fare.
12. Gofor the big deductibles.
You could save a lot on your premi-
ums if you carry a $200 collision
deductible rather than a $100 de-
ductible—and take a $50 deductible
on comprehensive. And any loss
over $100 is deductible from your
income tax.
13. Lock the barn door before
the horse gets away. Do every-
thing you can to avoid losses to your
home. Check for hazards. Install
alarms. Buy good locks, and use
them. Keep fire department, police
and emergency medical aid num-
bers handy. It's the best way in the
world to fight rising insurance costs.
14. Don't look for bargains in
health Insurance. A cheap policy
just may not be adequate. And this
is one place where it's better to have
too much than too little.
1 5. Buy insurance from an agent
who's not just a company man.
A local independent agent, who rep-
resents many companies and sells
many different insurance plans, may
be able to get you a better deal. Be-
cause independents are free to sell
you what's best for you. And get you
the best value to boot.
If you think these tips make
sense, see the people who wrote
the book. SAFECO
has put together a
handy, 36-page con-
sumer guide that tells
you how to get more
for your insurance
dollar. It contains the
1 5 tips you've just
read. Plus 121 more.
Forthis handy guide,
write to SAFECO
at SAFECO Plaza,
Seattle 98185.
SAFECO
''j^- lCO Insurance Company ol America
Home Office—Seatlle, Wasfiington
THEWINNINGUNE-UP
FROHDilTSUN.
4-DOOR SEDAN
2-DOOR SEDAN
HATCHBACK
B-210: DATSUN'S ECONOMY CHAMP. 41 MPG/HIGHWAY. 29 MPG/CITY*
5-DOOR WAGON
HARDTOP
710: THE FAMILY CAR WITH GUTS. 33 MPG/HIGHWAY 23 MPG/CITY*
4-DOOR SEDAN
610: THE LOGICAL LUXURY CAR. 32 MPG/HIGHWAY 23 MPG/CITY*
4-PASSENGER2 + 2
2-PASSENGER
280-Z. FUEL INJECTED PERFECTION. 27 MPG/HIGHWAY 16 MPG/CITY*
*ALL MILEAGE FIGURES ARE EPA MILEAGE ESTIMATES.
MANUAL TRANSMISSION. ACTUAL MILEAGE MAY VARY
WITH THE CONDITION OF YOUR CAR AND HOW IT'S DRIVEN.
Datmrn
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The safety blitz can only be accomplished by a well practiced defense. The object is to catch the opposing quarterback in
his own territory.
by Pete Finney, New Orleans STATES ITEM
T^iger Stadium was rocking. More
and more, it looked like LSU, a three-
touchdown underdog, might pull the
rug from under fifth-ranked Alabama.
Bear Bryant's Crimson Tide was
clinging to a 17-10 lead late in the
third period when the Tigers brought
the sellout crowd of 68,000 to its
feet for what appeared to be a make-
or-break decision.
LSU faced a fourth-and-goal at the
Bama four-yard-line. With Tiger juices
flowing, coach Charley McClendon
elected to pass up a field goal and
go for the touchdown. Whereupon
Bama decided to meet gamble with
gamble.
LSD's call was a pass off of play-
action, one in which the Tigers sent
only one receiver, a split end, down-
and-out to the left. Alabama's call was
a safety blitz.
Roaring in from the strong side, to
the right of quarterback Pat Lyons,
came Alan Pizzitola. Although slowed
briefly by the play-action fake, Pizzi-
tola recovered in time to hit Lyons'
arm as he released the football.
A spiral became a knuckle ball. A
touchdown—the split end had easily
beaten one-on-one coverage on the
weak side—became an interception,
one Bama used to set up a field goal
on its way to a 23-10 victory.
In the dressing room, both coaches
agreed the successful blitz by Pizzi-
tola was the turning point. Although
Bama had blitzed its strong safety five
times against LSU, it was effective
continued on 12t
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IF YOU CANT COME TO HOLLAND
HAVE A HEINEKEN.
The taste of Holland, pure and incomparable,
comes through clearly in each and every glass
of Heineken. Light or Dark— or on draft.
incidentally, this 300-year old windmill in
Holland is dedicated toVan Munching of New
York, exclusive importers of Heineken Beer in
the U.S.A.
Heineken tastes tremendous. No wonder it's
li
TIGHTEND
mental wave length as his quarter-
back.
The quarterback must be a good
reader, too, if the offense is to operate
at peak efficiency. He must see the
same defensive weaknesses as the
tight end, and when the two of them
get the same picture the result can be
devastating.
Because of the many decisions
which must be made against zone
defenses, the tight end's pass route,
then, is more improvised than pre-
planned. He must be able to adapt
quickly to the defense's reaction to
his initial move, then make a counter-
reaction to get himself open for the
pass.
Normally, wide receivers run pre-
planned routes. This is necessary be-
cause they must cover a lot of ground
in a short time. This is possible even
against a zone defense, but usually
zones manage to have two defenders
against wide receivers in deep zones.
Of course, when deep zone de-
fenders make mistakes against swift
wide receivers, the result often is a
surprisingly-easy touchdown.
To make that happen more often,
the tight end must run his improvised
patterns in relation to what his wide
receivers are doing. He doesn't, for
example, want to attract a defender to
an area where one of his wide receiv-
ers is already operating.
It also helps the tight end to know
how his quarterback reacts to broken
play situations. If the passer is flushed
out of his protective pocket, he is in
trouble and can't spend all afternoon
looking for the best pass target.
When a team consistently clicks for
good yardage in such panic situations,
there's a tendency to write it off as
good luck. What it usually means,
though, is that the receivers and the
quarterback know each other well.
For example, should the quarter-
back have to sprint out to his right,
the premier tight end has a specific
move worked out in advance. With
such a plan, the quarterback has a gen-
eral idea of where to look for his
man.
Those are duties shared in all of-
fenses by tight ends. There are, how-
ever, subtle differences in the way
offensive formations call for the job
to be performed. Here are some of
them:
Veer—The Veer tight end mainly
operates in the secondary, wreaking
havoc on smaller defensive backs.
Most of the heavy line blocking is
either done by interior linemen and
running backs, or is made unneces-
sary by clever ball-handling on option
plays.
On many Veer teams, the tight end
is the primary pass receiver since the
pass is one of the three options
available to the quarterback in the
offense's basic play situation.
Wishbone—Usually the tight end
goes downfield as though every play
was to be a pass, giving him respon-
sibilities similar to those of a wide
receiver. At the end of most plays,
though, it is his job to block the sec-
ondary man whose job it is to defend
against him.
Most of the time the Wishbone
tight end slams the man directly over
him just before he heads downfield.
This helps prevent the defensive end
from crashing in on the quarterback
before the play develops.
^
In the V^ishbone, tight ends catch
a high percentage of touchdown
passes in relation to their total recep-
tions. Much of the offense is geared
to the tight end's side of the line, and
when secondary defenders become
more aggressive near the goal it isn't
unusual for a tight end to pop
through and take a touchdown pass.
Power I—The tight end must block
a lot at the line of scrimmage. He
must sometimes hit the defensive
end, sometimes the defensive tackle
and sometimes a linebacker.
He must also run his pass patterns
well. Many Power I teams make the
tight end their primary receiver. It
isn't unusual for the tight end to lead
a Power I team in receiving.
Pro Set—Again, the tight end's job
requires a combination of blocking
and receiving. Most Pro Set offenses,
however, work toward getting faster
split ends and wide receivers open
for the longer passes. Usually, then,
the tight end is a secondary or pos-
session-play receiver.
Whatever the offense, and what-
ever the play, the tight end has a job
to do. It takes a big, strong, fast man
with receiving and decision-making
ability to do his job. Considering the
kind of remarkable athletes coaches
are recruiting for the position nowa-
days, it's no surprise that much of the
time they get the job done. ^
9.
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ability. He also must have durability
—
he gets hit hard after he pitches to the
trailing halfback and also when he car-
ries himself—and be able to throw
adequately. You don't pass much out
of the Wishbone, but he'll throw a
high-percentage pass—one that's at-
tempted when the enemy throws
everybody up to the line of scrimmage
to guard against the run, leaving the
receivers open.
"Your halfbacks must have break-
away speed and be able to run inside
and outside. They must be good
blockers because blocking on the cor-
ners is an absolute must on wide plays.
Joe Washington was the best blocking
back I've seen in college football and
he enabled our other halfbacks to gain
good yardage.
"The fullback is usually a bigger per-
son than the halfbacks, but he, too,
needs quickness and speed. Our full-
backs hit the line of scrimmage so
quickly that despite the fact they'll get
caught often, they'll still gain good
yardage first. And the fullback must be
a good blocker because that's what
he's doing most of the time.
"The Wishbone requires quickness
from everybody," continued Keith.
"Your linemen need to be fast and
mobile, and size is a major require-
ment.
"The day is over when you can line
up with light, quick folks in college
football. Alabama was the last team to
discover that. We learned our lesson
back in 1966 when Notre Dame buried
us with big, quick people."
There are some interesting statistics
connected with the Wishbones. Final
1975 NCAA statistics show that:
The Bones averaged 279.7 yards
rushing per game; the rest of the na-
tion, 194.2. They averaged 4.65 yards
per rush; the rest, 3.82. They averaged
24.3 points; the rest, 19.5. Although
they didn't pass as much, the Bones
still averaged 355.5 yards per game
total offense, compared with 319.6 for
the remainder of the country.
But the total offensive championship
went to a pro set team. California had
a beautifully balanced attack which
amazingly piled up 2,522 yards rushing
and 2,522 yards passing.
One rap against the Wishbone is
that it leads to so many fumbles, with
nobody knowing exactly where the
ball will go, plus any indecision on the
quarterback's part. But in 1975, the
Bones lost one fumble every 30.4
rushing plays, just a little worse than
the national average of 31.0. They had
One certain play for any power football text is the power sweep utilizing two or more
linemen leading the charge.
one interception every 13.9 passes, a
little worse than the national average,
but when you put them together, the
Bones had one turnover every 25.8
plays, better than the rest of the na-
tion's 24.4.
But if you put everything into a com-
puter, you'd probably find it didn't
matter what formation you used. The
team with the best personnel and ex-
ecution is going to win. Alabama,
Texas, Oklahoma, and those folks are
going to win even if they run out of
the single wing formation.
"The Wishbone isn't the ground
gaining formation it was three years
ago because defenses are gaining,"
says Oklahoma's Keith. "But if we have
better players or more talent than the
next guy—which has been the case the
last four years—then no matter what
we run, we're the favorites."
Another full house formation, while
not used nearly as extensively as the
Wishbone, is still in operation in Co-
lumbus, Ohio.
Ohio State doesn't employ the full
house T as its regular offense, but
when the Buckeyes get inside the en-
emy's 10-yard line (and that's often)
or in short yardage situations out on
the field (such as third and 2) they go
into it.
Coach Woody Hayes affectionately
calls it his "high button shoe" or "ro-
bust" offense. It is simple, basic, and
power football. Most of the time the
fullback gets the ball and runs off
tackle.
This is Hayes' favorite maneuver,
and he has turned out more star full-
backs and offensive tackles than per-
haps anyone in college football
history. While it isn't too imaginative,
it certainly is effective.
For example, Buckeye fullback Pete
Johnson led the nation in scoring in
1975 with 25 touchdowns, the second
best mark in NCAA annals.
"To my knowledge," said quarter-
back Coach George Chaump, "Ohio
State stands alone in scoring percent-
age inside the 10-yard line. I would
estimate we've been successful well
over 90 per cent of the time in the
eight years I've been associated with
Woody."
Hayes likes to chide people who put
down his "robust" offense as being
nothing more than a fullback attack.
"Everybody knows the fullback gets
the ball down there (inside 10),"
Woody says with a smirk on his face,
"and that's why Cornelius (quarter-
back Greene) gets so many touch-
downs." %
10.
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Bloody mary mix
Vodka, gin, rum, tequila — even aquavit — never
had it so good. Use 3 parts Mr and Mrs "T"
Bloody Mary Mix to 1 part of any of them. Stir over
ice for the perfect Bloody Mary.
rrif ond rrifs *t'
fTlQfgQfitQ mix
For that special "south of the border" taste.
Mix 3 parts Mr and Mrs "T" Margarita Mix to
1 part Tequila. Mix in blender or shaker — strain
into salt-rimmed glass. Float a lime slice. Ole".
Mr and Mrs "T" Products, 1910 E. Imperial
fTlf and fTlrs *T*
rriQi Toi mix
Just like you get them in The Islands. Mix 3
parts Mr and Mrs "T" Mai Tai Mix with 1 part rum
in double old fashioned glass of crushed ice.
Stir and garnish with pineapple stick and
maraschino cherry.
mr and fflrs *T*
lJUtiiskey Sour mix
The versatile mix. Use whiskey, scotch, rum —
whatver your choice. Mix 2 parts Mr and Mrs "T"
Whiskey Sour Mix to 1 part of your favorite
spirits. Shake well or stir over ice and garnish
with mint, cherry or orange slice.
Highway, El Segundo, Calitornia, USA 90245
SAFETY BLITZ continued from 7t
just one time, but once was enough.
Actually, you don't hear that much
about blitzing safeties in college foot-
ball. The pros made it popular. Al-
though it was used frequently by the
old Boston Patriots of the AFL, the
St. Louis Cardinals and free safety
Larry Wilson later captured most of
the ink when instant replays of the
Cards' defensive back blowing in
down the middle, and nailing the
quarterback, made him some kind of
folk hero.
It's easy to see why the pros use
it more. They have an idea where the
quarterback will be. In college, so
far as the QB goes, it's more of an
East-West situation rather than drop-
back.
Still you have some college teams
relying on a weak, or free, safety
blitz when the enemy has the ball in-
side the defensive club's 40-yard-line.
The feeling is the defense must give
the offense a bad play on one of
four downs. On second and medium
yardage, the defense might elect to
send eight and hold three—the two
corners and the strong safety, it's a
stunt that can be effective on outside
runs and passes. On the stunt man-
uver both defensive ends are re-
sponsible for containment. The end
on the strong side is also responsible
for the third receiver strong, the end
on the weak side for the second re-
ceiver weak. The weak safety comes
through the center-guard gap on the
weak side of the formation. The cor-
ners and strong safety play man-to-
man on their respective receivers.
Another stunt, more widely em-
ployed, is the strong-safety fire, which
is used as much to contain the run
as to get to the quarterback. Some
teams consider it a good third-down-
medium-yardage defense. It gives the
defense added pressure coming from
the big part of the field. On this one
skilled manuver , the strong safety
is brought to the line of scrimmage
and sent right to the QB. The end and
tackle to the side of the call slant hard
to the inside, while the linebacker on
the side of the call moves outside and
has containment responsibility. The
secondary covers man-to-man with the
help of the weakside linebacker.
Blitzing a weak safety, for obvious
reasons, can be a feast-or-famine
maneuver and some cheating is re-
quired. Usually, the normal alignment
of 10 yards deep is too deep to blitz
effectively. To disguise this type of
blitz, a defense will walk its free
safety up five yards, and then back to
the regular 10, before the snap. If
this is done several times in the
course of a game, it will create the
proper climate when the blitz call
comes. Then there is no retreat.
tnarkeep feist mb¥ina
INSTA-FOCUS
^fry using ordinar/ binoculars to follow the Quarterback fading
back for a pass and thien switching to a wide receiver sprinting
into the end zone. Can't be done. Because no matter how
good your binoculars are, you miss a lot of the action if you
can't change focus fast enough.
Bushnell's unique Insta- Focus ends this problem forever
With Insta-Focus you can change focus as often as you want
— instantly .
Bushnell binoculars with Insta-Focus are the only binoculars
made specifically for the fan of fast moving sports action.
Racing, hunting, bird watching, anything. See them for yourself
in better camera and sporting goods stores everywhere.
For a free catalog write . Bushnell Optical Company, Dept. Tl 76.
Pasadena, California 91107
Pendi
FINGERTIP INSTANT FOCUSING
Bushnell
Division of Bausch & Lomb
The Innovators!
Oftices in Tokyo, Vancouver, B C and Dealers the world over
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^eig's a lot
ofOld Savannah
in §outn Ca^lina
Old Savannah Brick
CmftedBy^ichte
q^icht^ Brtck, RO. Box 3307, Columbia, §.C. 29230
McCRARY AUTOMATIC
SPRINKLER CO.
AUTOMATIC FIRE
PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
2300 CEDAR LANE ROAD
P. O. BOX 72
TELEPHONE 246-0371
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29602

If You Can Afford Their Hamburgers
— You Can Afford Our Steaks
291 Enterprises, Inc.
SENECA, S. C.
EASLEY, S. C.
MYRTLE BEACH, S. C.
CHARLESTON, S. C.
ORANGEBURG, S. C.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
AUGUSTA, GA.
ANDERSON, S. C.
SPARTANBURG, S. C.
GREENWOOD, S. C.
The Edgar A. Brown Student Union now fills an area that was once just an empty quadrangle between the Loggia and Harcombe Commons
Dining Hall.
First. For good reason.
Honda CJ-360T is an eco-
nomical bike for short touring
or luxury commuting. Great
styling, great performance,
great price. See it today!
Grady Miller's Honda
2019 Wade Hampton Blvd.
Greenville, S. C.
244-6632
CJ360T
The Citizens and Southern National Bank
of South Carohna
Member F.D.I.C.

SINCE 1907
121 MANLY STREET
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
29601
y@yrdl©y<§ih>
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The Georgia Series
The Georgia Bulldogs always have an explosive football
team. And this year is no exception.
In his 12 seasons at Georgia, Coach Vince Dooley has
never had a losing campaign, and in nine of those years,
has carried the Bulldogs to post-season bowl games.
In 10 of Dooley's 12 years, Clemson has been on the
Bulldog schedule, and in nine of those, Georgia came
away the winner. The Tigers' only win came two years ago
when Clemson won all six of its home games and Georgia
was one of the victims. But the final outcome was still in
doubt right down to the final play. The final tally was 28-24.
No Dooley team has ever scored less than 19 points on
Clemson, with the most being 38 (1970). Three straight
times (1969-70-71), the Bulldogs recorded shutouts.
This year's Georgia team has been ranked as high as
second in the nation by one pre-season national magazine
and both national wire services had them in the Top 20.
The Dooley Dogs did nothing to harm this reputation last
Saturday by storming from behind in the last half to defeat
California, 36-24. At one time Georgia trailed 24-12, but
gave the Bears only three points in the final 30 minutes
while piling up 24 of their own.
Dooley has a quarterback tandem of Ray Goff and Mat
READY MIX
We Do All Phases of Concrete Work
• Steps • Floors • Walks
• Patios • Drive-ways
CENTRAL CONCRETE FREE ESTIMATES
& PLASTER, INC. 639-2415
104 E. Main St. '
]
646-7220
Central, S.C. 059-3631
Robinson to run his show and they can make opponents
think they're in a three-ring circus.
Kevin McLee is the man these two look for the most (10
TDs, 806 yards in 1 975), As a sophomore last year, McLee
scored four of his team's five TDs against the Tigers as he
racked up 103 yards on 23 carries. A! Pollard, who ran
behind Glynn Harrison a year ago, is McLee's stable mate.
Another threat every time he steps on the turf is flanker
Gene Washington, one of the nation's most dangerous
receivers and kick returners.
Six of the "Junk Yard Dogs " defensive members return
from a year ago, headed by linebacker Ben Zambiasi.
Rover back Bill Krug was on the All-Amenca sophomore
team last season.
The defensive team gave California only 55 yards rush-
ing on 19 attempts a week, which is an indication that the
"Junk Yard Dogs" have not lost any of their intensity to go
for the ball carrier.
Georgia holds a 30-1 1 -3 edge on the Tigers in a senes
going back to 1 897. Coach Red Parker has a 1 -2 mark with
the Dogs. Incidentally, the last tie in Memorial Stadium
was between these two teams back in 1 963 when it was a
7-7 standoff.
Kentuekij Tried Ck\cken
CLEMSON SENECA
and special
fixin's Serves
5-7 people
Uniirersity
of
Georgia
Butch Box Brad Cescutti
Dicky Clark Steve Collier
Vince Dooley
Head Coach—Georgia
George Collins Lawrence Craft
Sanford Stadium—Home of the Georgia Bulldogs
THE BETTER STEAK
At the Hungry Bull, we buy only the best U.S. Graded
Choice Western Beef. Our beef comes from steers that are
corn-fed under precisely controlled conditions in the ideal
cattle-raising climate of the Western United States. Our quality
beef is fresh cut daily, never frozen
HUNARY BULL
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
OUB STEAKS ABE A CUT ABOVE
Aiken. S C
Clemson. S C
Columbia, S C
Greenville. S C
Greenwood. S C
Laurens. S C
Mauldm. S C
Myrtle Beach, S C
Rock Hill. S C
Spartanburg, S C
Sumter. S C
Asheville. N C
Boone. N C
Burlington, N C
Charlotte. N C
Concord. N C
Gastonia. N C
Goldsboro, N.C,
Lenoir N C
Lumberton, N C
Salisbury, N C
Shelby, N C
Atlanta, Ga
Augusta, Ga
Rome, Ga
Highway 123 By-Pass one block from Lakeview Plaza
ACC Viewpoints: Where Are They Now?
]IMMY BELL RED JOHNSON
FRANK QUAYLE HAL McELHANEY
JIMMY BELL, Clemson — He came to Clemson as a freshman
quarterback In the fall of 1961 and by his graduation In 1965 he
had been recognized both on and off the field of play. Majoring
in pre-medicine, he attained a four-year grade point ratio of 3.81;
was recipient of the Norrls Medal, emblematic of the best all-
around student at Clemson; was the All-ACC academic quarter-
back in 1964; and the recipient of the Earl H. Blalk Fellowship,
the Medical Awards Foundation Award and a NCAA post-graduate
scholarship. Today, Jimmy Bell is a successful medical doctor In
his hometown of Hartsville, S.C. He Is the donor of the "Hustle
Award" given annually to a Clemson football player, who is a
definite inspiration to his teammates. The award is given In
memory of two of Bell's former teammates, Mac Renwick and
Darwin Flanders, both of Wlnnsboro, S.C, who were killed in
Vietnam.
ROCHELLE "RED" JOHNSON, N.C. State — A three-sport star dur-
ing his undergraduate days. Red Johnson was easily the most
popular and outstanding athlete at State during his stay. Presi-
dent of the Class of '25, he played three years as a fullback, and
four years each as a basketball guard and baseball catcher-out-
fielder. After his junior season, he received the first Norrls Ath-
letic Trophy, a massive silver loving cup presented under a rigid
code that carried scholarship and athletic requirements. Following
graduation, he worked six months In New York, then spent eight
seasons In minor league baseball before opening a sporting goods
outlet in Raleigh. Recently, he concluded his 40th year as owner
of the lucrative Johnson-Lambe Company, which completed its
second major expansion this past April by moving to new and
spacious quarters in the Cameron Village Shopping Center.
FRANK QUAYLE, Virginia— Following stints with Denver, the
New York Jets and Miami of the National Football League, Prank.
Quayle, the ACC's Football Player and Athlete-of-the-Year In
1968-69, returned to Charlottesville to enter the real estate profes-
sion. In 1972 he became associated with Roy Wheeler Realty Com-
pany, the oldest and largest firm in the state of Virginia spe-
cializing in farm and estate sales. He is now owner of the com-
pany and was named its president in January, 1976. Frank is mar-
ried to the former Peggy Krlete of Tappahanock, Va., and they
have a three-year-old son, Jay. Frank has been active as a coach
in the Charlottesville football and lacrosse Little League programs,
and as a player-coach in the Summer Lacrosse League.
HAL McELHANEY, Duke — An All-ACC football and wrestling
standout at Duke in the late '50's. Hal McElhaney has achieved
outstanding success since graduation while never leaving the field
of athletics. He is now the director of athletics at Allegheny Col-
lege in Meadville. Pa. His administrative abilities and coaching
knowledge have led to the school's emergence as the dominant
force in the President's Athletic Conference. Before his arrival.
Allegheny had won only one all-sports trophy in 13 years. Since
1973. the Gators have captured the trophy four times In succes-
sion. In 1974. Allegheny captured all four major sports titles —
football, basketball, baseball and swimming. Not all of his achieve-
ments can be listed as easily as Allegheny's impressive won-lost
record. He has developed an outstanding relationship with the
community and in 1976 he was voted Meadville Sportsman of the
Year.
JACK SCARBATH, Maryland— Jack was graduated from Maryland
in 1954 with a BS Degree from the College of Engineering. His
stay on the College Park campus is best remembered by Terrapin
fans as the starting quarterback for the Maryland teams under
the late Jim Tatum. Following graduation, he continued his
football career with the Washington Redskins and the Pittsburgh
Steelers of the NFL and with the Ottawa Rough Riders of the
Canadian Football League. He retired from pro football in 1957
and became backfleld coach at the University of South Carolina.
After four seasons with the Gamecocks, he left football and be-
gan work with the Philadelphia Steel and Abrasive Company. In
1973 he Joined Cleveland Abrasive Company as a sales representa-
tive. A resident of Rising Sun, Md., he is a trustee of the Good
Shepherd Church and Cecil Community College. In 1975, he was
appointed to the University of Maryland Board of Regents. He is
married to the former Marilyn Brown and they have two sons.
BILL BARNES, Wake Forest— Twenty years ago this fall, Bill
"Bullet" Barnes was named the Atlantic Coast Conference Player-
of-the-Year as a fast and punishing All-America fullback. The
first Wake Forest, and the first ACC player, ever to rush for more
than 1,000 yards in a single season, Barnes was a first-round draft
choice of the Philadelphia Eagles in 1957, kicking off a 10-year
career in the NFL. A four-time All-Pro, he played for the Eagles,
the Redskins, and the Vikings. In 1968, Barnes coached in the
Continental League before Joining the New Orleans Saints' staff
as a receiver coach. Then, in 1971. he began a four-year stay as
backfleld coach of the Atlanta Falcons. Barnes is now in his
second year as a quarterback and receiver coach in another stint
with the Saints. He was named to the Wake Forest Hall of Fame
in 1975.
PAUL RIZZO, North Carolina — A star blocking back for the Tar
Heels in the late 1940's. Paul Rizzo is now a successful business-
man in Armonk, N.Y. Rizzo played during the golden era of foot-
ball In Chapel Hill. With Charlie (Choo Choo) Justice leading the
charge. Carolina went to three bowl games in four years. One of
the big reasons for Carolina's success was the blocking ability of
Rizzo. Despite the three bowl trips, Rizzo says the game he re-
members most is the 1948 season opener against "Texas. The Long-
horns came to Kenan Stadium ranked No. 1 in the country and
had blanked the Tar Heels, 34-0. the previous year In Austin.
But. Carolina crushed Texas. 34-7. in the Chapel Hill rematch.
After leaving Carolina. Rizzo was in public accounting for a cou-
ple of years and with Dan River Mills for seven years. He joined
IBM Corporation in 1958 and is now a senior vice president and
group executive.
PAUL RIZZO
NEW YORK
LIrt INoUKANut bUIVIrANi
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
lei. (oUj) z^z-ou^ I
W. CARL SMITH, C.LU.
"A Good Man To Know"
lol
CAROLINA
NATIONAL
the BANK that cares!
EASLEY — LIBERTY — PENDLETON — CENTRAL
Member FDIC
The Leader in Innovative Banking
in Upstate South Carolina
Quarterback Steve Fuller was one of
three Clemson athletes to record a per-
fect 4 in classroom work for the
1975-76 school year. In his first varsity
football appearance as a freshman last
fall, Steve was named the Atlantic
Coast Conference Rookie of the Week
for his gridiron performance.
Pitcher Chuck Porter posted a perfect
1 2-0 mound record in leading the Tigers
to the ACC and NCAA Atlantic Region
baseball crowns, as well as to the
school s third appearance in the Col-
lege World Series. A 3.4 student in the
classroom, Chuck earned a spot on the
Academic All-America Baseball first
team.
Debbie Cannon set five individual rec-
ords as a member of Clemson s Initial
Lady Tiger swimming team, and she
was part of two record-setting relay
teams as well. Debbie had an impres-
sive 3.29 grade point average as a
freshman last year.
Ralston Moore was a three-time All-
ACC soccer player for Clemson, and he
was the Tigers' leading point winner on
the 1975 track team as a sprinter.
Ralston's outstanding athletic perfor-
mance and 3.29 academic showing
earned him the Atlantic Coast Confer-
ence Senior tVlent Award, an honor that
goes to the school's top senior
scholar-athlete.
cicmionf fCHOMR athictcs
A record-high 56 Clemson athletes
maintained a "B" academic classroom
average (3.00 or better) during the
1975-76 school year, according to
grades obtained from the University
registrar's office.
Leading the assault on the books
were three athletes who maintained a
perfect 4.00 from August to May. They
were football quarterback Steve Fuller
of Spartanburg, wrestler Dante Mer-
curic of Livingston, N. J., and swimmer
Karen Reisinger of Charleston. Mrs.
Reisinger is the wife of former Tiger
basketball player Jeff Reisinger.
The record-breaking number of ath-
letes can be attributed to the fact that
women athletes are included in the
grades for the first time. There were 31
varsity athletes who showed a 3.00 or
better and 25 freshmen were included.
Eleven of the latter figure are freshmen
women.
This is the 1 6th straight year that the
grades of Clemson athletes were com-
piled and the overall grade point ratio of
the over 300 athletes was 2.351,
another all-time high, bettering the
2.256 of 1972-73. Varsity athletes
alone posted a 2.315, just a shade
under the record 2.343 last year, while
the freshmen averaged out at 2.420,
outstripping the 2.169 of a year ago.
Fuller, an industrial management
major, and Reisinger, majoring in rec-
reation and park administration, were
both freshmen, whereas Mercuric, a
psychology major, was a sophomore in
1975-76.
Three other athletes just missed a
perfect year. Basketballer Andy
Butchko, baseball pitcher Randy Quin-
trell and track and cross country runner
Dave Buechler all had one 4.00 semes-
ter, but each made a "B" in one of the
two semesters. Butchko, a microbiol-
ogy major of Sharon, Pa., posted a
yearly grade of 3.91; Quintrell of
Covington, Ga., was 3.89 in recreation
and park administration; while Buech-
ler, a freshman of Louisville, Ky., re-
corded a 3.86 in psychology.
TOP CLEMSON
FOR THE
ATHLETES, ACADEMICALLY,
1975-76 SCHOOL YEAR
Yearly 4-Year
Name & Hometown Grade GPR Major Course Sport
f StGVG Fullsr, SpartanburQ, S C 4.00 Industrial Management Football
DsntG MGrcuno Livingston N J 4.00 Psychology Wrestling
f Karsn RsisinQGr CharlGston S C 4.00 Rec & Park Administration W-Swimming
Andy Butchko Sharon Pa 3.91 Micro biology Basketball
Randy Ouintrsll, CovinQton, Ga. 3 89 Rec & Park Administration Baseball
f DavG BuGChicr Louisvilis Ky 3 86 Psychology CC & Track
g Steve McCall, Charlotte. N C 3.76 3.77 Pre-Architecture Fencing
f Laura Watson, Cleveland, Ga 3.75 Physics W-Fencing
g David Schmieding, Greenville, S C. 3.74 3-28 Pre-Architecture Soccer
IMatt Smith, Charlotte, N C 3,69 Civil Engineering Football
g Jimmy Williamson, Walterboro, S C, 3.67 2.63 Industrial Education Football
f Gary Webb. Graham. N C 3-61 Financial Management Football
f Kathy Morgan. Seneca, S C 3 60 English W-Swimming
Kirk Rydland, Bethesda, Md 3.57 Mathematics Swimming
t Mane Tewkesbury, Aiken, S C 3 55 Secondary Education W-Tennis
f Christy Heisler, Indian Hartxiur Beach, Fla. 3 53 Mathematics W-Swimming
1 Bryan Jordan. St George. S C 3,52 Pre-Medicine Football
f Garry Ramey. Slone Mountain, Ga 3.50 Rec & Park Administration CC & Track
f Janice Flatt, Clemson, S C 3.47 Mathematics W-Basketball
Carl Marker!, Baltimore, Md y-3.46 Industrial Education Track
Alice Anne Sander, Charleston, S C y-3,46 Nursing W-Swimming
Howie Orlin, Miami Beach, Fla 3.44 Political Science Tennis
f Mike Ozburn, Athens, Ga 3.43 Political Science Swimming
Johnny Black, Greenville, S C 3,42 Industrial Management Golf
Steve Niisson, DeQueen, Ark 3.40 Financial Management Baseball
Tom Dryden, Winter Haven, Fla 3,40 Rec & Park Administration Football
Chuck Porter, Baltimore, Md 3.40 Accounting Baseball
Jimmy Weeks, Rocky Mount, N C 3.40 Administrative Management Football
Chuck Smith, Delaware, Ohio 3 36 Financial Management Golf
Gordon Alphonso, New Amsterdam, Guyana 3.31 Textile Technology Soccer
f Molly McCoy, Athens, Ga. 3.31 Rec & Park Administration W-Tennis
f Fred Mellin. Jr
,
Cherry Hill, N J 3.31 Pre-Architeclure Wrestling
f Debbie Cannon, Spartanburg, S C, 3 29 Science Teaching W-Swimming
Ralston Moore, Kingston, Jamaica 3.29 Mechanical Engineenng Track & Soccer
g Fred Tripplett, Chester, S C 3.27 3.47 Administrative Management Swimming
f Marion Esler, Mt Pleasant, S C 3.26 Rec & Park Administration W-Swimming
1 David Beasley, Lamar, S C 3.25 Microbiology Baseball
f Linda Burkett, Daytona Beach, Fla. 3.24 Administrative Management W-Fencing
Bruce Harman. Pittsburgh. Pa 3,19 Administrative Management Basketball
Dennis Silver. Asheville, N C 3,19 Industrial Education Football
Paula Williams, Florence, S C 3 19 Psychology W-Tennis
Denis Carrington, Georgetown, Guyana 3.18 Textile Technology Soccer
Stefan LaPorte, Gregory Towne. Bahamas 3.18 History Tennis
g Dale Ulmer, Islandton, S C 3 18 2.69 Agricultural Education Football
Kim Homquisl, Greenville, S C y-3 18 Economics W-Tennis
f Michael Love, Spartanburg, S C 3 14 Zoology Wrestling
Joe Baker, Rembert, S C 3 12 Rec & Park Administration Fencing
CC & TrackDean Matthews, Lakewood, N J 3 11 Administrative Management
g Dave Hughslon, Charlotte, N C 3.11 3.14 Textile Chemistry Football
Mike Crapps, Mt Pleasant, S C 3-10 Administrative Management Track
Ray Sahadi, Tenally, N J 3.10 Early Childhood Education Track
Debbie Wheat, Ft Lauderdale, Fla. 3.09 Rec & Park Administration W-Swimming
1 Mike Cnbb, Florence, S C 3-09 Civil Engineering Fencing
1 Cindy Eayre, Hendersonville, N. C. 3-09 Plant Pathology W-Swimming
Jimmy White, Aiken, S C 3-06 Industrial Management Golf
1 Andi Ashmore, Greenville, S C x-3-06 Sociology W-Basketball
Bob Lasher, Falls Church, Va 3-00 Administrative Management Swimming
Cindy Metz, Columbia, S C 3-00 Pre-Architecture W-Swimming
1 James Brick, Marlton, N J 3-00 Liberal Arts Wrestling
f Blane Donahoo, Decatur, Ga 3-00 Industrial Management Football
Kevin Collins, Jacksonville, Fla. x-3-00 Liberal Arls Cross Country
f-indicates freshman athlete
x-attended 1st semester only
g-indicates May 1976 graduate
y-attended 2nd semester only
(NOTE There were 40 other athletes who attained a grade point ratio between 2 70 and 2 99 for the 1975-76 school year Of these, 14
earned a GPR of between 2.90 and 2.99.)
We make more of the things
bankers need than
anyone else in the world
LeFebure is one of the largest manufacturers of
banking equipment and security systems. We make
everything from automated customer terminals,
vault doors and motor banking systems to cash
handling equipment, safe deposit boxes and de-
positories. Everything financial institutions need.
Branch Office and Warehouse:
Charlotte, N.C. • 704/376-7419
1976 CLEMSON FOOTBALL ROSTER
No. Name Pos. Age Hgt. Wgt. Ltrs. Class Hometown
1 Tony Masone QB 18 6-1 185 Fr. Bridgeport. Conn
2 Warren Ralchford RB 20 5-9 155 1 So. Gaffney. S C
3 Billy Lott QB 17 6-1 180 Fr. loci ir*
4 Steve Fuller QB 19 6-3 197 1 So. Spartanburg, S- C
5 Willie Jordan DB 19 5-11 191 1 So. Griffin, Ga.
6 Richard Holliday P 19 6-2 203 So. Belton, S C
7 Brian Kier DB 21 6-1 180 1 Jr. Haines City, Fla.
8 Rut Livingston DB 21 6-2 191 Jr. Hendersonville, N, C.
9 John Goodloe DB 22 5-11 171 Jr. Chester, Va.
10 Joey Walters SR 21 5-1
1
175 2 Sr. Florence, S, C
1
1
Mike O'Cain QB 22 6-0 184 2 Sr. Orangeburg, S C
12 Rick Weddington SR 21 6-2 193 Jr. Charlotte, N, C.
13 Rex Varn DB 18 6-0 170 Fr. Martinsville, Va
14 J- D Haglan DB 20 6-0 185 So. Conway, Pa-
15 Jerry Butler SR 18 6-1 173 So. Ware Shoals, S. C
16 Bill Wingo DB 21 5-8 170 3 Sr. Union, S C
17 Mike Cornell DB 21 5-9 155 2 Jr. Delaware,
18 Ogden Hansford DB 22 6-2 182 2 Jr. Macon, Ga
19 Rickey Bustle SR 23 5-11 188 2 Sr. Summerville, S C
21 Carl Mayer RB 1
8
6-1 180 Fr. Middlesex, N J
22 Malcolm Marler DB 21 5-8 159 3 Sr. Gardendale, Ala
23 0. J Tyler DB 24 5-11 172 | Sr. Fernandina Beach Fla
24 Gary Webb DB 19 5-9 181 So. Graham, N C,
25 Roy Eppes SR 22 6-1 179 Jr. Anderson, S C
26 Mike Baldwin DE 20 6-1 210 1 Jr. Baltimore, Md
27 Eric Young SR 18 6-1 175 Fr. Henrietta, N C
28 Rick Wyatt DB 18 6-1 190 Fr. Honaker, Va
29 Bob McPhillips SR 18 6-1 175 Fr. Cincinnati, O-
30 Dwight Clark SR 19 6-4 200 1 So. Charlotte, N, C.
31 Marvin Sims RB 19 6-4 222 Fr. Phenix City, Ala.
32 Harold Goggins RB 19 5-11 192 1 So. Clinton, 8 C
34 Garry McDowell LB 20 6-3 220 2 Jr. Gnffin, Ga
35 Randy Scott LB 19 6-0 219 So. Waycross, Ga.
36 Howard Callahan DB 18 6-1 190 Fr. Delta,
37 Gary Adkins DB 18 5-10 172 Fr. Delta,
38 Ronnie Smith LB 20 6-2 217 2 Jr. Sylva, N C
39 Bobby Cothran DB 20 5-8 140 So. Lexington, S C
40 Rick Basich RB 18 6-1 207 Fr. Delta, O
41 Steve Godfrey RB 22 5-9 163 Jr. Greenville, S C
42 John Mulcahy RB 18 6-1 205 Fr. Potmac, Md
43 Bob Coffey RB 21 6-0 192 1 Jr. Linwood, N, J
44 Lester Brown RB 19 6-1 180 Fr. Myrtle Beach, S. C,
45 Fritz Edwards RB 20 6-1 193 So. Gresham, S C
46 Tracy Perry RB 19 6-1 217 Fr. Roxboro, N C
47 Marlon Brown LB 18 6-1 218 Fr. Loudon, Tenn.
48 Jimmy Russell PK 18 5-10 170 Fr. Greenwood, S C
49 Rich Bollinger IE 21 6-5 202 Jr. Denville, N J
50 George Jehlen OL 20 6-2 227 2 Sr. Glen Ridge, N J
51 Rich Tuten MG 22 6-2 237 So. Arlington, Va
52 Jeff Soowal DE 20 6-2 217 So. Hilton Head, S, C.
53 Steve Kenney OL 20 6-4 241 So. Raleigh, N C.
54 Bobby Sharpe LB 22 6-1 210 1 Sr. Anderson, S C
55 Trav Webb C 21 6-2 236 2 Jr. Graham, N, C.
56 Mitch Blackman OL 19 6-4 220 So. Clinton, H C.
57 Jim Wyman LB 20 5-9 193 Jr. Mauldin, S. C,
58 Gregg Smith C 21 6-3 215 Sr. Toccoa, Ga.
59 Jeff Bostic C 17 6-1 218 Fr. Greensboro, N. C
60 Nelson Wallace MG 21 5-10 202 3 Sr. Pageland, S. C
61 Kevin Kreis C 21 6-2 214 Jr. Baltimore, Md
62 Randy Harrell DT 19 6-2 240 Fr. Murrells Inlet, S C
63 Danny Jaynes C 20 6-5 240 So. Charlotte, N C
64 Jim Wells OL 20 6-1 210 So. Greenville, S C
65 Archie Reese DT 20 6-3 246 1 Jr. Mayesville. S C
66 Jeff Mills DT 20 6-3 238 2 Jr. Greenville, S C
67 Johnny Lyons OL 19 6-0 247 So. Anderson, S C
68 Chris Pickens OL 18 6-1 228 So. Anderson, S. C
69 Lacy Brumley OG 20 6-7 267 2 Jr. Kannapolis, N. C
70 Rocky Myrick OL 18 6-2 235 Fr. Wilmington, N C
71 Joe Bostic OL 1
9
6-4 250 1 So. Greensboro, N C
72 Lacy Foulks OL 1
7
6-4 245 Fr. Thomasville, N C
73 Darrell Misenheimer OL 19 6-3 256 So. Salisbury, N C
74 Billy Hudson OL 20 6-4 240 So. Columbia, S C
75 Thad Allen OL 20 6-2 250 2 Jr. Charlotte, N. C
76 Toney Williams DT 21 6-4 242 So. Darlington, S. C
77 Breck Culler OL 21 6-4 240 Jr. High Point, N C
78 Greg Early OL 18 6-3 235 Fr. Clyde, N C
79 Jimmy Weeks OL 20 6-4 236 1 Jr. Rocky Mount, N C
80 Steve Gibbs DE 20 6-3 210 1 So. Greer, S C
81 Harold Cam TE 21 6-6 231 2 Sr. Columbus, Ga.
82 Chris Clifford DE 21 6-4 213 1 Jr. Miami, Fla,
83 Jim Stuckey DE 18 6-4 238 Fr. Cayce, S, C.
84 Jonathan Brooks DE 19 6-4 210 1 So. Saluda, S C.
86 Cliff Bray SR 19 6-4 212 So. Stone Mountain, Ga.
87 Mark Clifford TE 19 6-4 202 So. Miami, Fla
88 Anthony King LB 19 6-2 220 So. Cornelia, Ga
89 Bob Goldberg DE 18 6-1 210 Fr. Lake Hiawatha, N J.
90 Jim Goehring LB 1 6-2 207 Fr. uurnam, w u.
91 Ken Yoemans DT 18 6-3 235 Fr. Richmond, Va.
QO Ken Weichel DT 21 6-5 243 jr. vvniienaii, rd.
93 Chris Dolce MG 17 6-2 245 Fr. Verona, N J
94 Gary Kesack DE 22 6-2 210 2 Sr. Bethlehem, Pa
96 Chip Pruett DT 18 6-2 228 Fr. St Simons Island, Ga.
97 Marty Lyons LB 19 5-11 226 So. Anderson, S. C.
98 Mark Heniford DE 20 5-11 200 2 Jr. Loris, S. C.
99 Giro Piccirillo PK 19 6-1 223 So. Elberton, Ga.
Come to the "Showplace
of the Southeast"
Continuous Dining & Dancing
Featuring Acclainned
Entertainers on a Rotating
Basis fronn the Night Club
Capitals of the World:
ATLANTA
MIAMI
NEW YORK
Frank Gorshin Jeter & McDonald Kelly Monteith
^ n
The Four Freshmen Griffin & Bocar Johnny Ray John Gary
Count Basle
And others such as:
Anna Maria Alberghetti
Frank Sinatra, Jr.
Stan Kenton
Glenn Miller Orchestra
Marilyn Maye
Tommy Dorsey Orchestra
. . . and always:
The Delegation
The best in quality food and entertainment . . . always ... at Vince's.
Viiice Peroiie's
Fopimi. Boom
"T/ip Finest Food in the Southeast!^^
No. 1 Antrim Drive (By McAhster Square)
Lunch 12-2 • Dinner 6-12 Reservations 232-2777
15
69
71
63
74
79
81
4
46
2
10
92
72
99
87
61
47
44
41
42
24
32
when Clemson
has the ball
TIGER OFFENSE
JERRY BUTLER SE
LACY BRUMLEY LT
JOE BOSTIC LG
DANNY JAYNES C
BILLY HUDSON RG
JIMMY WEEKS RT
HAROLD CAIN .TE
STEVE FULLER QB
TRACY PERRY RB
WARREN RATCHFORD RB
JOEY WALTERS FLK
BULLDOG DEFENSE
LAWRENCE CRAFT LE
PAUL PETRISKO LG
JEFF SANDERS RG
DICKY CLARK RE
JEFF LEWIS SLB
JIM GRIFFITH MLB
BEN ZAMBIASI WLB
BOBBY THOMPSON LCB
BILL KRUG ROV
MARK MITCHELL SAF
JOHNNY HENDERSON RGB
THE TIGER SQUAD
2 Ratchford, RB 50 Jehlen, OL
3 Lott, QB 51 Tu+en, MG
4 Fuller, QB 52 Soowal, DE
5 Jordan, DB 53 Kenney, OL
7 Kier, DB 54 Sharpe, LB
9 Goodloe, DB 55 Webb. C
10 Walters, SR 58 Smith, C
I I O'Cain, QB 59 Bostic, C
12 Weddington, SR 60 Wallace, MG
14 Haglan, DB 62 Harrell, DT
15 Butler, SR 63 Jaynes. C
16 Wingo, DB 64 Wells, OL
17 Cornell, DB 65 Reese, DT
18 Hansford, DB 69 Brumley, OG
19 Bustle, SR 70 Myrick, OL
2! Mayer, RB 71 Bostic, OL
22 Marler, DB 74 Hudson, OL
23 Tyler, DB 75 Allen. OL
24 Webb, DB 76 Williams, DT
26 Baldwin, DE 77 Culler, OL
27 Young, SR 79 Weeks, OL
30 Clark, SR 80 Gibbs, DE
31 Sims, RB 81 Cain. TE
32 Goggins, RB 82 Clifford. C. DE
34 McDowell, LB 33 st^^ckey. DE
^7 l"Ai'^ nR «^37 Adk ns, DB „
38 Smith, R.. LB
II II
40 Basich. RB ^ ?;, r..
43 Coffey. RB Goldberg. DE
44 Brown, L, RB 9° Goehring. LB
46 Perry, RB 92 Weichel, DT
47 Brown, M., LB 94 Kesack, DE
48 Russell, PK 98 Heniford. DE
49 Bollinger. TE 99 Piccirillo. PK
TODAY'S GAME OFFICIALS
REFEREE Joe Hicks, SEC
UMPIRE Tom Chambers, ACC, No. 44
LINESMAN Jack Jordan, SEC
LINE JUDGE Ron DeSouia, ACC, No. 24
FIELD JUDGE Gerald Austin, ACC, No. 50
BACK JUDGE Billy Teas, SEC
'Coca-Cola" and Coke" are registered trade-marks which identity the same product of The Coca-Cola Company.
when Georgia
has the ball
80
65
66
56
67
77
8
10
39
43
82
84
76
60
65
98
35
38
16
24
5
22
BULLDOG OFFENSE
STEVE DAVIS TE
STEVE COLLIER ST
GEORGE COLLINS SS
JOE TERESHINSKI C
JOEL PARRISH TG
MIKE WILSON TT
MARK WILSON SE
RAY GOFF QB
KEVIN McLEE TB
AL POLLARD FB
GENE WASHINGTON FLK
TIGER DEFENSE
JONATHAN BROOKS LE
TONEY WILLIAMS LT
NELSON WALLACE MG
ARCHIE REESE RT
MARK HENIFORD RE
RANDY SCOTT LIB
RONNIE SMITH RLB
BILL WINGO LC
GARY WEBB TIGER
WILLIE JORDAN S
MALCOLM MARLER RC
THE BULLDOG SQUAD
3 Long, PK 44 Zambiasi, LB
4 Dil+s, P 47 Griffith, LB
5 Thomas, DB 48 Cescutti, LB
6 Atchley, CB 49 Kavouklis, LB
8 Wilson, Mark, SE 50 Price, OG
9 Leavitt, PK 52 McBride, LB
10 Goff, QB 53 Helms, C
1 1 Flanagan, QB 54 Raber, C
12 Bennett, ROV 55 Boler, LB
13 Murray, SE 56 Tereshinski, J.,
15 McDonald, QB 57 Franklin, LB
16 Gilliam, SAP 58 Bitier, DB
17 Robinson, QB 59 Milo, OG
19 Johnson, R., ROV 60 Johnson, M., C
20 Williams, R., RB 61 Lewis, LB
22 Box, FLK 63 Kennedy, OG
23 Veal, DB 65 Collier, OT
24 Mitchell, SAF 66 Collins, OG
25 Moreen, RB-FLK 67 Parrish, OG
27 Knight, RB 68 Akacki, OT
28 Crisp, SE 72 Petrisko, DG
29 Raysor, RB 77 Wilson, Mike,
30 Hope, CB 78 Swoopes, DG
31 Harris, ROV 80 Davis, SE-TE
32 Henderson, CB 82 Washington, F
33 Boersig, RB 84 Ponder, DE
34 Williams, C, RB 85 Norris, TE
35 McClendon, RB 86 Farriba, TE
37 Woods, CB 87 Clark, DE
38 Young, RB 88 Hodge, TE
39 McLee, RB 89 Tereshinski, W
41 Thompson, CB 91 Denyer, DE
42 Krug, ROV 92 Craft, DE
43 Pollard, RB 99 Sanders, DG
"^fc ' SS^" 'vib 5^ "^iBk "^i^'
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
Anderson, South Carolina
lust two blocks from
Memorial Stadium.
,;
THE DELUXE HUSKEE: A quarter pound of charbroiled
100% pure beef topped with six fresh ingredients:
cheese, lettuce, tomato, pickles, onion and mayonnaise.
Served in a toasted sesame seed bun.
Hadeei
Charbroil Burgers.
The taste that brings you back.
1976 GEORGIA FOOTBALL ROSTER
No. Name Position Class Ltrs. Hgt. Wgt. Hometown
3 Cary Long PK Jr. 5-11 155 Athens, Ga.
4 Bucky Dilts P Sr. 2 5-9 185 Atlanta, Ga.
5 Bernard Thomas DB So. 5-9 170 Harlem. Ga.
6 Mark Atchley CB Jr. 6-1 185 Chattanooga. Tenn.
8 Mark Wilson SE Sr. 2 6-1 175 Frostproof, Fla,
9 Allan Leavitt PK Sr. 3 6-1 175 Brookville. Fla,
1 u Cror. £. 201 Moulthe, Ga.
.|
^ Tony Flanagan oO. U D-O 1 yu Atlanta, oa.
12 Roger Bennett ROV So. 5-11 180 Sarasota. Fla,
13 Jesse Murray SE Jr. 6-3 180 Columbus, Ga,
15 David McDonald QB So. 6-2 187 Carthage, Tenn
16 Rosie Gilliam SAF So. 6-0 179 Lancaster. S. C.
17 Matt Robinson QB Sr. 2 6-2 188 Atlanta, Ga,
19 Rodney Johnson ROV Sr. 2 5-11 185 Birmingham. Ala,
20 Rav/fiolH \A/illiamc" yucJ vviiMciiiio RB Sr. 2 1 Ot Uecatur, Ga.
22 FLK Sr. 2 5-9 Tarrant. Ala,
23 Gene Veal DB So. 6-1 173 Waycross, Ga.
24 Mark Mitchell SAF Sr. 2 5-11 172 Augusta, Ga.
25 James Moreen RB-FLK So, 6-1 175 Tallapoosa, Ga.
27 Tony Knight RB Jr. 5-11 187 Carrollton. Ga,
28 Dan Crisp SE Jr. 6-2 185 Finleyville, Pa.
29 Larry Raysor RB So. 5-10 185 Blackville, S, C.
_
Hotjen nope PR Cn u 1 1O- 1 1 1 /D Macclenny, Fla.
31 r^hiipU MarricOllUUI\ ndnlo ROV Sr j D-U 1 OD uaiTon. oa.
JU'llllty ncllUcioUll PR Ir ^ D-U 1 flc^1 OD Macon, Ga.
33 Dave Boersig RB So 6-2 222 Mariemont, Ohio
34 Curtis Williams RB So. 5-11 192 Sanderson, Fla.
35 Willie McClendon RB So. 6-2 194 Brunswick. Ga,
37 Billy Woods CB Jr. 1 6-2 188 Centre. Ala.
38 Hilton Young RB Jr. 5-7 172 Athens, Ga,
39 Kevin McLee RB Jr. 1 6-0 188 Uniontown. Pa,
41 Duuuy 1 iiuiiipbuii PR Ir 11 J- I 1 1 OD McKeesport. Pa.
42 Bill Krug ROV Jr. 1 6-1 205 Suitland, Md.
43 Al Pollard RB Sr. 2 6-0 200 Macon. Ga.
44 Ben Zambiasi LB Jr. 1 6-1 200 Macon, Ga,
47 Jim Gnffith LB Jr. 1 6-0 210 Buchanan, Ga.
48 Brad Cescutti LB Sr. 2 6-2 206 Rome. Ga.
49 Mike Kavouklis LB Jr, 1 5-10 200 Thomaston, Ga,
50 Kirk Price OG Jr ^ _Birmingham, Ala,
52 LB So D- 1 Savannah. Ga,
53 Kfin Htalmcr\d 1 [ 1CPI 1 1 o Q CrOl
,
c. Anderson, S, C.
54 Mike Raber C Sr, 1 5-1
1
205 Dalton. Ga.
55 Sylvester Boler LB Jr, 2 6-3 235 Augusta, Ga.
56 Joe Tereshinski C Sr, 2 6-1 231 Bethesda, Md,
57 Neal Franklin LB So. 6-2 210 Lawrenceville, Ga,
58 Bob Bitzer DG So, 6-4 230 Hinesville. Ga,
59 Jimmy Milo OG So. 6-3 220 North Jackson, Ohio
60 iviioilc3t7l uui 11 laUl 1 DG Cn u R 1 11 1 ^ 1 D Uougiasviiie, Ga.
D 1 Jeff Lewis 1 RLD Irjr. 1 ^:1 U Atlanta, oa.
63 Bobby Kennedy OG So, 6-3 235 Birmingham, Ala.
65 Steve Collier OT Jr, 1 6-4 242 Satellite Bch,. Fla.
66 George Collins OG Jr, 1 6-3 240 Warner Robins. Ga.
67 Joel Parrish OG Sr, 2 6-2 232 Douglas, Ga,
68 John Akacki OT So, 6-3 240 Carteret, N J,
69 Louis Freedman DG So 6-1 200 Savannah, Ga,
72 Paul Petrisko DG So 6-2 240 Jacksonville, Ga.
73 Don Pascale OG So 6-3 235 Buffalo. N. Y,
75 Mack Guest OT So, 6-3 235 Macon. Ga,
77 Mike Wilson OT Sr. 2 6-5 255 Gainesville. Ga.
78 Ronnie Swoopes DG Jr. 2 6-3 245 Florence. Ala.
ftnou oteve Davis CP TPot- 1 c Cror. £. D- 1 210 uamDnage, ivla.
82 vjciic vvdoi luiyiuii PI Cror. QO o-y 1 CO MopKins. o u
83 Michael Wilcox SE So Q 1 77 AtlantaMTiania. oa.
84 Ernest Ponder DE So, 6-3 210 Cottonwood, Ala.
85 Ulysses Norris TE So. 6-4 205 Monticello. Ga.
86 Mike Farriba TE So. 6-4 217 Macon, Ga.
87 Dicky Clark DE Sr. 2 6-3 205 Rossville, Ga.
88 Mark Hodge TE So. 6-4 226 Spartanburg. S. C.
89 Wally Tereshinski TE Jr, 6-1 200 Bethesda, Md.
QAyvJ Qill [^r\lr^Dill uoie 1 QLD oO. U 6-2 205 Atlanta, Ga.
Q1 Richard Denyer r»pUb Cr\oO. 6-3 215 Winter Park, Fla.
92 1 awrpnrp (^raft DE Sr. 2 6-1 11. nuui\t:r. Mid,
93 Randy Holland DE So. 6-3 200 Barnesville, Ga,
94 Greg Williams DE So. 6-3 210 Douglasville, Ga.
95 Steve Dennis DE So. 6-0 190 Macon, Ga.
96 Greg Watson DE So. 6-3 195 Clermont. Fla.
99 Jeff Sanders DG Sr. 2 6-3 220 Adel, Ga.
The Clemson Universit
By Dennis Willoughby, Editorial Assistant, Department of Public Relations
It's one of the hundreds of sights and sounds which
makes football Saturdays at Clemson like no other day of
the year.
Hopeful Tiger fans, stationed along the Fort Hill Street
route to Memorial Stadium, wait for it with an anticipation
which rivals that reserved for the opening kick-off.
Suddenly, whistles scream, drums pound, tubas deliver
a volley of oom-pahs and the throng of patient fans is
rewarded with a musical exhortation from the Clemson
University Tiger Band.
The crowd answers with enthusiastic handclapping as
the sound of marching feet mingles with the melody of
Tiger Rag. Children cheer, students vocalize their approval
and what staunch fan can resist one firmly stated "give 'em
hell Tigers!
"
It's a spectacle that never gets old—a bit of the musical
magic which Tiger Band performs at athletic contests and
parades throughout the school year.
There's nothing like a sudden burst of Tiger Rag to
revive a deflated fan's ego. Almost in an instant, it brings
thousands of Tiger football fans to their feet in a clapping,
yelling response to their favorite gridiron battle call.
Old grads and freshmen alike are thrilled to hear the first
notes of traditional Clemson songs. Their music can help
make victory even sweeter or ease the pain of defeat. And
who knows how many third down and three situations
they've helped to push through.
Though the band's renown goes far, many people are
not aware of some of its more unusual aspects. Many large
colleges offer a course of study for music majors, a source
from which band members are recruited. Since Clemson
doesn't offer a music major, band members come from
many curricula at the University.
Many colleges have a number of band scholarships with
which to recruit talented marching musicians. No band
scholarships or other financial aid is offered by Clemson.
Tiger Band Director Bruce Cook says the lack of a music
major and scholarships are sometimes considered handi-
caps by those unfamiliar with the band program here.
"It is possible that we are just inured to the situation, " he
says, "but most band members don't feel handicapped at
all."
Cook, who came to Clemson in 1966 and earned his
Doctorate of Musical Arts at the University of Texas in
1975, finds band members by examining incoming
freshmen's college board forms. A question on the form
asks if a student has continuing musical interest. Those
who answer "yes" are asked if they would like to audition
for Tiger Band.
'I don't think we could be a much better band with
scholarships and a music major," Cook says. "The stu-
dents are talented, enthusiastic, enjoy sports, are guaran-
teed good seats at all home games and get to travel to
several out of town games a year. There traditionally is an
esprit de corps among members."
The band has 185 members, including nine majorettes
and 20 color guardsmen. Tiger Band annually prepares
one pre-game and four half time programs with some of the
half time shows to be repeated at away games. The
majorettes will perform a different routine for every song
played during the season.
The band rehearses three days a week for an hour and a
half a day from the beginning of classes in August. On
game weeks they rehearse an additional two to three hours
on Friday night or Saturday morning.
Their single concrete compensation Is the one hour of
course credit per semester for participation.
It is the intangible compensation that brings the students
back to Tiger Band year after year. Jim Lucas, graduate
student from Chester, may set a record this year for band
participation. He is back for his eighth year with the band.
"Tiger Band gets in your blood," Lucas says. "There's
nothing like being part of the best and Tiger Band is the
best group of people on campus."
Carolyn Helena, junior from Charleston and 1974 Miss
Majorette of South Carolina, says she is willing to give up
her time for the many hours of rehearsal because, "This is
my way of contributing a little to Clemson University."
Freshman clarinetist Gail Hembree of Newberry says
she had decided not to audition for the band, but Dr. Cook
talked to her after she arrived on campus and convinced
her to try out.
Most people know that late summer and early autumn in
Clemson can be very hot and muggy. Drum Major Richard
Moose says he drills the band to the point of sweating and
soreness three or four days a week, but people at the
games sometimes have little appreciation of their efforts.
Some people leave for refreshments during their shows,
he says, and, like all performers, he wishes they would
watch and listen to the show more closely.
Tiger Band's performance today will be a selection of
tunes made popular by the jazz-rock group Chicago. Cook
says there will be a lot of motion in the drill patterns and the
performance should contrast well with the Georgia band's
performance of Glenn Miller's big band sound.
Today would be a good day for all football fans to be-
come marching band fans, too. Let's watch and listen well
and give both bands their most sought after reward; a good
round of applause.
Ken Helms Bill Krug Allan Leavitt Jeff Lewis Kevin McLee
Mark Mitchell Joel Parrish Al Pollard Matt Robinson Jeff Sanders
Mike Striplin Ronnie Swoopes Joe Tereshinski Bobby Thompson Gene Washington
Rayfield Williams Mark Wilson Mike Wilson Billy Woods Ben ZambiasI
Wkienyouneed
something
more • • •
PHILLIPS
FIBERS
QUIINTTESS POLYESTER
IVIARVESS OLEFIN
DUON^ NONWOVEN FABRICS
PHILLIPS FIBERS CORPORATION, greenville south Carolina
A SUBSIDIARY OF PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
"•tC U S P»T Of r
,
PHILLIES PtTHOtf UM COMPANr
The name of the game
is quality.
A quality team welcomes the toughest
challenge to prove how good it is. So does
Pabst. We've been brewing America's
quality beer since 1844, which gives us the
confidence to make this challenge of our
own: taste and compare Pabst Blue Ribbon
quality and flavor with any other beer. One
glass and you'll know that Blue Ribbon
quality means the best tasting beer
you can get.
PABST. Since 1844. The quality has always come through.
©Copyright, 1975. PABST BREWING COMPANY Milwaukee, Wis., Peoria Heights, III., Newark, N.J. , Los Angeles, Calif , Pabst, Georgia.
ARA-Slater's philosophy is a unique,
systematic approach designed to
achieve our most important goal:
STUDENT SATISFACTION. This concept
is a result of our experience with
millions of students. We have the
flexibility to understand your needs
and the capability to satisfy them.
At Clemson, ARA demonstrates
practical, new methods for providing
nourishing, well-balanced meals to
athletes, students and staff. Our
corporate and regional specialists
give ARA's dining service manager
expert advice in planning menus,
purchasing goods, controlling
waste, utilizing labor. The support
of this team effort is carried out
daily in Schilletter Hall and
Harcombe Commons, and at the Clemson
House Buffeteria. It is our desire
to serve students what they
want and to accommodate them
by providing this same
efficient service for special
events or festive holiday meals.
We're here to provide the type
of service that will benefit
the entire school and community.
THA T'S WHA T WE THINK A DINING
SERVICE IS ALL ABOUT.
your campus dmmg service
AIRIA-SUTER
SCHOOL& COLLEGE
SERVICES
headquarters at
Phdadelph^a.
Pcnnsyhan,a

TIGERS in Textiles^ Plastics^
Paper and Industrial Machinery
MANUFACTURERS AND SUPPLIERS OF.
ShuR-CusH Vibration Mountings
ShuR-TufF Harness Strapping
Harness Adjusters
Race Plate Cover
Pressure Roll Felt
Roll Covering
Jack Sticks
One Piece Harness Cords
Lug Straps
Loop and Box Pickers
Circular Knitting Pattern Wheels
Knitting & Felting Needles
Ceramic Guides & Eyelets
Cone Base Pads
Mats and Matting
Flags and Flag Poles
Custom Banners
ShuR-SliK Dry Film Lubricant
ShuR-TufF Plastic Parts
Tungsten Carbide Knives & Loopers
for Cut Pile Carpet
MlAclxiziery,
2
"The Capital Expenditures Division"
V
Machinery, Equipment, Supplies and Service for
Textile Dyeing, Bleaching, Printing and Finishing;
and for the Manufacturing and Converting of Paper,
Plastics, Film and Foil.
Satson
YArzi a.nd. Fabrics Machinery
Group, Ixic.
Machinery, Equipment, Supplies, Service and Train-
ing for Fiber Producing, Opening and Blending, Card-
ing, Ring Spinning and Automatic Dolfing, Open-End
Spinning, Twisting, Warp Tying, Sluittlc and Sliuttle-
less Weaving, Tufting, Knitting, Pile Stitching, Nee-
dle Punch, Non-Woven, Web Monitoring, Waq)
Beam and Cloth Roll Handling, Roving Stripping,
Pressure Dyeing, Fiber Reclamation and Utilization.
"The Accessories Division"
Web Guides
Cutting and Slitting Equipment
Tenter Ci aides
Selvedge Uncurlers
Laboratory Testing Equipment
Core Chuck.s
Metal Detectors
Process Rolls
Slitting Rewinding Equipment
Tenter Pin Plates
Batson "Litter Gitter Suction Cleaner
Web (cleaners
Static Eliminators
Fiberglass Materials Handling Trucks
Batching and Winding E(|uipment
Steaming and Relaxing Tenterettes
Renewal Parts and Supplies
Installation, Sen ice and Training
I.ouls B Batsozt
Otm^/r^ AND AFFILIATES • Home Office: BOX 3978 • GREENVILLE, S. C. 29608 U.S.A. • TEL. (803) 242-5262
H. ELLIOTT BATSON, Class of 1951, President • LOUIS P. BATSON, JR., Class of 1949. Vice President
Ba.tsoii
Ma^cliiziery^
CLEMSON
Alumni Loyalty Fund-
Many Things To Many People
Tliey are doctors, lawyers, teachers,
farmers, husinesspersons, military
strategists, public ser\ ants. Tliey ha\ e a lot
going for them. They have an opportunity to
grow. And their roots are here on this cam-
pus. The\' are former students of this institu-
tion in the foothills of South Carolina.
Clemson University has been involved
in providing one of this nation's most x ital
resources since 1893. Yet, the educational
capabilities of Clemson continue to mount,
and the University has a vibrant incentive to
demonstrate its ability, and an objective
yardstick to measure it.
As Clemson University continues its
contribution to the development ofthis state,
it remains an indispensable part of its future.
Combine capacity
,
al)ility and opportunity
and you conclude that potential is virtually
unlimited.
It is, with \our help. Graduates, former
students and friends ofClemson are not only a
source of pride for the University but a
monumental strength in undergirding its
educational programs with annual invest-
ments in the institution through the Clemson
Alumni Loyalty Fund and other development
opportunities at the University.
But greater challenges lie ahead. Know-
ledge has multiplied beyond comprehension;
the domestic and world situations have be-
come unwieldx and precarious. To make sure
performance measures up to potential, Clem
son University utilizes wiseK and frugalK' ev -
ery source of aid possible from all sectors of i
free society— private citizens and founda-
tions, business and industrial organizations,
state and federal governments.
Now, more than e\ er before, CMemson
needs you, your interest, and your in\ est-
ment in education. Now, more than ever be
fore, won't you consider what \ou can do for
Clemson?
Clemson
Alumni
Association

UNITED MERCHANTS and MANUFACTURERS, INC.
WIDE WORLD OF
MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH ITS PEOPLE IN
• TEXTILES • PLASTICS • GLASS
• CHEMICALS • RETAILING • FOREIGN
OPERATIONS
FACTORING AND FINANCE
OUR DIVERSIFIED ACTIVITIES MAKE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE IN
*SALES-ACCOUNTING-AUDITING-ADMINISTRATION
• CREDIT & FINANCE • DATA PROCESSING • RETAILING
AND MANUFACTURING
UNITED MERCHANTS
GREENVILLE OFFICE
108 FREDERICK STREET
P.O. BOX 2148
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
Were looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants.
Mechanical and civil en
gineering majors . . . areo-
space and aeronautical en-
gineering majors . . . majors
in electronics . . . computer
science . . . mathematics.
The Air Force needs peo-
ple . . . many with the above
academic majors. And
AFROTC has several differ-
ent programs where you
can fit . . . 4-year, 3-year, or
2-year programs. Some of-
fering full scholarships. All
offering $100 a month
allowance during the last
two years of the program.
Flying opportunities. And all
leading to an Air Force offi-
cerscommission.plus ad-
vanced education.
If you'd like to cash in on
these Air Force benefits,
start by looking into the Air
Force ROTO.
Contact Col. Lakins, Clemson University 656-3254
Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
n
—
lzzUk
OPEN: 11 A.M. - 10 P.M.
FBI. -SAT. 11 A.M. - 11 P.M.
2916 N. MAIN
ANDERSON, S. C.
225 1238
BANQUET FACILITIES
SEATING 30-80
MON.-THUR.
1976 Clemson Freshman Football Players
Thirty-six freshmen football candidates reported to Tigertown for the annual Press and Picture Day, a total figure that Included both signees and
non-scholarship athletes. They are, from left to right, kneeling, Ronnie LocKe, Rick Wyatt, Eric Young, Rex Varn, Chuck McClure, Buddy Hopkins, John
Mulcahy, Rick Basich, and Gary Adkins. Second row, left to right, Marvin Sims, Bill Robbins, James Russell, Carl Mayer, Tony Masone, Howard Callahan,
John Miller, Steve Carr, and Billy Lott. Third row, left to right. Bob Goldberg, Tim Heiman, Joe Brady, Randy Harrell, Mike Allen, Bob McNeely, Bob
McPhillips, Chris Dolce, and Marlon Brown. Back row, left to right, Greg Early, Jim Goehring, Chip Pruett, Jim Stuckey, Mike Marzek, Rocky Myrick, Ken
Yeomans, Stuart Donahue, and Lacy Foulks.
FORT HILL
FEDERAL SAVINGS ^ '^^^ASSOC.
College Avenue, Clemson, 654-5574 / Colonial Plaza, Seneca, 882-1925
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In the 1950s, there was a game be-
tween San Jose State and Washington
State in Pullman, Washington which
was memorable only for the cold.
The temperature was well-below the
freezing mark, as players and coaches
wondered: Is this game really neces-
sary?
The public address announcer,
about to begin his recitation of the
starting lineups, did a doubletake as
he looked around the stadium. "Dear
Sir," he began.
That solitary fan, watching a game
of no significance in miserable
weather in an otherwise empty sta-
dium, epitomizes the college football
fan. It may not be necessary to be
crazy to be a football fan, but it helps.
No, scratch that. It may be necessary.
Who art thou, oh typical football tan?
Even football fans admit they're loony.
That is, if you ask a fan of Ole Miss,
he'll certainly tell you that LSU fans
are crazy.
College football is often considered
part of the overall entertainment pack-
age, but there is no real comparison
between your average football fan
and a person of, say, opera, ballet or
the theatre. The patron of the arts is
pampered and civilized, two adjec-
tives which would never be applied to
football fans. Consider a few com-
parisons:
1) Food and drink. At the opera,
theatre, ballet and symphony, there
are often small restaurants, dispens-
ing real food. There are also bars,
which can be a mixed blessing; the
combination of a couple of stiff drinks
<
by Glenn Dickey, San Francisco CHRONICLE
and a Wagnerian opera has induced
more deep slumber than any number
of Sominex pills.
At a football game, there are re-
freshments, too—warm soda and cold
hot dogs. Passed from the aisle, both
soda and mustard are usually slopped
on the patrons in between vendor
and customer.
2) Comfort. Patrons of the arts sit
in well-padded seats. There are car-
pets on the floor, and usually fancy
draperies as well. There are often ele-
vators and escalators to the higher
floors.
The ultimate in comfort for a col-
lege football fan is a plastic seat.
Older stadiums have only wooden
benches. Each row is numbered for
at least one more person than can be
accommodated. There are often long
flights of stairs to climb to get into
the stadiums. There are never enough
rest rooms for those who have been
drinking an elixir, which gives the fan
a choice of standing in line for the
entire halftime or sneaking out for
three minutes at the start of the sec-
ond quarter, during which time you
can be sure that two touchdowns and
and a field goal will be scored.
3) Weather. At the ballet, custom-
ers sit in air-conditioned or heated
buildings, depending on the season.
College football fans are victims of
the often capricious weather. In the
midwest, a nice day for football is any
day when it isn't snowing. In the
northeast, you have to worry about
the nor'easters. In the south, the heat
and humidity can be stifling. In the
northwest, rain can drive one away.
Yet, fans subject themselves to such
conditions willingly.lt is difficult forme
to feel too superior to them. In my
youth, my father, uncle and I watched
a game in a driving rainstorm, though
we chickened out late in the third
quarter and left; by then, our team
was down, 42-0.
It should be noted that all com-
ments about college football fans and
their ability to withstand the extremes
of weather do not extend to fans in
southern California. In southern Cali-
fornia, fans stay at home if the" tem-
continued on 15t
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The Statue of Liberty Play. The Single Wing. The A Formation. This Fall,
we're bringing you the greatest plays in the history of football. And the
greatest players.
You'll see it all on the Fireman's Fund Flashbacks, a fantastic half-time
show on every NCAA Game of the Week on ABC. Every week, we'll look at the
teams that are playing, and play back some of the most incredible moments
in their history. As far back as 25 years ago.
We're bringing you these games and these Flashbacks so we can tell you
all about your local Independent Insurance Agent. He's a man who represents
many fine insurance companies. So he can choose the coverage that's best for
you. And when he chooses us, we want you to know he's done the right thing.
So much for the commercial. Here's the schedule* of games for this Fall:
Tuesday - Sept. 7
Saturday - Sept. 1
1
Saturday - Sept. 18
Saturday - Sept 25
Saturday - Oct 2
Saturday - Oct, 9
Saturday - Oct 16
UCLA at Arizona State
Pittsburgh at Notre Dame
Tulsa at Oklahoma State
South Carolina at
Georgia Tech.
Houston at Baylor
Ohio State at Penn State
Georgia at Clemson
Colorado at
Washington
Yale at Brown
Tennessee at Auburn
San Jose State at Stanford
Massachusetts at Harvard
To be announced.
Oklahoma at Texas (Dallas)
To be announced
Saturday - Oct 23
Saturday - Oct. 30
Saturday - Nov, 6
Saturday - Nov 13
To be announced
To be announced
To be announced,
Alabama at Notre Dame
2nd game to be announced,
Saturday - Nov 20 Michigan at Ohio State
USC at UCLA,
Thursday - Nov 25 To be announced,
Friday - Nov 26 Oklahoma at Nebraska
Penn State at Pittsburgh
Saturday - Nov 27 Army-Navy (Philadelphia)
Notre Dame at USC
Saturday - Dec 14 Arkansas at Texas
Monday - Dec 27 Gator Bowl
Saturday Jan 1 Sugar Bowl
*Schedule may vary m your area. Check your local newspaper
FIREMAN'S FUND FLASHBACKS ON ABC-TV.
Firemans Fund Insurance Companies. Home office: San Francisco. Look for your Firemans Fund Agent m the Yellow Pages.
FOOTBALL FAN continued from 1 3t
perature goes below 70 and go to the
beach if it goes above 80.
4) The final difference between the
arts and football is the commitment
of the football fan. If the symphony
orchestra has an off night, the audi-
ence still claps politely; people don't
even wince at the obvious clinkers.
An opera buff who is truly aroused
will murmur, "Bravo."
Bravo, indeed. Your average col-
lege football fan, self-contained as he
or she may be at other times, goes a
little, well, yes, crazy at a game. Woe
be to the coach who calls the wrong
play or the quarterback who throws
an interception; not polite applause
but a cascade of boos will descend on
them. Fans cheer their team, jeer the
officials, cast aspersions on the birth
of players on other teams . . . and it
is all done at full throat.
Sometimes, the fans are more in-
teresting than the game itself. Texas
A&M students, for instance, stand dur-
ing the entire game. Arkansas fans
salute their team with hog calls.
College football is less a sport than
a way of life. The madness that foot-
ball induces extends beyond the play-
ing field. The game itself may last only
about three hours, but the foreplay
and aftermath last much longer.
Strong men fear to leave their
homes in Dallas the weekend of a
Texas-Oklahoma game, for instance.
Sooner and Longhorn fans roam the
streets the entire weekend, omitting
such non-essentials as sleep. Eating
just enough to keep body and soul
together and imbibing rather more
than that, they seek out fans of the
opposing team to start miniature wars
of their own.
Behavior that would be considered
aberrant at any other time is passed
off as normal during the week pro-
ceeding a big game. Obscene com-
ments on the University of Michigan
football team are displayed prom-
inently in Columbus, Ohio before a
Buckeye-Wolverine game, and judges
tolerantly excuse them.
The day of the game, fans gather
very early for parties in their cars,
trucks and recreational vehicles. These
parties are commonly called "tailgate
parties" because the original idea was
to let the tailgate down on a station
wagon and put food and drink there.
They have become more complicated
in recent years, with multi-course
meals being prepared, accompanied
by the drink common to the area; in
California, for instance, it is always
wine. Occasionally, the party will be
such a success that fans miss the open-
ing kickoff, the first quarter and—in
extreme cases—the entire game. This
tends to happen more frequently in
California where the priorities are
somewhat different.
The original rationale for tailgate
parties was as a way of beating the
traffic. Now, of course, the traffic is
heaviest three hours before a game,
when everybody rushes to beat the
traffic.
In each section of the country, fans
are convinced that their football is
the best, in some way or another.
Often, this requires convoluted logic
and a precise definition of what is
best, much like radio stations which
can prove that they are No. 1 by the
way they define their market.
In the East, for instance. Ivy League
teams have long since opted out of
the mad race for No. 1 in the polls.
Ivy League schools do not give out
athletic scholarships as such, though
special ability is taken into account
when scholarships are issued and
some top athletes — Calvin Hill, Ed
Marinaro — have qualified. Players
sometimes miss games because there
is a laboratory field trip that weekend.
Fans know this, and they argue that
this is the most sensible way to ap-
proach football. Since their approach
is the best, their teams must be the
best.
In the midwest, fans of eight of the
Big Ten teams dutifully watch their
teams play for third place. Their game,
they're convinced, is the best because
it is what football is all about—knock-
ing down other people. Indeed, play-
ers usually have no choice because
teams in the midwest tend to use
little finesse. There are fans who could
not define a forward pass, never hav-
ing seen one. continued on 18t
To what extent will the football fan go to see his favorite team?
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IIn 450 B.C., a Greek athletic
trainer named Dromeus conceived a
meat diet for athletes and it merely
took progress and modern technology
more than 2,400 years to prove him
wrong.
Dromeus, who did his thing in the
village of Stymphalus, contended that
muscle was so vital in athletic en-
deavor that young men would become
more proficient in their sport by de-
vouring more muscle— in other
words, large quantities of meat.
It was a justifiable assumption.
Dromeus' athletes were well-
conditioned and skilled in their sport,
so when they consumed great
amounts of meat and continued to
have success, the diet was considered
a key.
To this day, many coaches and
trainers are proponents of the high-
protein diet, explaining why steak is
still the most popular item on training
tables throughout our land.
UCLA's venerable Ducky Drake, the
Dromeus of Westwood, reasonably
explains why Bruin athletes still lean
heavily to steak, even for their pre-
game meal a few hours prior to an
event.
"Over the years our teams have
been pretty successful," Drake, a
former track coach, understated. "We
are aware of the studies on protein
and carbohydrates, but don't feel
there's any reason to change."
Another highly-successful university
embraces the same philosophy—with
a slight adjustment. "We now order a
smaller steak (8 ounces) and increase
the carbohydrates, especially for the
track and basketball athletes who burn
it off so fast," explained the athletic
trainer.
"But the ultimate decision rests with
the coach, and most coaches are slow
to change what has been a winning
formula," Ward admitted. "But we
have slowly made some changes, like
ordering the smaller steak."
It seems unusual that trainers, who
have received some instruction in nu -
trition,do not have the final say in
meals for athletes. That responsibility
rests on the shoulders of the coach,
who undoubtedly receives advice from
the team physician.
by Nick Peters
As a result, it is the medical profes-
sion which has brought about changes
in diet for athletes, destroying some of
the old myths about high-protein in-
take in favor of an emphasis on car-
bohydrates.
"A minimal amount of meat or pro-
tein is necessary for maintaining a
positive nitrogen balance, but it actu-
ally should be only a part of a bal-
anced diet and certainly not the domi-
nant part," observed Oklahoma State
team physician Donald Cooper in a
1965 study.
"It is not protein that is utilized to
produce muscual energy; it is glyco-
gen, or simple sugars, and phos-
phates," Dr. Cooper reported. "In
fact, it is better to avoid proteins in a
pre-game meal, as they tend to aggra-
vate the problem of acid in the mus-
cles and other body systems."
Though Dr. Cooper's report was
made more than 10 years ago, only re-
cently have several schools begun to
change their thinking about an
athlete's diet and the pre-game meal.
"I've been in this business for 50
years and I've seen so much steak, I
always order fish for myself now,"
noted Henry Schmidt, veteran Univer-
sity of Santa Clara trainer who also
worked for many years with the 49ers
and the East-West Game.
"We always used to eat steak be-
fore, but now we have the athletes eat-
ing hotcakes," said Schmidt. "I really
don't understand it, but they claim it's
easier to digest hotcakes. We changed
the diet for our football players, but
the basketball team still eats steaks.
"Maybe the athletes in the old days
could burn off all that protein easier,"
Schmidt offered. "There were no cars
then and they'd be walking many
miles every day. I always get in trouble
when I say this, but I think they were
in better shape and tougher then."
It can also be safely assumed that
many schools are grasping the newer
carbohydrate diets because they obvi-
ously are more feasible economically
in these times of spiraling athletic
costs. It costs a lot less to order hot-
cakes for 60 football players instead of
steaks, which are at least $5 at most
hotels which provide pre-game meals.
"The training table contents really
don't make much difference if the
continued on 21t
The pre-game meal is an all-important item on the game wee/c schedule. Steak is a
favorite dish but carbohydrates are also emphasized.
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Years ago, Papa Cribari
made awine just for\^en
femily& Mends sat down together.
Nothing's changed.
I-
'*™^'^j:.v^!g^
After 80 years, the same reason people still go to a football game
is the same reason people still gather over a jug of Cribari wine...
to sit down together and enjoy!
Enjoy Cribari red, white, rose and — if your side won — champagne.
In the stadium parking lot before the game, at home watching the game on TV,
in the post game celebration. And in the old-fashioned jug. B. Cnban 86 Sons. San Francisco, California
ATOUCH
OF HYATT
..Jnthe
mornincr
Its coffee,
tea,and
shiny
shoes
18.
At the Hyatt Regency® Memphis. .we call it "Rise and Shine" and what
better way to kick off your day than to wake up to a continental breakfast
brought to your door with a bright shiny smile. . .and a bright shiny pair
of shoes. Yours.
)ust order your breakfast the night before. We'll pick up your shoes and
return them next morning. . .shined with our compliments.
One more special touch
. . . uniquely Hyatt. A Touch of Hyatt. It means
we're doing whatever it takes to make you want to stay with us . . . again.
HYATT HOTELS
We're looking forward for you.
800-228-9000 Gets you Hyatt.
Worldwide. Toll Free.
°;„,t.ve,a,.n,
FOOTBALL FAN
continued from 15t
In the Southeastern Conference
,
fans are convinced that their football
is the best because, year after year,
there are more Southeastern Confer-
ence teams in bowl games than teams
from any other conference. That they
are there because the conference al-
lows any team which gets an invita-
tion to go and because conferences
like the Big Ten and Pacific-Eight have,
until recently, only allowed their
champion to go to a bowl, does not
seem to make a dent in the fans' con-
sciousness.
The Pacific Eight Conference tends
to be use and seven teams fighting
for second place more often than not.
Still, fans believe that their football
is the best because their representa-
tive usually wins the Rose Bowl by
throwing the ball up in the air a few
times, a maneuver which has taken
Ohio State or Michigan by complete
surprise.
The college football madness cul-
minates in the big games. There are
two types of big games in college
football. One is the kind of game on
which a bowl bid rides: Oklahoma-
Nebraska has been an example of that
because, in recent years, the teams
seem to be ranked 1-2 nationally
every time they play. The fans' mad-
ness there is conventional, i.e., a be-
lief that Winning Is Everything.
Much more difficult to explain to
visitors from other planets would be
the traditional games — The Came
(Harvard-Yale), The Big Came (Cali-
fornia-Stanford), Army-Navy. These
games are the social event of the year
for many. There are parties all week,
as classmates hold reunions to talk
about how many of their friends have
died during the year.
It is often said of these games that
you can forget about the teams' rec-
ords during the year because the un-
derdog often wins. That is not true.
The favorite usually wins these games,
as it does any others. It is the fans who
forget their teams' records. There are
many who truly do not care if their
team goes 0-10 the rest of the season
if it wins the traditional game. At these
favored games, it makes no difference
whether both teams have had great
seasons, poor seasons, medium sea-
sons; the attendance will still be the
same, full house. It makes no differ-
ence to fans whether the teams are
well-matched or poorly. It is, simply,
the game to see.
Yeah, you have to be crazy. #
FOOTBALL
by Pat Perkins
A history and
whaVs in store
for 76
"She can't possibly sit down in those,
do you think?" What she did do is un-
known, but her attire certainly didn't
deter her from enthusiastically rooting
for her favorite team.
Her counterpart in the early 1920s
also read VOGUE and might have at-
tended a football game garbed in a
suit with the skirt hanging 6" from the
ground, high-laced 'walking boots,' or
high patent leather shoes with con-
trasting buckskin tops. Her stockings
were black—or tan if she wore tan
shoes. Flesh-colored stockings were
considered risque. Her husband most
probably was attired in a stylish Ches-
terfield, a single-breasted, fly-front
coat with plain back usually having a
center seam, notched lapel and collar,
often of velvet. Dating from the 18th
century, it was named for Philip
Dormer Stanhope, 4th Earl of Chester-
field, an English statesman and author.
Ever since the turn of the century,
fans have been bundled up in woolen
continued on 22t
Af^B t first glance the ensemble
exuded casualness— a simple white
turtle neck sweater accented with a
dark print scarf; tawny, fitting-like-a-
glove suede slacks; beige leather
shoes with gold bric-a-brac; and a
small, but tailored, shoulder bag. She
was strolling with a friend just after a
sumptuous tailgate party at her hus-
band's Mercedes 450 SE, but before
the spirited rivalry game between two
Midwest college football teams—one,
her alma mater.
The second look, however, con-
jured up dollar signs, inflated
checkbooks, VOGUE and HARPER'S
BAZAAR, and the tintinnabular sound
of at least five cash registers. One
basic white turtleneck sweater-$50; a
Hermes scarf—$60; tan, Ultrasuede
Halston pants (that fit like pants, re-
ally, and not gloves)—$195.00; Gucci
shoes
— $70; Mark Cross shoulder
bag—$120. Total: a hefty $495.00, not
including tax.
One casual observer remarked.
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lankly. . fthe most originalsofi drink ever.
Dr Pepper® and Pepper® are registered trademarks of Dr Pepper Company. Dallas, Texas, 1975
training table continued from 1 6t
Meals during the week offer a balanced variety of foods—and lots of it!
athlete is basically well-conditioned
and well-nourished," said Jerome
Patmont, team physician of the 1975
U.S. Pan American Games squad.
"This is even truer concerning the
pre-game meal, ' added Dr. Patmont.
"What an athlete eats several hours
before a game is not digested by the
time he competes, so it really doesn't
matter what he eats. The big thing
now is fluid replacement— that is a
much more important concern before
and during a game.
"I strongly believe in the new trend
toward carbohydrate loading," Dr.
Patmont pointed out. "I believe in
strenuous workouts up to 48 hours be-
fore competition, then total rest and
loading up with carbohydrates. That
will produce the highest energy level
during competition."
Dr. Patmont is not alone in playing
down the value of the pre-game meal.
Athletes, who tend to have voracious
appetities, lean heavily to junk foods,
as do many college students, but this
isn't necessarily a detriment in prepar-
ing for a game.
"The meal before any sporting event
should be acceptable to the individual
athlete," noted nutritionist and author
Ellington Darden at a recent Atlanta
clinic for team physicians. "Whatever
the athlete feels will help his perform-
ance should be eaten.
"In fact," Dr. Darden continued,
"the pre-game meal for 98 percent of
your athletes supplies very little of the
actual energy that is used in the game.
This energy ordinarily comes from
food consumed from two to 14 days
prior to the contest.
"I know some coaches will cringe,
but there's nothing wrong with
athletes eating pizzas and hambur-
gers," Dr. Darden stressed. "Properly
prepared with meat and sausage,
cheese, tomatoes and enriched bread
or dough, pizzas are good sources of
protein and calcium and also contri-
bute their share of iron, vitamins, car-
bohydrates and fat to the daily diet."
Or the pre-game meal can consist of
nothing.
"One of the reasons we stopped or-
dering steak for pre-game meals is that
so many of the athletes would leave
them on their plate," explained one
university trainer.
"A lot of athletes have those pre-
game jitters and they just don't feel
like eating a couple of hours before a
game. Now, our really big meal, usu-
ally prime rib or steak, will be eaten 48
hours prior to a game and then we
gradually taper off on protein and add
more carbohydrates," he said.
An article in Physician and Sports
Medicine magazine supports that
thinking.
"We feel the content of the pre-
game meal is not critical as long as it
does not make the athlete sick, un-
comfortable, irritate his gastrointesti-
nal tract or markedly delay the empty-
ing time of his stomach," the article
states.
"Far more important is the combina-
tion of diet and exercise during the
week," it continues. "By working ex-
tremely hard Tuesday and Wednesday,
thus exhausting the muscle glycogen;
and having light workouts Thursday,
very little or no work Friday, and a diet
higher in carbohydrates those last two
days, the athlete should be ready for
competition and a maximum effort on
Saturday.
"What the athlete eats as his pre-
game meal is probably not going to in-
fluence physiological performance a
great deal, but it may well have an im-
portant psychological impact. The
main thing is not to worry if he prefers
to eat nothing. We recommend a
pre-game meal of orange juice, pan-
cakes with a small amount of butter
and syrup, dry toast, honey, fruit cup
or jello, milk or tea with sugar," the
article concludes.
The American Medical Assn., of
course, also has its opinions on nutri-
tion for athletes. Basically, the AMA
agrees that the pre-game is highly
overrated and that a last-minute at-
tempt for energy likewise is invalid.
"Conditioning and athletic skill rank
far and away as the most important
factors in successful athletic perform-
ance," claims an AMA report. "Nutri-
tion can assist only to the extent that
the diet is adequate in essential nut-
rients.
"The body's protein levels are estab-
lished at least 48 hours before a game,
so when an athlete consumes more
than enough protein, no benefits to
physical performance result and, in
some instances, disadvantages are in-
curred," the AMA adds.
The group also contends that a car-
bohydrate cannot be assimilated by
the body in the few hours between the
pre-game meal and the competition,
labelling as false the popular belief
that sugar, honey or cola have the
capability of providing quick energy
just prior to an event.
Summing up, it seems obvious that
virtually anything will work if some
nutritional guidelines are followed and
if emphasis on conditioning and diet is
placed in the earlier part of the week
prior to the game. Energy cannot be
increased by the pre-game meal, so
abstinence or minimal intake is advis-
able.
Just think of how much money ath-
letic departments could have saved if
it weren't for an ancient Creek named
Dromeus, a man who probably did
more for the American beef industry
than McDonald's, Jack in the Box and
the Sizzler combined. ^
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FASHIONS continued from 19t
mufflers, camel's hair and raccoon
coats, stadium boots, knickers, and
parkas or dressed down in halters,
muu muus, blue jeans, and Bermuda
shorts. Weather, more than any other
factor, dictates choice of clothing
among football aficionados—a far cry
from ancient Rome when each of the
classes of citizens, including the
slaves, wore clothes prescribed by
The Lindbergh jacket comes in handy for
those fans who often experience incle-
ment weather.
explicit government regulations. A
Roman citizen's profession, class, and
rank were instantly recognized by his
attire. Even the number of stripes on
sandals was dictated!
Today, in sunny climates where col-
lege football fans can luxuriate in
75-90° weather, sandals are still in.
They, along with a generous sprinkling
of Adidas tennis shoes, penny loafers,
and Earth shoes, top off the garb that
has become de rigueur among
students
—
jeans.
So integral a part of fashion today,
the Smithsonian Institute in Washing-
ton, D.C. has included Levis in its
Americana collection. In 1850, at the
height of Gold Rush fever, Levi
Strauss, the brainchild of this
phenomenon, travelled to San Fran-
cisco with a roll of canvas he had
planned to sell to a tentmaker. In-
stead, he noticed that the goldseekers
who had arrived before him needed
sturdy overalls. He fashioned a con-
siderable number of pants from his
canvas roll and the miners im-
mediately purchased them. Strauss
changed the material from sailcloth
and duck to a fabric imported from
France called 'serge de Nimes.' This
was shortened to 'de Nimes,' and fi-
nally, 'denim.' He was in business for
life and discovered a goldmine with-
out even panning for it!
Blustery winds, gales, and sleet in
the East and Midwest certainly call for
more substantial attire than jeans, a
rugby shirt, and huaraches. A warm,
comfortable coat or jacket is
paramount in getting the fan through
four spirited, but freezing, quarters
and might include any of the follow-
ing:
Petersham: a heavy, short overcoat
made of thick, rough, almost
windproof, wool in navy blue and
used in seafaring or for severe weath-
er. Named for Lord Petersham who in-
troduced it and also called pea jacket,
reefer, or watch coat.
Tow: a double-breasted, three-
quarters length coat which fastens
with toggle buttons.
Trench: a loose, overall rainproof
coat with collar and belt of same fabric
and having many pockets and flaps.
Similar to coats worn by officers in the
trenches during World War I.
Blazer: a lightweight sports jacket,
semi-tailored, usually in bright colors;
so-called because it was originally
made in brilliant, vertical stripes.
Sometimes worn as distinguishing
garment of school, team, or college.
Cardigan: a plain, box-like type of
sports jacket or short coat, open or
buttoned down front; usually with
long sleeves. Named for the Seventh
Earl of Cardigan, a British army officer,
from the early 19th century.
Jeans have become a
common place at football
outings—straight,
flair or bell.
Lindbergh: a sturdy, warm jacket
similar to a windbreaker with deep
pockets and fitted waistband and
wrists. Popularized by Charles A.
Lindbergh who was first aviator to
make solo nonstop transatlantic flight
(1927).
Parka: a jacket with hood, usually
reinforced nylon with a padded lining;
may be down-filled, usually zippered
front opening, sometimes furlined.
Originally, Siberian and Alaskan
hooded outer garment made of animal
skins.
Poncho: a straight piece of water-
proof fabric with opening in center for
head. Originated in South America,
but today worn universally, chiefly as
raincoat.
Handy accessories to this hefty list
might include serviceable ear muffs
(also called earlaps or eartabs),
stadium or polar boots, and gloves or
mittens. In the 1920s some ingenious
soul invented the cigarette mitt with a
separate stall for the forefinger to
permit holding a cigarette.
Fifty years ago also marked the start
of the Ivy League look which is still, if
not trendy, at least seen in certain cir-
cles around the country: button-down
collars, tweed sport coats, gray flan-
nels, white buckskin shoes, crew-neck
sweaters.
And the old bromide, "If you hang
onto something long enough, it will
come back into style," certainly rings
true for this Fall.
Argyle Plaid Tattersall
Check or Plaid
WOMEN'S WEAR DAILY, the happy
harbinger of (football) fashions, main-
tains that blanket plaids and large,
hooded jackets are in. Three of the
most popular plaids over the years in-
clude: Argyle (large diamonds in
bright colors with contrasting diagonal
overstripes); Glen (squares of small
woven checks alternated with squares
of larger checks in one or two muted
colors with white); and Tattersall (a
small check design of dark lines on a
light background, patterned after
horse blankets used at famous London
horse markets).
So, football fans, fling open that
closet, shake out the mothballs, air
those nifty, old pleated skirts and ar-
gyle sweaters and socks. Really . . .
who needs a $60 Hermes scarf? (Her
team lost, by the way.) %
22.
FORSTOCKBROKERSWHOKNOW
THEINVESTMENTNEEDSWHALFA MILLIONPEOPLE,
SEEDEANmTTER.
Dean Witter stockbrokers know more than stocks and bonds. And
more than options, tax programs, retirement plans and commodities,
too.They know people. Over halfa million people now come to Dean
Witters more than 130 offices all over the country. Because they know
they'll get sound ideasforinvesting their money wisely No matter what
their investment goals and strategy. Ifyou want stockbrokers who know
how to put investment ideas to work for people, see Dean Witter
This year, you'll also see Dean Witter onTV We're helping to sponsor
telecasts ofNCAA football, as well as other major sports events.
ill DEANmTTER&C0.
SHr INCORPORATED
© DEAN WITTER & CO
.
INCORPORATED 19/6
^^^^^ e
PZ-I
OIL FILTER
"""""TER CASKET CONTACTS
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Quality.
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onit.
SAE 20V%I-50
Motor
.
multi-vis
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When your car is worth caring for, Pennzoil is worth asking for.
Ben Satcher
Ben Satcher Ford Co.
Lexington. S. C.
Inc.
Louie Williamson
Fairway Ford, Inc.
Greenville, S. C.
George Coleman, Jr.
George Coleman Motors
Travelers Rest, S. C.
Don Shevy
Dodge City
Greenville, S. C.
Joe B. Feagle, Jr.
Feagle Motor Co.
Johnston, S. C.
Edsel Hemingway
Hemingway Motor Co.
Andrews, S. C.
Superior Motors Inc.
Orangeburg. S. C.
Jim Guthrie
Jim Connell
Connell Chevrolet, Inc.
Anderson, S. C.
George Ballentine
George Ballentine Motor Co.
Greenwood. S. C.
OUR DEEP APPRECIATION. . .
To the automobile dealers shown and listed on this page who
have donated cars to the Clemson Athletic Department for use in
travel by members of the staff.
Clemson Athletic Department.
Jim Flynt (seated). Pres.
Jim Hays (standing). V.P.
Thangle Pontiac-GMC Inc.
Aiken, S. C.
Niles Caldwell (seated),
Leslie Caldwell (right)
Karen Harlan (left)
Cross Country Ford
Woodruff. S. C.
E. Mosteller
Guy Motor Co.
Anderson, S. C.
George Campbell Marion Burnside Al Smith Charles Z. Yonce
John Foster Motors Marion Burnside Motors Judson T. Minyard. Inc. Yonce Ford-Mercury
Easley S. C. Columbia, S. C. Greenville. S. C. Edgefield. S. C.
J. H. Satcher John Sullivan Jack Tinsley Forrest Hughes Steve Chappel
Satcher Motor Co. Sullivan Motor Co.. Inc. Tinsley-Crane Chevrolet Winnsboro Motor Sales Co., Inc. S-J Chevrolet-Buick Inc.
Aiken. S. C. Anderson. S. C. Pickens. S. C. Winnsboro. S. C Camden. S. C.
Richard Moose
Drum Major
Debbie Rowell
Tigerette Captain
Keith Snelgrove
Commander
STAFF
Vice-Commander Ben Holden
Assistant Drum Major
-u^-— Laura Boatright
Sergeant Major y^^O^'^^*'^^^^' Dean Norton
Supply Officer ^^"^jr^^. Dale Walsh
Assistant Supply Officers ^/^^^T^^^^MlSgrtdy Moody, Stewart Kidd, Steve Mays
Librarian iWr '/t^^^^^' '
'
'
'
-
"
Dave Griffitfi
Assistant Librarians i'^crjk'y^^^^^ Cynthia Sams, Myssi Haven
Flag Corps Captain iov^C^^^r^' " ' "i^i '^^'"'^V
Percussion Coordinator
... JSJ Mike DelCampo
Bruce Cook
Director
Carolane Bagnal
Carolyn Helena
Brenda Huff
Stephenie McCoy
Peeler
Katie Pickett
Mary Roberts
Leilani Shannon
atMORELAND,we
make tracks,too!
(alloverthe Southeast)
From our 12 centrally located plant sites throughout the Southeast, Moreland Chemical
Co. makes tracks on every highway and biway—delivering a multitude of vital chemical
products to our customers. Call Moreland for every chemical need when you need it fast,
correctly, and economically.—Spartanburg, S. C.— Florence, S. C.—Greenville,
S. C.—Chattanooga, Tenn.—Kingsport, Tenn.—Nashville, Tenn.—Atlanta, Ga.
—
Augusta, Ga.—Charlotte, N. C.—Greensboro, N. C.—Tampa, Fla.—Richmond, Va.
MORELAND
MAIN PLANT AND GENERAL OFFICES: Camp Croft, Spartanburg, S. C. 29302
P O. Box 2169/Teleptione 803/585-4321
CLEMSON IPTAY OFFICERS & REPRESENTATIVES
George G Poole, Jr
,
IPTAY Pres.
Director, District VI
B. K Chreitzberg
Director, District I
Grover Henry
Director, District II
Dr Jotin H. Timmerman
Director, District III
Bill M. Reaves
Director. District IV
J, Garner Bagnal
Director, At-Large
A U. Priester, Jr,
Director, At-Large
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT I
B. K, Chreitzberg, Director—District I
304 Whitehall Road
Anderson, S. C. 29621
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Phil Rosenberg, Chairman
Charles B l^urphy
M Earle Williamson
ANDERSON COUNTY
S T King, Chairman
Randy Bell
Victor G, Chapman
R Carol Cook
Walter T Cox, Jr
Joe B Davenport
Dr James P Hentz
Robert Lee Hill
Gregory Alan Jones
Dr C Patnck Killen
Ralph King, Jr
Percy C Osteon, Jr.
A. R Ramseur
Robert G Sharpe
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Robert L McCord Chairman
Dr F EnA/in Abell. Jr.
William E Burnett
Johnson Craig
Robert M Erwin. Jr,
W K Fooshe, Jr.
Nevit Y Johnson
W M Self
Mccormick county
T C Faulkner. Jr
John L Bracknell
OCONEE COUNTY
Arthur Nuttall, Jr
McCurry Neville
W, C Harper, Jr,
PICKENS COUNTY
James V Patterson, Chairman
Gaston Gage, Jr
M. Riggs Goodman
Dr Tom C Lynch, Jr
Joseph A- West
J. Eddie Burrell
Jerry R Byrd
Roddey E Gettys, III
Gil Rushton
Floyd M Hunt
W. E "Doc' Vaughan
Charles E Dalton
William C Singleton
Robert M, Guerreri
Reeves Gressette, Jr.. IPTAY Vice Pres.
Director, Distnct V
T C, Atkinson, Jr., Director
W, G DesChamps, Jr., Director
Dr R C Edvi/ards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
Lewis F. Holmes, Director
Coach Frank Howard, Director
Dr G J Lawhon, Jr , Director
Calhoun Lemon, Director
Chris Sutler, Director
LAURENS COUNTY
Joseph R Adair, Chairman
T Heath Copeland
W. Brooks Ow/ens
Dr. N. Carl Wessenger
Ralph C. Prater
H, M, Fans
Charles J Glenn
Gray Hipp. Jr
Hugh F, Morgan, Jr,
Cecil P Roper
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
W 1^ Manning, Jr., Chairman
Andy N. Beiers
Cecil W Comer
Wilbur K Hammett
Arthur W O Shields
T. R Adams, Jr
John Brady
A. B. Bullington, Jr.
William M Cooper
John B Cornwell. Jr.
Jack Cribb
Kenneth Cribb
John Easterling. Jr.
W, Gerald Emory
Judge Bruce Foster
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT II
Grover Henry. Director—District II
715 Dupree Drive
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302
CHEROKEE COUNTY
John M Hamnck. Jr., Chairman
Van Stephen Moss
Dr W Ronald Barrett
R S Campbell
Wiley Hamnck
E Raymond Parker
James R. Sanders, Jr.
GREENVILLE COUNTY
Kermit Watson. Chairman
Miles E Bruce, Vice Chairman
Floyd S Long, Vice Chairman
C Evans Putman, Vice Chairman
Phillip H. Burnett
Charles A. Bryan, Jr,
Gordon S. Davis
Henry EIrod
Clark Gaston, Jr
Joe D. Gibson
Joel W, Gray, III
Charles 0. Hunt
Richard H. Ivester
Z. K. Kelley
Henry M. Lee
Seabrook L, Marchant
G. D Doc " Morgan
William J, Neely, Jr.
William H. Orders
John F Palmer
I N. Patterson. Jr.
George M Plyler
John G Slattery
J Harold Townes, Jr,
S. Gray Walsh
David Wilkins
Alonzo M DeBruhl
W. Lem Dillard
E Richard Taylor. Jr.
Terry L. Long
Peter H, Bryan
Thomas K Norris
James E. Smallwood
Calvin H. Garrett
Charlie Bussey, IPTAY Sec.-Treas.
Director, At-Large
W, H Taylor, Director
Marshall walker. Director
Law/rence Starkey, Alumni Past Pres,
Ex-Otficio Director
Bill McLellan
Athletic Director
George Bennett
Assistant Athletic Director
Gene Willimon
IPTAY Executive Secretary
Harry H Gibson
L. J Hendrix. Jr.
W A. Hudson
A P Kerchmar
Phil Prince
Marvin C Robinson, Jr.
Robert L Stoddard
UNION COUNTY
Harold E Blackwell. Chairman
Hunter S Harris. Jr.
B. E Kirby. Jr
W B, Shedd
AIKEN COUNTY
H O Weeks. Chairman
William R Alexander
William J Coleman
E. Hines Hamilton
James W Padgett
Alan M Tewkesbury. Ill
Dr Charlie W, Timmerman
F A. Townsend. Jr.
J Lester Thompson
Carol H Warner
O C Batchelor
Alan J Coleman
James L Walpole
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
E O Dukes. Jr . Chairman
J B Herlong. Vice Chairman
Joe F Anderson
J, W Gilliam, Jr
Henry M. Herlong
Clyde M Smith
Thomas H Ryan
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Dave H Caughman. Chairman
James Tracy Childers
Charles M Stuck
T- A Henry
H Ralph Corley
Johnny L Cagle
Ben G Compton
James A Compton
W Craig Jumper
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Earle Bedenbaugh, Chairman
Clifford T Smith, Vice Chairman
W. Wade Smith
Louie C. Derrick
Melvin Larry Longshore
C, H "Pete " Ragsdale, III
Terry C, Shaver
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT III
Dr, John H. Timmerman, Director—District III
1513 Morninghill Drive
Columbia, S. C. 29210
C Gurnie Stuck
Lyon C. Fellers
Dave C Waldrop. Jr.
J H Simpson. Jr
RICHLAND COUNTY
Cari M Lewis, Jr., Chairman
George I Alley
Thomas R Bailey
Jack W Brunson
William B. Clinton. Jr,
Ralph E. Cooper
Don E. Gohghtly
William E. Hair
Col George B Herndon
Harry J Johnson
James P. McKeown, III
W Dave Merry, III
Henry M. Simons. Jr.
Davis O Smith
John B. Smith, Jr.
Fredenc W, "Buddy" Wenck
E- Ralph Wessmger
Virgil F Linder. Jr
John W. McLure
Ernest Jamerson Corley, Jr
SALUDA COUNTY
J. W Riser. Chairman
Bernard L, Black
James A. Derrick
Alfred B. Coleman
Ted Coleman
Benjamin H Herlong
Kenneth Yarbrough
Tom C, Wnght
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT IV
Bill M Reaves, Director, District IV
515 Richardson Circle. E
Hartsville, S C 29550
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT VI
George G. Poole, Jr., Director—District VI
P. O. Box 541
Mullins. S. C. 29574
CHESTER COUNTY
J B Bankhead, Chairman
Edward C Abell
F E Abell
Richard A Coleman
Curtis A, Fennel!
George R. Fleming
Ed Lindsay
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
James H Hoover, Chairman
John R Thomas
Fred C Cratt, Jr.
Claude B. Her, Jr
James C Stone
Patrick K White
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Dr W Phil Kennedy. Chairman
William B McCown. Ill
Dr Thomas James Bell, Jr.
Dr G J Lawhon, Jr,
Harry McDonald
Dr M B Nickles, Jr.
J Wilton Caner
Dennis Yarborough
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
F E. Hughes. Jr.. Chairman
Bruce Finley
Louis M Boulware
J K Coleman
Edward M Crawford
Harold R, Jones
KERSHAW COUNTY
J F Watson, Chairman
Crawford E Sanders. Ill
Ronald Small
G P Lachicolte
LANCASTER COUNTY
Garrett J Mobley
James Alton Mobley, Jr.
W P Clyburn
Marion D Lever
W. Olin Small
LEE COUNTY
Don R. McDaniel, Sr.
MARLBORO COUNTY
C E, Calhoun, Chairman
RayC Smith
F A Spencer
YORK COUNTY
Aquille M Hand, Jr., Chairman
James G Bagnal, III
Alford Haselden
James D Armour
J. C. Pearce
David E Angel
S. L. Campbell
E M. Buck George
Thomas E Grimes, III
W T Jenkins, Jr.
J C Rhea, Jr
William R Sanders
John K. Benfield, Jr,
W. F. Harper
Floyd D. Johnson
IPTAY ORGANIZATION—DISTRICT V
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr., Director—District V
P O Box 614
Orangeburg. S. C 29115
ALLENDALE COUNTY
Wiley D Crum
BAMBERG COUNTY
Claude McCain, Chairman
R Herman Rice
BARNWELL COUNTY
Walter A Holcombe
T E. Richardson
Grover C Kennedy. Jr.
Norman M Smith. II
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Charles T Brown
Robert H Fellers
James S Gibson, Jr.
Bryan Loadholt
Henry Chambers
Harry J Tarrance
BERKELEY COUNTY
W Henry Thornley
CALHOUN COUNTY
William H Bull
Lawrence M Gressette. Jr
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Coleman Glaze. Chairman
W R. Bailey
Archie E Baker
George Bullwinkel. Jr.
W. S Bill Daniel. Jr.
Dreher Gaskin
Miss Beverly Hafers
Mac R Harley
William C. Kennerty
Samuel W McConnell
Hans F Paul
Carl S Pulkinen
Paul Quattlebaum. Jr.
Walter A Renken. Jr.
A B Schirmer. Jr
Van Noy Thornhill
H. L Dukes. Jr
William A. Grant
Keith H. Waters
COLLETON COUNTY
J Ryan White. Jr
.
Chairman
W R Carter
William T Howell. Jr
B George Pnce. Ill
Marion W Sams. Jr
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Gene W Dukes
Dexter Rickenbaker
H D Byrd
Clifford Monroe Henley
Tom Salisbury
HAMPTON COUNTY
David B Gohagan
W A Lawton
Dr Jerry Frank Crews
William F Speights
JASPER COUNTY
Weldon E Wall
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
F Reeves Gressette. Jr
,
Chairman
Jack G Vallenline
William B Bookhan, Jr.
J M Russell, Jr
James C. Williams, Jr
W C Higginbotham, Jr.
Russell S Wolfe, II
David L Glenn
IPTAY REPRESENTATIVES AT-LARGE
Capt Frank J. Jervey, Clemson
R. R Red" Ritchie. Clemson
Hoke Sloan. Clemson
C M Shook. Piedmont
Garry C Flip Phillips. Seneca
Robert Cathey. Houston, Texas
CLARENDON COUNTY
Theodore B. Gardner, Chairman
G H Furse. Jr.
l-awrence 1. Gibbons
Dr Robert E Jackson
H B Rickenbaker
H F Swilley
D H Atkinson
DILLON COUNTY
W Gordon Lynn. Chairman
Charles F. Carmichael
Charles G. Lucius. Jr.
Robert Martin, Jr.
Joseph Powell
FLORENCE COUNTY
Rufus M Brown. Chairman
Mrs. Rufus M Brown
Marvin Cockfield
Harold B Haynes
L Chappell Jones
John Lunn
John F. Poole
Wilbur O Powers
Edward L Young
James W. King
L M Coleman. Jr.
Frank A Douglass, Jr
Dr. William L. Coleman
Leiand Finklea. Jr.
Dr H. A. Jordan
John G, Rose
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
Yank Barrineau. Chairman
Sam M Harper
John C Heinemann
James P Jayroe
Glenn A Cox
A H Lachicotte. Jr
HORRY COUNTY
R G Horton. Chairman
F L Bradham
Buddy Gore
S F. Horton
William D Anderson. Jr.
Mr & Mrs James P. Creel
John H. Holcombe. Jr
Bob Spann
MARION COUNTY
T C Atkinson. Ill, Chairman
Robert G. Mace
T C Atkinson, Jr.
Duncan C Mclntyre
John H Holt
SUMTER COUNTY
W T Fort, Jr , Chairman
E Mac DuBose
Sen T O Bowen, Sr
William B Boyle
Dr Wyman L Morris
R L Wilder, Jr
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
John J Snow, Jr
,
Chairman
Dr W C Cottingham
W H. Cox
Fred T Guerry, Jr
James M. Kennedy
GEORGIA
Mickey Earle Reeves, Athens
Douglas C. Edwards, Atlanta
Howard E. Hord, Atlanta
Thomas W. Eiserhardt, Augusta
John L. Murray, Augusta
Edwin Presnell, Augusta
Thomas E. Peterson, Conyers
Eugene P Willimon. Jr., LaGrange
Jerry A Brannon. Lilburn
Andrew P Calhoun. Savannah
NORTH CAROLINA
James H Spencer. Jr.. Asheboro
Eddie N Dalton. Asheville
Maniy E Wright. Asheville
W. B. Croxton. Burlington
W W Allen, Gary
John B, Cornwell, III. Charlotte
James B. Foster. Charlotte
Edgar L. Miller, Jr
, Charlotte
George A. Hutto, Jr., Cramerton
Dr Joe B. Godfrey, Forest City
Col. J. L Edmonds, Greensboro
Walter M Nash, III. Greensboro
Joseph B Bright. Hendersonville
Pete Folsom, Hendersonville
Tom R. Morris, Jr
,
Hickory
W D Moss, Jr
,
Mooresville
Dr. T G. Westmoreland, Shelby
Dr. C. R Sweanngen, Jr
, Smithfield
William T Worth, Southern Pines
Robert S. Bonds, Statesville
John R. Longshore, Wilmington
J H Abrams, Winston-Salem
Don Kirkpatnck, Winston-Salem
Arthur Thomas, Winston-Salem
OTHER STATES
J. V. Roberts
Albertville, Ala.
William Lindsay Wylie
Middlebury, Conn.
Frank H Inabnit. Jr.
Jacksonville. Fla.
Lawrence D Sherer. Jr
Ormond Beach, Fla.
J Tom Shell
Orange Park, Fla.
Leon R. Young
Winter Park, Fla.
Carl F Bessent
Baltimore. Md
Emerson E Andrishok
Summit. N- J
Alvin J. Hurt. Jr.
Cincinnati. Ohio
A, Wayne Ward
Stillwater, Okla.
James C Furman
Brentwood, Tenn.
Benjamin K. Sharp
Cleveland. Tenn.
Johnny L, Osteon
Germantown, Tenn.
Harry W. Smith
Kingsporl, Tenn,
Thomas C. Breazeale. Jr.
Knoxville. Tenn.
Robert P Corker
Signal Mountain. Tenn.
Davis T Moorhead
Annandale. Va.
Col. David C. Rogers
Vienna. Va.
Starkey Priester Bagnal Atkinson DesChamps Edwards
Gault Lawhon Lemon Suber Taylor Walker Hughes Holmes Howard McLellan Willimon
QUANTITY DESCRIBE ITEM
PRICE TOTAL
EACH PRICE
Make Check or Money order payable to: Add 4% S. C. Sales Tax to all
Clemson Canteen Giftshop shipments plus $1.50 to cover
postage and handling. For three
Prices are subject to change °' "lo'^e items add $2.00 to
cover shipping. total
ORDER FORM
Ordered By.
Ship to:
CLEMSON CANTEEN GIFTSHOP ha:
made gift shopping easy. Merely selec
the product(s) you so desire, complete thi
coupon and forward with check ti
CLEMSON CANTEEN GIFTSHOP
Clemson University, Clemson. S C
29631,
# 1 —Rubber baby pants with Tiger. Size
S (to 12 lbs.), M (12 to 18 lbs.), L (24 ti
30 lbs.) $1.7!
#2—Baby bibwith Tiger (Plastic with terr
cloth lining) $1 ,7!
#3—Purple and orange STOCKING CAI
with CLEMSON on front (one size fit
all) $3.91
#4—Adult gym shorts CLEMSON whit
W/navy stnpe. Sizes S (28-30), M (32
34), L (36-38), XL (40-42) $3.4
#5—Child's SWEAT SHIRT in orange c
white. Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8), M (10
12), L (14-16) $4.9i
#6—Child's T-Shirt white with navy trin-
Tiger socking Gamecock. XS (2-4), ;
(6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) $2.91
#7
—Child's navy and orange T-Shirl
Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8), M (10-12), I
(14-16) (Orange not available ii
XS) $2.91
#8—Child's T-Shirt white with orangi
trim. Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8), M (10-12;
L (14-16) $2.91
#9A—Adult navy unlined jacket will
PAW in Sizes S, M, L, XL .... $1 1 .91
9B—Children's unlined jacket availabli
in Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14
16) $10.91
#10—Adult orange unlined jacket will
white PAW Sizes S, M, L, XL $1 1 9i
1 0B—Children's unlined jacket avail
able in Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14
16) $10.91
IOC—Adult orange light lined jacke
with PAW. Sizes S, M, L, XL . . $16 91
#1 1 A—Adult navy light lined jacket witl
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY. Sizes S, M
L. XL $16 9
1 1 B—Adult navy also available in pil(
lining. Sizes S, M, L, XL $20 91
11C—Child's navy light lined lackel
Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14
16) $15.91
#12—Roll up nylon rain hat. Sizes 6%, 7
7V8, 7V4, 7%, 7V2, 75/8 $4.91
#13—Adult short sleeve orange footba
jersey, 100% cotton. Sizes S, M, L
XL $6.9(
#14A—Adult natural football jersey
100% cotton. Sizes S, M, L, XL $7.5(
148
—Children's natural football jersey
100% cotton. Sizes XS (2-4), 8 (6-8), K
(10-12), L (14-16) $6.5(
#1 5A—Adult orange football jersey, 50°/
cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes S, M, L
XL $7,5(
15B—Youth orange football jersey
50% cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes !
(6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) $6.5(
15C—Juvenile orange football jersey
50% cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes S (2)
M (4), L (6) $3.9i
# 1 6—Adult nylon mesh golf or tennis shir
available in white or navy. Sizes S, M, L
XL $9 9f
#17—Orange golf hat with TIGER PAW i
adjustable strap $4 9i
#18A—Old fashioned glasses witt
TIGER PAW. Set of 8 $13. 5C
1 8B—Old fashioned glasses with COL
LEGE SEAL done in silver. Set o
8 $14.5C
#19A—Highball glasses with TIGEF
PAW Set of 8 $12. 5C
19B—Highball glasses with COLLEGE
SEAL done in silver. Set of 8 . $13.5C
#20—Small mug CLEMSON/PAW cres
metal tankard. 10 oz $5.9£
#21—Ash tray 5 in. diameter meta
W/PAW $3.9£
#22—Large mug CLEMSON/PAW cres
metal tankard. 16 oz $7.96
#23—Adult's golf or tennis shirt, 50°/.
polyester, available in navy or white
Sizes S, M, L, XL $8.4£
#24—Adult's SWEAT SHIRT orange
navy, or white with TIGER PAW. Size;
S, M, L, XL $5.9£
#25—Adult white T-Shirt with navy tnm
Sizes S, M, L, XL $3.4£
#26—Adult navy or orange T-Shirt witl"
CLEMSON & PAW. Sizes S, M, L
XL $3.25
#27—Adult SWEAT SHIRT with SEAL
orange only Sizes S, M, L, XL . $5.98
#28—Adult T-SHIRT with CLEMSON
navy or orange. Sizes S, M, L,
XL $3.25
IPTAY~ special Recognition
During the fiscal year of 1 975-76, contributions made to
the Ciemson IPTAY Club showed an increase over the
previous 12 months. This was the 12th consecutive year
that an increase had been noted.
Altogether, $915,630 were contributed by some 8,977
individuals. This represented over 1 01 per cent of the goal
originally set. South Carolina raised 1 01 percent of its goal,
North Carolina 102 and Georgia 104.
This was the first time that over $900,000 were realized.
but it was the fifth straight year that over a half million
dollars came in. Every penny received through IPTAY
since its beginning in 1934 has been used for athletic
scholarships only. Sixteen men's and women's sports now
benefit from IPTAY.
On the following pages we have listed those people and
business organizations, who are being recognized by their
permission, for their interest and continued support of
IPTAY.
$2000 IPTAY SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
iAbney Mills
4. R. Fulp, Jr.
Anderson,
g Co. Dr
Wilbur 0. Powers
Florence. S. C.
Mr. &^Mrs. C. Guy Gunter
(Life Member)
wnville. S. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe F. Hayes
(Life Member) Ellison S. McKissick, Jr.
Greenville,
C. H. Morgan
Greenville, S. C.
Bankers Trust
of South Carolina
T. Donald Sherard
s. c.
Mr. & Mrs. E. Oswald Lightsey
Hampton, S. C.
.•^l^f'. ^fftS^ ^-flfiSfi^*
A. 0. Amick Memorial
Batesburg, S. C.
Mr. & Mrs. George 1. Alley Mr. & Mrs. George G. Poole, Jr.
Irmo, S. C Mullins, S. C.
Bill Polk, Jr.. Memorial
(Lite Member)
Newberry, S^.
Coach Frank J. Howard
(Honorary Life Member)
Ciemson. S. C.
Mr. & Mrs. Hoke Sloan
(Lile Member^
Ciemson. S. if
The R. L. Bryan Company
Ed O'Cain, E. P. Wylie
and Robert S. Davis
Columbia, S. C
Ralph t. Cooper
Jame^^llK^l^n, Tho^i^jlfl^f^r, Jr. .^iPl^^iiSus ^^jj^^iHl^
Columbia, S. C Columbia, S. C. Columbia, S.lf Spartanburg, S. C. Spartanburg, S. C.
Jerome J. Richardson
Spartanburg, S. C.
Clarence Koester, President
Southern Area ARA Services
Atlanta, Ga.
John R. SmKh
(Life Member)
Atlant^Ga.
Forest Products, Inc.
Statesville. N. C.
$1000 TIGER SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
First National Banic
ot Soutti Carolina
Anderson and Clemson Oflices
'A. BaRlfflll
Charleston, S. C
FairfHlP^reader Service
R. A. Westbrool( &
A. H. McMeekin, Jr.
Monticello. S. C.
Tank Barrwieau
James F. Harrison
Harrison Electrical
Constructors, Inc.
Ireenvtlle, S/C.
Roger G. Perry
Greenville, S. C.
Greenwood Packing Plant
Henderson Bamette
V F. Under
l^rmo, S
r^^l^l^ig I
Inc.
Frank S.l^Q&ttfr.
Charles
#4r
J. K. doleman
Winnsborq^C.
Sanitation, In
Greenville, S.
Nosredna, inc.
Seating Co.. Ii
Chuck Hawkin
Irmo, S. C.
Construction Company
Moncks Cornerj^. C.
Dr. Fletert^.llrrick, Jr.
Charleston, S»,C.
(77^0^ nB&m #4tConstruction Co
,
Inc. ijPFauTTl.^lKard Dr^W. B. Nfi!^,
William IVl. Boyce Hartsville, S. C.
Darlington. S. C.
:Tr wraWs Jr.
Hartsville, S. C
^^11101^'
Hughes, Jr
& Trust company
G. P. Lachic
Lugoff, S
T. C. Atkinson
Marion, S.
Peeler Jersey pirms, Inc.
^Rrfljes
Trenton, S. C.f
«iit
Martha B. Thomason
Florem^IlP
WWnaHOifl^orporation , j^m
^ m ...
W. M. Umphlett Memorial
By: Clyde D Umphlett
& Calhoun W. Umphlett
Moncks Corner, S. C.
Sanders Brotliers, Inc.
James W King
Daniel V^ lSQm^orpo
Currie B. Spivey, Jr
Greenville. Sj^.
-mMw InwffrofluJSfimc.JoeA.]S| AoelWell^
J^enville, S.W
Louis G. Manios
i S. C.
Charles W. Bussey, Jr.
Eskridge & Long
Construction Co^.
Marion, S. C.
Gordon S. Davis
Greenville. S. C.
A Friend of Clemson
C. M. Sho^
W, G. DesChamps, Jr.
Bj^l^l^.
#4t
Frank J. McG|j^
Senecat^ifr
$1000 TIGER SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
TrTMemoiyof
^i|hrTh r of
Elbert L. Bail
Walhalla. W
0Sm
Frank J. Jervey i
'(Life Member) ^
Clemson, S C.
09m
Mrs. Dorothy J. Crews
W. Frank Durl^MUr.
Fairforest, S."jr
Norman Frederick Pu^iam
Spartanburg, J
Tom C. Lynch, Jr.
ClemsQk yft^Mr
jtTt Machinery Co
knnp. Dennis Antiques
Spartanburg. |^C.
J^es V. Patterson
clemso
Jeff Hunt mpany Robert R. Russell, Jr
m§m ###
ple-Watts-CordelkJiles D^||riM[[Btf|gp
0^0 0^0
Kin^s MountaiWN. C.
TXim^mm^
Lauiie Edward Bennett
090
t.
be
,
«f#
tfichlan L. Hvatti^
S^rtanburg, |Pd.
0^0
EM|gri||i^|ti|f
000
00m
r.^bert C. Edwaiiis
Clenujj^lpl''
09m
^1 Rush^^
090
JC. state Fair
^^^^^^
2f£
Iw. BreazealCj Jr.
Knoxville, T^n.
0*0
^
In Honor
Mr. & MB, W P. (Pa|Kmmerman
By Dr. John HSiMierman
Mr. & Mr^^^^Hn^^mmerman
000
S|Mmwl^iHt. JaO^^^HraWoa
Libbjg^Bl^gjfmb
CLEMSON'S 15 LARGEST CROWDS
Attendance Season Opponent Site Score
82.000 1958 Louisiana State Sugar Bowl 0-7
72..5.52 1956 Colorado Orange Bowl 21-27
66.3.34 1974 Tennessee Knoxville 28-29
65.(XX) 19.50 Miami (Fla.) Orange Bowl 1.5-14
62,034 1963 Oklahoma Norman 14-31
61,826 1972 Oi<iahoma Norman 3-52
59,.588 1967 Georgia Tech Atlanta 0-10
59,008 1968 Georgia Athens 13-31
58..383 1975 Alabama Tuscaloosa 0-56
57,810 1975 Georgia Athens 7-35
57,242 1971 South Carolina Columbia 17-7
57,197 1975 South Carolina Columbia 20-56
56,116 1968 Georgia Tech Atlanta 21-24
55,682 1970 Georgia Athens 0-38
55,615 1973 South Carolina Columbia 20-32
11 LARGEST HOME CROWDS
Attendance Season Opponent Date Score
53,247 1968 South Carolina Nov. 22 3-7
52,677 1974 South Carolina Nov. 23 39-21
51,608 1972 South Carolina Nov. 25 7-6
50,949 1970 South Carolina Nov. 21 32-38
49,596 1967 Alabama Oct. 28 10-13
47,237 1966 South Carolina Nov. 26 35-10
47,074 1967 N. C. State Nov. 18 14-6
46,362 1967 Georgia Sept. 30 17-24
45,600 1976 The Citadel Sept. 11 10-7
45.080 1960 South Carohna Nov. 12 12-2
45,000 1962 South Carolina Nov. 24 20-17
iABBEVILLE COUNTY
Mr. & Mrs. William C. DuPre
Abbeville
C. L. Muggins
Donalds
AIKEN COUNTY
Aiken
Houndslake Corporation
Richard L. Meyer
Alan M. Tewkesbury, III
F. A. Townsend, Jr.
Frank T. Gibbs
North Augusta
Carrol H. Warner
Wagener
ANDERSON COUNTY
Anderson
Proceeds From IPTAY
Tournament
Anderson County Clemson Club
Anderson Orthodontic Assoc.
Doctors Croxton & McConnell
James H. Boulware
Nathan W. Childs
B. K. Chreitzberg
Robert F. Coble, Jr. and
Charles C. Allen, Jr.
Ronald D. Cromer
Wometco Vend-A-Matic
J. Tom Forrester, Jr.
Dr. Walter L. Gaillard
Robert V. Harrell
Doctors Hentz & Hentz, P. A.
Dr. Charles W. Hinnant
King Oil Company
In Memory of Max B. King
G. Eugene Madden
Electric City Printing Co.
Steven E. Madden
Electric City Phnting Co.
P. C. Osteen, Jr.
Piedmont Candy & Cigar Co.
Dr. Donald C. Roberts &
Dr. Joseph C. Yarbrough, Jr.
James A. Smith, Jr.
Tag & Label Corp.
T, Barney Smith
Dr. A. Fred Stringer, Jr.
Jack J. Terry
Harry McLean Wilson
Windsor Associates
Belton
Capital Bank & Trust
James R. Fowler, Pres.
Linwood Cheatham
James F. Little
Dr. J. Clayton Richardson &
Dr. C. Eric Richardson
$500 GOLD CARD
The Peoples Bank of Iva
Iva
Boscobel Golf & Country Club
E. Buckley Hancock
Pendleton
Dr. Jim Hellams
Pendleton
BARNWELL COUNTY
Dr. Gary L. Mullins
Blackvilie
Norman M. Smith, II
Williston
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Charles L. Johnson
Burton
BERKELEY COUNTY
Dr. Peter E. Myers, IV
Moncks Corner
T. W. Salisbury, Jr.
Moncks Corner
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Hartsville
Dr. T. James Bell, Jr.
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr.
Harry M. McDonald
Bill M. Reaves
Dennis Yarborough
Lamar
DILLON COUNTY
Charles F. Carmichael
Dillon
W. G. Lynn
Dillon
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph L. Powell
Latta
^
Albert J. Rogers & Son^
Fork
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Charleston
Ashley River Animal Hospital
Bill Daniel
O. R. Lever
Aaron A. Nettles, Jr
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Gene W. Dukes *
St. George
Bailey & Associ^es
Summerville
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
Mr. & Mrs Robert H. Herlong
Johnston
ssell & Bryant Realty * ^""^^ ^"Qhes
William A. Grant
^ri -County Concrete Corp.
E. M. Seabrook, Jr.
Mt. Pleasant
Doctors J. O. and K. C. Shuler
Mt. Pleasant Hospital, Inc.
Mt, Pleasant
CHEROKEE COUNTY
Dr. Ronald Barrett, DMD, PA
Gaffney
R. S. Campbell, Jr.
#<3affney
CHESTER COUNT
,
J. B. Pressley, Jr.
Chester *«t
m
W. T. Wrenn
Chester
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
Bill Henley
Cheraw
Dr. Billy Blakeney
Pageland
CLARENDON COUNTY
John William Green
Turbeville
J. W. Green Company, Inc.
Turbeville
COLLETON COUNTY
James Ray Cook
Walterboro Pole Co., Inc.
Walterboro
Johnston
Diversified I]
Trenton
fLD O
usJries, Inc.
FAIRFIE COUNTYi
John J. Hood, J
Ridgeway
Winnsboro
Edward M. Crawford
W. M. Estes, Jr.
Harold R. Jones
FLORENCE COUr
Florence j
Mr. & Mrs. Rutus M. Brown
L Chappell Jones
^Tom M. Robertson
King Farms
Joe W. King
Johnsonville
Stephen H. Mudge
Johnsonville
F. A. Douglass, Jr.
Lake City
Troy H. Lamb
Lake City
W. G. Moorer
Olanta
Pamplico
B & C Fuel
Joe L. Bostick
Dr. William L. Coleman
Howard H. Thomas
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
Andrews
H. E. Hemingway
Thomas O. Morris
W. L. Ragland
Glenn A. Cox
Pawleys Island Apothecary
Pawleys Island
A. H. Lachicotte, Jr.
Pawleys Island
GREENVILLE COUNTY
Greenville
Allied Textile Sales, Inc.
David Terry Tallon
Allstate Food Brokers, Inc.
T. L. Ayers, Jr.
Davis Electrical Constructors, Inc.
AARO Rents, Inc.
Lewis L. Bates, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Harry G. Batson
The Beer Shoppe Ltd.
Bryan, Jr.
Cooper fAotor Lines, Inc.
Richard L. F^w
Walter 8. Crawford
Elliott Technical Services
W. L. Walker
Dr. William Evins
J. Mr Farmer
Ra^igh J. Farr
Confederate Textile Machinery
Thomas.VI. Floyd, Jr.
Harrison S. Ft)rc^ster
Francis Realty Co.
Jamile J. Francis
J. M. Gilfillin
Elmer C. GopiWin
C. L. Greene
Jack & Patsy Greene
DrJ^oyd F. Griffin, Jr.
Harwood Mfg. Co., Inc. #1
J. D. Harrison
Davis Electrical Constructors, Inc.
Francis K. Hinnant
W. M. Hooks
Willie R. Hudson
Tires, Incorporated
Grady R. Jones
Dr. Roland M. Knight
W. Gordon McCabe, Jr.
Fred J. Mappus, Jr.
C. B. Martin
William E. Mathews
Daniel International Corp.
Earl B. Mills
Yeargin Construction Company,
Inc.
Palmetto Loom Reed Company
I. N. Patterson, Jr.
John Perkins
Jack Pittman
Pittman's Textile Machinery &
Supply Co.. Inc.
James Rochester Company. Inc.
J. D. Rudder
Shealy Electrical Wholesalers. Inc.
W. E. DeLoache
Truman W. Shirley. Jr.
Sloan Construction Company, Inc.
Dr. Robert S. Small
Snyder's Auto Sales
J. W. Snyder
James B. Stephens
Davis Electrical Constructors, Inc.
Murray M. Stokely
Dr. Edwin L. Stroud
William B. Sturgis
Fred M. Thompson
J. P. Thompson, Jr.
Clarence R. Turner, Jr.
J. D. Wells, Jr.
Max Whatley
Greer
Alonzo M. DeBruhl
James G. Hayes
Charles F. Rhem. Jr.
$500 GOLD CARD
George J. Bishop, III
A. S. Dargan
Dargan Construction Co., Inc.
John P. "Pat " Gore
Holcombe Motor Company
John L. Humphries
KERSHAW COUNTY
Camden
Dr. C. F. Higgins
Joseph C. Jackson
T. F. McNamara, Jr.
George Singleton, Jr.
J. F. Watson
LANCASTER COUNTY
James A. Adams &
Al Adams
Lancaster
Ralph W. Blakely
Piedmont
R. E. Riddle
Piedmont
Taylors
Edwin W. Evans
W. Joe Henson
Mr. & Mrs. Harold L. Hix
W. Olin Small
^ Lancaster
LAURENS COUNTY
T. Heath Copeland
Clinton
J. T. Hollingsworth
Cross Hill
\d ^
lall ^^^^
^ W. W. Niver, Jr^
^Joanna •J
4
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Greenwood
Dr. F. Enwin Abell. Jr.
G & P Trucking Company, Inc.
Dr. Edwin C. Hentz
Edward A. Hood, Jr.
Roy E. Long
George F. Smith, Jr.
A. M. Tuck, Inc.
W. K. Brown
Hodges
HAMPTON COUNTY
Lawton Oil Company, Inc.
Estill
Mr. & Mrs. W. H. Mauldin
Hampton
HORRY COUNTY
Leon Cannon
Conway
Thurmon W. McLamb
Little River
Paul Patnck
Garden City Beach
Myrtle Beach
Jimmy Benton
Reoald L. Cariay-.
Laurens^
P. W. McAllster
Laurens
LOE COUNTY
Don R. McDanlel, Sr.
Bishopville
^ LEXINGTON COUNTY
George M. Shealy
•Batesburg
W(*)drow H. Taylor
Batesburg
Raymond ^^aughman
The Lexington Slple Bank
Lexington
Mr. & Mrs. Jack E. Nettles
Lexington
Lee Harold Witt, Jr.
Swansea
Warren Craig Jumper
West Columbia
MARION COUNTY
Marion
Dewey Alford
T. C. Atkinson, III &
James L. Skipper
Joe Bethea
John O. Lewis, Jr., &
Lewis B. Smith
Duncan C. Mclntyre &
William F. Thompson
John H. Holt
Mullins
0. K. McKenzie
Mullins
MARLBORO COUNTY
John F. McLaurin, Jr.
Bennettsville
Drake H. Rogers
Bennettsville
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Clifford T. Smith
Kinards
Gordon S. Laslie, Jr.
Newberry
^
Earle Joiner Bedenbaugh
Prosperity
David Waldrop, Jr.
Silverstreet ^
OCONEE COUNTY
Marshall J. Parker
Oconee Dairies, Inc.
Seneca
Ward Smith Chsvrolet-Buick
Seneca
-
-»ai
sel^r
A. Rukat, Jr.
'alhalla
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
J. M. Russell
Holly Hill
Orangebu
W. A. Cartwrfght, Jr
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr.
Gressette Pest Control Co
D. A. Kennerly
Dr. L. P. Varn
PICKENS COUNT
Central Concrete]
Central
Clemson
Norman Canoy
E. E. Claytoi^
—
.J<ei;jt,4|p Du^ose
Dr. & Mrs. William E. Dukes
Dr. Benjamin C. Dysart, III
Col. & Mrs. Marvin C. Ellison
Byron and Mickey Harder
Coach Frank J. Howard
Thomas M. Hunter
Lanford Co.
Littlejohn Memorial IPTAY
Scholarship Fund
Miss Mary Katherine Littlejohn
Jerry A. Meehan
Dr. Sam L. Moore
Lt. Col. Richard C. Robbins
Easley
A & A Builders
James E. Burrell
R. A. Jones
Liberty
R. Frank Kolb, II
William C. Peek
W. E. Vaughan
Dalton's Furniture & Carpets
Clemson and Pickens
RICHLAND COUNTY
Columbia
Beanng Distributors, Inc.
S. J. DeBorde, Sr.
Jackson O. Byers
Carolina Ceramics, Inc.
Jon M. Whitaker
Carolina Ceramics, Inc.
W. L. Harrington, Jr.
Terris L. Eller
James W Engram
irst National Bank of S. C.
am B. Hutto, Jr.
Larry W. Fl^nn
Mr. & Mrs. Donald R. Fugate
Don E. GoBghfly
Robert L Gngsby, Jr.
David ^. Jeter
Maj. & Mrs. J. J. Kirby. Jr. (Ret
emory of S. C. McMeekin
ol John v.. Mack, Sr.
L. Emmett ft^den
W. L. Monts, Sr.
Patrick Constructi
John C. Rivers
Edward T. Strom
Roy N. Taylor
Buddy Wenik
SALUDA COUNTY
A Friend—Saluda County
Ridge Spring
S & S Farm Supply
Ridge Spring
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
Dr. Henry S. Anderson
Landrum
Wendell Christopher
Roebuck
Spartanburg
Y. C. Ballenger
Electrical Contractor
J. B. Garvan
Harry H. Gibson
Dr. Robert J. Haas
L. J. Hendrix. Jr.
Grover C. Henry
Dr. Paul Holcomb
Leigh Textile Co.
Herbert Long
Raymond S. Waters
Boyd West
Co., Inc.
SUMTER COUNTY
E. M. DuBose
Oswego
Sumter
Booth-Boyle Livestock Co.
John J. Britton, Jr.
W. T. Fort, Jr.
J. T. James, Jr.
Sumter Casket Co.
Jasper T. James, III
Sumter Casket Co.
Korn Industries, Inc.
Dr. Wyman L. Morris &
Sammie Morris
The National Bank of S. C.
J. M. Sprott, Sr. V-Pres.
Charles A. Segars
UNION COUNTY
Jack & Jean Burch
Union
Dr. H. Russell Caston, Jr.
Union
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
Bubba Snow
Hemingway
F. E. Huggins, Jr. &
D. I. Wilson, III
Hemingway
A. J. Rigby, Jr.
Kingstree
YORK COUNTY
Claud H. Morrow &
Calvin B. Morrow
Clover
$500 GOLD CARD
i
Joseph L. Huckabee
Rock Hill
Marshall E. Walker
Rock Hill
John K. Benfield, Jr.
York
OTHER STATES
J. G. Moxon
Ocala, Fla.
William D. AnderajBb
Atlanta, Ga.
Edwin S. Presm
Augusta, Ga.
<rs. Bob Fore,
Fnesville, Ga.
e B. Maffett
alton, Ga.
R. A. Bowen, Jr.
Macon, Ga.
Joseph D. Swann
Stone Mountain, Ga.
mreson E. Andrishok
mmitt, N. J.
>^Oseph Bailey Bright
hfendersonville, N. C.
J. O. Buck" Buchanan
Asheville, N
Don Tomberlin
Ellis-Tomberlin, Inc.
Asheville, N. C.
J. P. Swails
Burlington, N. C.
John C. Boesch, Jr.
Charlotte, N. C.
John B. Cornwell, III
Charlotte, N. C.
W. E. Holland
Doi^ Clay Products Company
Charlotte, N. C.
James S Hunter
Charlotte, N. C.
Jeff Kane
Charloite, N,
Superior Synthetic Fibers, Inc.
H. Tate Bowers
Charlotte, N. C.
W A. Wood
Charlotte, N. C.
Hugh D. Putnam, Sr
herryville, N. C.
istiarx Harw
rtis C. kimOTej
ham, I\|
iam H. Lewi
irmbnt, N. C.
J^ B. Godfrey
oresf City, N. C.
rry M. Bryant
l^onia, N. C.
Gastohia,
Atlantic Chemical Corporation
rge Clendon
'eensboro, N. C.
Roland Lee Connelly, Sr.
Greensboro, N. C.
Lloyd W. Purser
Greensboro, N. C.
J. Henry Dowdy
High Point, N. C.
Gary J. Gosztonyi
Kernersville, N. C.
Pierson & Whitman, Inc.
Raleigh, N. C.
James M. Perry
Rutherfordton, N. C.
W. T. Vick
Salisbury, N. C.
Dr. James Sam Seastrunk
Shelby, N. C.
Dr. T. G. Westmoreland
Shelby, N. C.
Dr. C. R. Swearingen, Jr.
Smithfield, N. C.
J. Garner Bagnal
Statesville, N. C.
Garrison Machinery Co.
Statesville, N. C.
J. E. 'Bo" Chinners, Jr.
Bay Village, Ohio
^arles N. Wyatt, Jr.
•untain Top, Pa.
. Guyton
iladelphia. Pa.
arry W. Smith
Kingsport, Tenn.
Mrs. Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, Tenn.
Charles Richard Wood
Fort Worth, Texas
Dr. James E. Bostic, Jr.
Arlington, Va.
W. J. Erwin
Danville, Va.
J. B. Montgomery
Martinsville, Va.
David L. Peebles
Newport News, Va.
Clemson and Stevens...Partners in textiles.
Clemson alumni, students, and
faculty are important to Stevens.
Tiger alumni continue to help keep
Stevens a recognized leader in the
international textile market place.
Clemson students help Stevens
plants near the campus maintain
high levels of productivity. Stevens
and the textile industry at large
benefit each year from the research
and recommendations of Clemson
faculty and graduate assistants.
Clemson and Stevens . . . partners
on the campus and in the plants.
J.P Stevens&Co. , Inc.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
$250 GOLD CARD
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Dr John L Guy
Abbeville
Charles B. Murphy
Abbeville
M Earle Williamson
Donalds
AIKEN COUNTY
Aiken
Alexander-Moormann & Associates
William R Alexander
John G Calhoun
H C Coward & Son
Donald L Fulmer
Elben Hines Hamilton
John G Malony &
William W Malony, Jr.
A H Peters, Jr
T Clifton Weeks
Mr & Mrs Clayson J White
James L Walpole
North Augusta
Dr, W G, Watson
North Augusta
ALLENDALE COUNTY
W Ross Brewer
Allendale
John F Brunson
Allendale
ANDERSON COUNTY
Anderson
Anderson Orthopedic Clinic, P A
R H Anderson
Baychem
William R, Aiken
Dr Robert B Belk
The C & S National Bank
R W Wilkes
Jerry O Chapman
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
of Anderson
R Carol Cook
John A Davenport
W M Dillard
Dillard Manne & Sport Center
Dr Claude Dixon
Tom W Dunaway. Jr,
Larry EanAiood
Singer Company
Marshall A Fant
Robert Lee Hill
Gregory Alan Jones
Wallace Jones
S T King
William L, Lyies &
Stonewall J Watson, III
Virgil P McCormick &
Douglas Farrell Clements
Kenneth M Mattison &
Christopher G Olson
Dr. Vernon Merchant, Jr
Dr, H. L Murray
D K Oglesby. Jr
J Leonard Patterson
J Roy Pennell. Jr.
Dr James E Pennell
A. R Ramseur
Red Circle, Inc —Clemson Store
Rhodes Development Co,. Inc,
Horace C Rhodes
Allan P Sloan, Jr,
Jim Slathakis &
Pete J Stathakis
Chris Suber
Lawrence A Sutherland
George M Taylor
Preston O Toole
Welborn Tire Service. Inc,
W Gerald Welborn
Mr. & Mrs, Rick Whatley
P. Louis Whitworth
Wholesale Electrical Supply
Company. Inc
Billy Joe Durham
Williams Plaslenng. Inc.
Chester C Williams
Kenneth S Wohlford
John W Wood, Jr
Belton
Baylis E Anderson
Mr & Mrs, Samuel Ashley
Dr, Leonard W, Douglas
George L Graham
William P Kay. Sr
Dr, William P Kay, Jr
Mr, & Mrs Raymond A King
Dr Malcombe A, McAlister
Steve Pearce
Donald L, Bunton
Pelzer
Dr Charles R. Griffin
Pendleton
C, H Lomas
Pendleton
Willlamston
Leon B Allen
George H Durham, Jr,
Lamar Gaillard
Harper Builders, Inc,
John M, Harper. Jr.
Harry Major
BAMBERG COUNTY
Claude McCain
Denmark
Victor Whetstone, Jr,
Denmark
J. E Brown. Jr.
Ehrhardt
BARNWELL COUl
antes M. Shuler
mwell
ed W. Craig
Blackville
Walter H Jenkins
Kline
Robert H. Sift
Williston
BEAUFORT COUNTY
T R Garrett
Beaufort ^
Bryan Loadtiolt
Beaufort ^^^m
Many Tanan^^T
Burton
harles Lyman Bat'
Hilton Haad ls!ar
-S^i^LEy COUNTf
Moncks Comer
William Bntt
Dr Rhett B. Myers
Dr. John H Swicord
CALHOUN COUNTY
S. H. Houck
General Farm Products & Dairy
Cameron
Eldon V. Haigler. Jr
Cameron
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Charleston
Charleston Oil Co.
W. M. Cornwell
Peter D Dorn, Jr
lohn William Felder
ileman O. Glaze, Vice Pres
NfslXltizens Bank & Tnjst Co.
Mac Hartey
William li Km
Frank E. Luca'
Charles F McCrary
Hans F Paul
Gayle Ross
The Noland Co.
A. B Schirmer, Jr,
Dan H, Swanger
Richard E Wheeler
North Charleston
Tom B Young
North Charleston
David M Murray. Jr.
Hannahan
In Memory of S. V Sotille
Isle Of Palms
W. C. Masters
Mt. Pleasant
CHEROKEE COUNTY
In Memory of Dr T A. Campbell
Blacksburg
Mr & Mrs W A. Hambright
Blacksburg
Gaffney
Lawrence E. Childers
Southern Loom Reed Mfg Co
John M. Hamrick, Jr.
Wylie Hamnck
B. R, Kernels
E. Raymond Parker
CHESTER COUNTY
James W, Bankhead
Blackstock
Ctiester
J, B Bankhead
In Memory of Joe W. Collins
Steven Epps
George R. Fleming
Mrs. S. W. Gough
Sammy Worthy Gough
Johnson-Laura Mae, Inc.
Dr. Halsted M Stone
Church Street Clinic
Fred A. Triplet!, Jr.
J A White Memorial
W C. Childers
Great Falls
W. E, Lindsg
Grfiat F^^^
WTY
Manning
Dr, Clarence E Coker,j
Dr. Robert E, Jackson
W. J, Rawlinson
^
H, B. Rickenbaker '
Summerton
H. F. Swilley ^
Summerton «
COLLETON COUNTY,
Calvert W. Huffihes,
Walterboro
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Ricfiard L. B i rd
Darlington
Ray Clan inn
arlington
Hartsville
dward B ^faawford
rris Hid
(^HqI
^
Dr. Wimatn p'^Kenned:
McKorell Brolher?
John C. Walker
J. W. C irler
Lamar
Edwin Gay Bass, Jr.
Lydia
Peter L McC ill, Jr.
Society HiII
DILLON COUNTY
Laurent W Floyd
Dillon
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Earl R DuPriost. Jr.
Summervillf
Berlin G. W
Summery it|
EDGEHE^D COUN
Joe F. Atjperson
Edgefield
Holmes, Jr.
ston
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
Wlnnstxiro
Louis M. Boulware
J- P. Brooks
Warren R. Herndon
James W. Stephenson. Ill
William H, Wylie
FLORENCE COUNTY
Mrs Dons Frick
Coward
J, J. Frick Sawmill. Inc.
Coward
Florence
8 M Brodie
Memorial to G. Wilson Bryce
By Bryce Mechanical Contractors.
inc.
William C. Dailey
Clyde S. Bryce. Jr., P. E.
Engineenng Consultants
Tom Gressette Pest Control
Laddie Green Hiller
3 «C{ c
cJk
John E. Lunn
Julian H- Price
J. W. Truluck. Jr.
0. L. Turner
Turner's Market
Bobby J. Watford
Edward L. Young
Lake City
L M Coleman. Jr.
Howard F. Godwin
Robert Welch
L. B. Finklea, Jr.
Pamplico
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
Loyd C. Morris
Rosemary Amusement Company
Andrews
Julian A. Reynolds
Andrews
Georgetown
Lt. Col. John C Heinemann
Larry E. Holliday
Threatt-Maxwell Contractors. Inc
GREENVILLE COUNTY
David A Bagwell
Fountain Inn
Greenville
Dwight F. Allen
United Merchants & Mfgrs.. Inc.
Amencan Security of
Greenville. Inc.
Small
Atkinson
Balentine
lard
ncrete Company
nger. Jr.
atson. II
leckroge. Jr.
Brown. Jr.
irolina Industnal Insulating Co
G West, Pres.
lomas Carter
Chemloid. Inc,
Chemurgy Products. Inc.
John M Chewning, Jr.
J M, Clary
CaA^ Inc
r Ci5viU
_
^ s, Jr,
C, F. Dawes
Dean Construction Co.. Inc.
1. L. Donkle, ^
Charles F..Cienlry. Jr.
W. N. oNl III
Bill R. 9)snell
D9»*Gosnell
/§P Gray
Joel W Gray, III
John F, Guest
Edward D, Guy. Jr,
Harper Brothers. Inc,
Caldwell Harper
Donald L Harnson
Robert T Harnson
C, W, Hinton
Bobby Hudson
Richard H, Ivester
Dale Johnson
Fred A, Johnson
William R. Jolly. Jr,
Ernest G. Jones
W. J. Jordan, Jr,
Dr Willis A, King, Jr.
Julian M, Langston, Jr.
Langston Construction Co.. Inc,
Frank 8, Leake. Jr.
Dr. James P. McNamara
North Hills Medical Clinic
Seabrook L. Marchant
Keith J. Marquis
Moore-Tinsley Supply Co.
Joe E. Long
Mount Vernon Dryer Felt Company
R Ligon King
William J. Neely. Jr.
Orders Mattress Co., Inc.
Orders Tile & Dist. Co.. Inc.
Jerry L. Pace
Carolina Tool Industries. Inc.
$250 GOLD CARD
John F. Palmer
Russell Hunter Park
George M. Plyler
William M. Poe
D, C Poole
Raymond E, Putman
Ken W Reed
B. D, Robbins
E, R. Roper
James L. Sanderson
Leon A, Shain
Leon Shain Company
Sloan Construction Co.. Inc.
Bob Longmeyer
Suitt Construction Co., Inc.
James A, Taylor
John Russell Terry. Jr.
Charles C. Thompson
Jim Thrailkill &
Dr. Ben Thrailkill
W E Thrailkill
Threatt-Maxwell Construction Co.
Gerald S Tompkins, Jr.
J. Harold Townes, Jr A. I. A.
Vissage Auto Parts Co.. Inc.
R. H. Walker
Clyde H White
James D Whiteside
Edward Wilhoit
David H Wilkins
Willson Riggins Landscape, Inc.
Willson & Linda
Charles C Withington. Jr.
Yeargin Construction Co.. Inc.
Greer
W. B. Coxe. Jr
William Lem Dillard
C. V EIrod
William H. Moody
Spartan Express. Inc
Roy F Dooley
Mauldin
Billy Bullock
The Pantry Rest
Floyd S Long
Calvin Summey
Major L. Higgins
Piedmont
Thomas P Lane. Jr.
Simpsonville
Taylors
Peter H. Bryan
Richard A Curtis
Curtis-Carolina Corp.
William S "Billy" Delk
Sahara Stone of South Carolina
SandlapperChem. & Equip. Co., Inc.
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Greenwood
Nick P Anagnost
William T Barnett
Clarence L Beaudrot
Wayne Bell &
Randy Bell
Robert L. Crawford, Jr.
W. K. Fooshe. Jr.
Coy Jefferson Gray
Nevit Y. Johnson
Charles E Key
H/larshall Long
P. R. Nickles
B. F. Scott
Joe H. Seal
James C. Self
W. R. Sweanngen
Howard Tolbert
HAMPTON COUNTY
J. F. Wyman. Jr.
J. F. Wyman, Inc.
Estill
Hampton
Dr. Jerry Frank Crews, Jr.
Hampton Gas Co., Inc.
George M. Thomas, Pres
William F. Speights
W Norris Lightsey
Varnville
HORRY COUNTY
Oscar L. Hodge
Aynor
i
Conway
In IVIemory of John J. Avinger
John J Avinger Family
James W Barnette, Jr.
F. L. Bradham
Robert C. Crenshaw
R. G. Horton
Mr. & Mrs. Mitchell Merritt
Dr Murray T. Jackson
R. S Winfield
Loris
W C. "Ted" Dozier
Arthur R. Hardee
Davis Heniford, Jr.
S. F. Horton
E W Pnnce, Jr.
Myrtle Beach
Manon T. Bellamy
E. M. Bost
Frederick C. Gore
LaBruce Nursery
Harold Riddle. A.I.A.
Gene C Wilkes
KERSHAW COUNT
W. L. Jaj;kson
Camdgd
Gfaiwford E. Sanders, llf
Camden
Donald H. Kelly &
Lawrence Steedly
Elgin
Lester P. Branham, Sr.
Lugoff
LANCASTER COUN
W. H. Bridges
Heath Springs
Lancaster
R. H. Collins
Grady P. Robinson
L. S. Stewman
-i^URENS CO
D. H Roberts
Clinton
Laurens
James G. Bowling
Mrs. R. M. Erwin
Charles Jeter Glenn
J. P. Fans
Walter 8. Ramage
LEE COUNTY
Bishopville
W. Ray Alexander, Jr.
Carroll Green DesChamps, II
In Memory of C. 8. Player
by C. B. Player, Jr, & III
Hughey Tindal, Jr.
H. McCutchen
St Charles
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Batesburg
Billy Amick
Mr & Mrs Tyrone M"
Leiand A. Jackson #
Harry W. Mims &
James L. Estes
Cayce
T. A. Henry
Gaston
B. M Cassady
Irmo
Lexington
Alvin N. Berry
D. H Caughman
F U Black
John T Drafts
Stuart & Stan Miller
Lexington Supply Co.
Wrenn Machine Tools, Inc.
West Columbia
McCORMICK COUNTY
Dr James W. Gilbert
McCormick
MARION COUNTY
Marion
Dr William L Cheezem, Jr
Lacy Edwards, Jr
Robert N. Johnson, Jr.
Gerald C. Wallace, Jr.
Frank T. West
Thomas M. West
Howard Thomas
Mullins
Bryan Huggins
Nichols
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Newberry
Walter B Cousins
Buddy Neel
Terry C. Shaver
Ferd J Summer
Stanley Griffin
Pomaria
David C. Waldrop, Sr
Silverstreet
Harry S Young
Whitmire
Ted Plemons
Whitmire
1/
QtONEE COUNTY^
#0r. Harry B. Mays
Fair Play
Seneca
W. A. Chase, Sr.
Robert H. Cureton
Daniel Hallford
Deryl C. Keese
Keese Realty
Dr. Lane E. Mays
*
Arthur Nuttall. Jr.
Oxford Oil Company. Ii
Gary "Flip" Phillips
Dr. James R. Pruiti
Dr Don A. Richardson
Sorrells Refrigeration
& Electric Co
« L Sorrells
John P. Booker
Walijalla
~iill McLees
Walhalla
Louis C. HoU^ift^n
Westminster
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
Elloree
William 8. Bookhart, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Ufiy Oliver
Ted Shuler •
J. C. Ulmer, Jr.
H. D. Folk
Holly Hill
Robert H. Cauthen
Holly Hill
Thomas J. Etheredge. I
North
George L. Binnickei
Nonivay
James C. Williams,
Norway
Orangeburg
E. R. Bair, Jr.
Leiand M. Bradshaw
,ei^r.
I
William W. Cope &
H. D Smoak, Jr.
Charles Parker Dempsey
WrfiMfees. Jr
C. " Birnum
W. C. Higginbotham. Jr.
Al M. Hughes
Lighting Creations, Inc.
H A. McGee, Jr
Harry M Mims, Jr &
George S. Hill
J. F Cleckley & Company
Power Oil Co.
Raymond L. Strock
W E. Verdery
Orangeburg Redi-Mix
Concrete, Inc.
John T Zeigler, Jr
Maynard D. Funchess
Rowesville
W Z. Dantzler & Son
Santee
Starr C. Busbee
Springfield
PICKENS COUNTY
Ernest Jones Washington, Jr.
Cateechee
Mr. & Mrs Neil E. Byerley
Central
Clemson
Mr. & Mrs. George U. Bennett
Doyle C. Burton
Clemson Service Station, Inc.
Robert W Higby, Pres.
Mr & Mrs. John A. Connell
Mr. & Mrs Joseph B Cocke
Mrs. Irene Todd Cox
Ernest O. DeFore
Educational & Counseling Clinic
Alan R. Franklin
Steven C. Giberl
M. Riggs Goodman
Randolph D. J. Jackson
W. Joe Lanham
C. V. Marchbanks, Jr.
Paul Miller
Cantey M. Richardson
R. R Ritchie
Robert W. Robinson, Jr.
David E Simons, Jr
Drewry N. Simpson
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Skelton
Dr. B. R. Skelton
Col. & Mrs. E. N Tyndall
H Betts Wilson
Eastey
Harold Albertson
Dr. C. S. Boland
Paul E. Bowie III &
Stephen A. Bowie
Jerry R. Byrd
Roddey E. Gjltys. Ill
Dr. J. H. Ja^leson
Ralph KirK
J. J. Lynn, D M D.
Gene & Bob Merritt
George B (Bud) Nalley, Jr.
Easley Lumber Company
W J Ragsdale
Shealy, Smith and Welborn, P.A.
In Memory of Paul E. Bowie, Jr.
Liberty
Mr. & Mrs. Gary ^le*urg
Liberty
Joe Board &
Redmond Coyle
Pickens
Roy S. Dalton
Pickens
Six Mile
William Ansel Oeaffwyler
Robert M. Guerreri
Jimmy R. Holliday
RICHLANt) COUNTY
Columbia
Mr. & Mrs. Sims Bailey &
Walton G. Snow
Mr & Mrs. D. W. Baxter
Thomas B. Boyle
Nash Broyles
Jack W. Brunson
Henry Parrott Byrd
Ray O Brian Carter
Dr. Robert M. Clark
Ike Cogburn
Charles W. Cooper
Dr. Charles Edward Corley, III
Robert W. Cowsert, Jr.
Dr. James W. Culclasure
The Darnell Co.
B. L Darnell &
Randolph M. Tiller, Jr.
Dreher Packing Co., Inc.
J. T. Dukes
Joe W. Dunn, Jr.
George W. Eleazer, Jr.
Dr. George H. Fann
Bruce Finley
Dr. Larry Frick
Giant Portland Cement Company
Richard W. Fnck
T. E. Gnmes, Jr.
James W. Hancock, Jr.
R. 0. Huffman
M. C. Johnson
Charles M. Joye
H Michael Kaylor
C. M. "Buddy" Lewis
James T McCabe
David A. McLellan
Market Restaurant
Deanv
$250 GOLD CARD
John Capilos
George G Matthews, Sr
Modern Exterminating Co . Inc
George G Matthews, Jr.
Modern Exterminating Co . Inc
W I May
Miner Saw Works
Dr Henry W Moore
Richard S Newton
Jeffery A O Cain
Eugene R Patterson
Maunce G Pearson. Jr
Bob Robinson
David W Roof
Seaman Electric Supply, Inc
Pelham W Simmons
George Z Siokos
Frank W Smith
Arthur M Suggs
Ames H Wells
Dr John A Wells, Jr.
William B Wells
Charles E Whitener
A N, Whiteside. Jr
.
CL.U
Equitable Lile Assurance Society
Mrs Frances L Chappell
Hopkins
Joe Ben Weeks
Hopkins
SALUDA COUNTY
Arthur R Nichols
Saluda
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
Miss Margaret Lee
Chesnee
James Vincent Caggiano
Cowpens
Marvin B Banton
Duncan
J W Gaston. Jr
Duncan
A Courtney Cobb
Fairlorest
Spartanburg Sheet Metal &
Fabricators. Inc
FairforesI
Inman
George Fox Bolen. Jr.,
L E. Anderson &
M F Mickelson
Timothy M. Drake
Shaw
man, Jr. n,
Mr & Mrs. Wilbur K. Hammett
Arthur W O Shields
Lyman
Earl F Blair
Moore
Spartanburg
Acme Distnbuting Co.
ol Spartanburg. Inc.
T R Adams. Jr
R. L Alexander. Jr
First National Bank of
H J Bowman
R. J. R Mechanicapfe.
Walter J. Brown
Buckeye Corp '
Budweiser of ^nrtanburg
Gene E. Willi»its
Cecil s Incorporated
J P Cecil
Hasell Legare Cole
Michael H Cornwel
Albert T. Correll
Correll. Willis.^^ijfi J /^yc. ifc^
Troy H Critit>'& SOflS,' mc.
Billy W davis
In Merr)^ ot W P Dobson
nhardt
George
F M Fdsia
Robert V
Marvin C Rob!
A W Shoolbred^;
J Clyde Simmons'
In Memory of Nathal
Rupert P Smith
Southers Construction, Inc."
Brooks V. Southers
Dr Harold S Vigodsky
Ted Wilson, William D. West
& Belton L. Mims
George Spence Wise, Jr.
Edwin W Stroud
Woodruff
SUMTER COUNTY
Curtis Edens
Dalzell
D Harvin
Pinewood
D. Leslie Tindal
Pinewood
Sumter
Harold S Boozer
Charles R. Boyle, Jr
lenes. McCreight
Jack W. Gib'ji-'n
A. J. Qai
Dr. Wil
B. J
A Friend
Sumter C > .nty
gjtW anufacturing
John W
L. Wilder. Ji
Dr. Barney L. Wi
OumN cbu'
E. E Fowler
Union
Harold R. Hoke
Union
WILLIAMSBURG
Bethel C DuRanI
Hemingway
Kingstree
Dr W C Cottingham
W H Cox
Fred P. Guerry, Jr.
YORK COUNTY
Clover
Joseph W. Barnett
Lewis W. Hicks
J M. Peek
Gulp Brother? , Inc.
Fort Mill
ck Hill
'Dr. Roy W. Campfield, Jr
FimM^eany Sf
Construction Co., Inc.
Robert H. Flint. Pres.
D. P. Herlong
C- C- Jenkins. Jr.
W. Bennett Kirkpatnck
John N Warren. Jr &
J Norman Warren
William Frampton Harper
York
OUTSIDE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA
Loyd B Chapman
Huntsville. Ala
Dr Robert C McDaniel
Little Rock. Ark.
'Sbrfti D, Barrentine
Houohlfi Barrentine Company
Buttonutiksw, Calif.
William
j
Soulhbd
Ford F.Prabow, Jr.
Washinplon, D C
John. R Hines
Orlnn iLi Fla
Drt [ Webb
jAsey Wylie
Conn.
Louis S Philhower
,
^^_^lacon, Ga.
'
^t'arks Wingo /fl9ry
Mjnettfi Gi
bert Andrew
larietta, Ga,
Ben G. Croslai
Toccoa, Ga
Claud Smith
Toccoa. Ga
Carl F Bessent
Baltimore. Md.
Robert B Ehlen
_
Federal Cartndge Co7p
Anoka. Minn. ^
Robert A. Gettys, Jr.
Ardeii. N C
J^lfchard E Butdette
Asheville. N C,
Robert W Sistrunk
Burlington, N C.
Charlotte, N. C.
James E. Brennan
In Memory of Patrick N Calhoun
Robert L Carlson
Kenneth L Flint
Thomas W. Glenn. Ill
Steve C Gntfith, Jr.
Edgar L Miller. Jr
Don V. Whelchel
Marion B. Season
Forest City. N. C.
Carlos H. Miyares
Gastonia, N C.
Greensboro, N. C.
Lawrence H Buchanan
Jackie W. Calvert
Col. J. L. Edmonds
Mr & Mrs. E. T. Mcllwain
(Life Member)
Walter M. Nash, III
Vernon W. Kennington
Laurinburg. N. C.
Donald A, Fowler
Marion. N C.
Dr. Robert F, Poole, Jr.
Raleigh, N C.
J B. Lipscomb
Sanlord, N. C
Mr. & Mrs, Charles T. Sutherland, Jr.
Stoneville, N, C.
Joseph Crosby Jones
Wilkesboro, N. C.
Francis A Yarborough
Wilmington, N. C.
J H. Abrams
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Arthur E. Thomas
Winston-Salem, N C
In Memory of Albert Pavlik, Sr.
Euclid, Ofiio
G. H Greene
Johnstown, Pa.
Nevon F Jeffcoat
Yardley. Pa.
Jerry E Dempsey
York. Pa
William C. Keese
Germantown. Tenn.
Donald L Harris
Hermitage. Tenn
James D Fisher
Hixon. Tenn.
James R McLane
Houston, Texas
Oliver I Snapp, Jr
Houston. Texas
James C, Attaway
Fredericksburg. Va.
J H Jones
Springfield. Va.
We also express our appreciation to those IPTAY members in the above categories for their support, but who prefer to have their names omitted.
TRAINERS STAY READY FOR ANY EMERGENCY
The Clemson trainers, both fulltime and student, put in a multitude of hours even before the football team takes the field in taping ankles,
shoulders, knees and other parts of the body where protective care is needed. Kneeling left tc right, David Williams, Doak Fairey, Mike Brown,
Paul Thacker and Louie Moore. Standing, assistant trainer Herman McGee, Hank Morrow, Bill Blackston, Henry Judy and head trainer Fred
Hoover.
REFEREES:
1. Robert R. Carpenter (Duke), Belmont, N. C.
3. Robert H. Cooper, Jr. (Johns Hopkins), Baltimore, Md.
4. Carl Deane (Duke), Charlottesville, Va.
5. Ernest Hackney (North Carolina), Wilson, N. C.
56. Joe Long (Clemson), Greenville, S. C.
7. Vincent Price (Charleston), Gaffney, S. C.
8. Donald B. Safrit (Lenoir Rhyne), Raleigh, N. C.
9. Robert C. Wood (Washington & Lee), Lynchburg, Va.
UMPIRES:
46. Rosario Amato (N. C. State), Bethlehem, Pa.
40. V. E. Baugh (Clemson), Orangeburg, S. C.
44. Tom Chambers (Duke), Winston-Salem, N. C.
43. Bradley Faircloth (Duke), Greensboro, N. C.
45. Clark Gaston (Clemson), Greenville, S. C.
41. Milton Mines (Guilford), Winston-Salem, N. C.
47. Ray Moore (U. S. Maritime), Columbia, S. C.
48. Clifton Noble (East Carolina), Bristol, Va.
42. Bobby A. Rimer (North Carolina), Waxhaw, N. C.
LINESMEN:
12. Richard Carrington (Virginia), Lynchburg, Va.
13. W. R. Cummings (Unattached), Columbia, S. C.
14. Hugh Currin (Wake Forest), Oxford, N. C.
15. A. B. Elliott (Virginia Tech), Springfield, Va.
20. Gene Gilstrap (Federal City), Washington, D. C.
16. Tom Harris (Duke), Charlotte, N. C.
17. William Jamerson (Virginia Tech), Appomattox, Va.
18. George Manning (Georgia Tech), Gastonia, N. C.
19. Richard Tyndall (North Carolina), Chapel Hill, N. C.
LINE JUDGES:
21. Ernest Benson (Evansville), Albany, Ga.
22. Nelvin Cooper (Elon), Gary, N. C.
23. Bill Davis (Duke), Wilson, N. C.
24. Ronald DeSouza (Morgan State), Baltimore, Md.
25. Mark Kane (Clemson), Charlotte, N. C.
26. William Luper (Guilford), Greensboro, N. C.
27. Raymond Menton (Loyola), Ellicott City, Md.
29. Donald Robertson (William & Mary), Barboursville, Va.
28. Jimmy Rosser (Auburn), Martinsville, Va.
BACK JUDGES:
3. Earl Barnett (Virginia), Charlottesville, Va.
37. Lawrence Hill (Bradley), Landover, Md.
32. Thomas Hunt (North Carolina), Durham, N. C.
37. William Lovett (Maryland), Rockville, Md.
34. Gil Rushton (Clemson), Easley, S. C.
35. Robert Sandell (Johns Hopkins), Charlottesville, Va.
60. Maynard Strickler (East Tenn. State), Crozet, Va.
36. Weldon Waites (South Carolina), Columbia, S. C.
FIELD JUDGES:
50. Gerald Austin (Western Carolina), Summerfield, N. C.
51. Ernest Cage (Southeastern), Lanham, Md.
53. C. C. Dailey (Unattached), Greenville, S. C.
52. John Godbold (South Carolina), Gaffney, S. C.
54. Carl Herakovich (Rose-Hulman), Blacksburg, Va.
55. James Knight (Wake Forest), Matthews, N. C.
57. Courtney Mauzy (Washington & Lee), Raleigh, N. C.
58. Arthur Rhoads (Ohio Univ.), Winston-Salem, N. C.
59. James Robertson (Emory), Blacksburg, Va.
CLEMSON ALMA MATER
Where the Bhie Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play:
Here tJte sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign supreme alway.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tiger s roar may echo
O er the mountain height.
Words by A. C. Corcoran, 19
Music by Dr. Hugh McGarity
CONCESSION PRICES
Cigarettes 55^
Matches 010
Candy 200
Crackers 200
Sandwiches 500
Drinks 300
Drinks in Souvenir Cup 500
Potato Chips 250
Aspirin 450
Cups of ice 150
Gum 200
SOUVENIR PRICES
Buttons $1.50
Buttons with Dangles 2.00
Pennants 2.00
Plush Tigers 3.00 & 5.00
Hats 5.00
Shakers 1 .00
Rain Coats 5.00
Sun Visors 50
Footballs 2.00
Balloons 1.00
Party Pops 25
Posters 1 .00 & 2.00
Inflates 2.00
Craftsmen in fine commercial PRINTING since 1844. • The finest wood lines and quality,
economically priced OFFICE FURNITURE and accessories. • Commercial/institutional
SPACE PLANNERS and DESIGNERS. • AUDIO-VISUAL and VIDEO EQUIPMENT for
security, training, education, meetings and presentations. • COPYING and DUPLICATING
MACHINES to increase efficiency and reduce costs. • COMMERCIAL and SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.
The R. L. Bryan Company
COLUMBIA, s c. CHARLESTON.s e. FLORENCE. S. C. CHARLOTTE. N C.
301 Greystone Blvd 3025 W Montague Ave 1 801 W Evans St. 6 Woodlawn Green
779-3560 554-9440 669-5126 527-4330
Bryan's wants your business
to be the bes^
Total Capability Contractor
Civil — IVIechanical — Electrical — Contract Maintenance
The new Foote Mineral Company Refining Facility
in Kings Mountain, N. C.
Built with P-R-l-D-E
by
YEARGIN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
A maze of tanks, piping, rotary kilns, steel, plumbing,
air conditioning, electrical, insulation and instrumen-
tation work make up the new Lithium Carbonate Refin-
ing facility YEARGIN built for Foote Mineral Company
at Kings Mountain, North Carolina, all with YEARGIN
forces.
Contract Maintenance is our specialty also. We'll sup-
ply your needs with personnel for continuous mainte-
nance and fluctuate the crews for turn-around shut-
downs. Whether it's 1 , 100 or 1,000 craftsmen you
need, call on YEARGIN. We have the P-R-l-D-E and
experience on textile, chemical, metal working,
paper, rubber, precipitator, and boiler installations to
do your job.
When you think construction, think YEARGIN. We
build it fast; we save you time and money; and our
quality of workmanship and meeting of schedule re-
quirements is second to none.
YEARGIN
The P-R-l-D-E Builder
p. O. Box 6508 Greenville, South Carolina 29606 803/242-6960
